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A PICTURE - RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

THE WATCH ON THE SOMME.—Cavalry patrol on the watch at twilight, a statuesque impression which is reminiscent of Physical
Energy, the colossal bronze man and horse by G. F. Watts in Kensington Gardens, possessing the same symbolism of yital,ty and
valour. (British official photograph.)
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MY ADVENTURES AS A WAR CORRESPONDENT

A MIDNIGHT ESCAPE FROM THE AUSTRIANS
From Czernovitz to Rumania with the Enemy in Full Cry
By BASIL CLARKE
s there any immediate likelihood of Czernovitz being
evacuated ? " The Russian Staff officer was evasive.
He could tell me nothing for the moment, he said,
and he recommended me to call later in the day on one
of his brother Staff officers at the Schivarzer Adler Hotel.
This was ominous. Previously he had been so open and
frank with me as to the Russian movements. I left the
general's quarters and went to the Town Hall.. The officials
there were all mum or mysterious. One of them abruptly
stopped speaking to listen again to the Austrian guns
which were booming away to the south of the town. It
struck me he was trying to hear whether they were any
nearer.
In the cafés and shops—such of them as had not been
closed owing to the war—there was everywhere an air
of suppressed excitement. Rumanian citizens of Czernovitz
feared the worst and were in the dumps ; for a return of
the Austrians would mean death to many of them. Austrians
and Jews—who were anxious to see the back of the Russians
—were suppressing an elation they could scarce conceal.
In the early evening I called on my Staff officer at the
Schwarzer Adler. He received me in his bed-room—a
courtly Russian with a flowing yellow moustache. He
assured me that I should be right to stay in Czernovitz
for the present, at all events, and that if there was any
thought of evacuation he would let me know in good time,
so that I should not fall into the Austrians' hands.
A Bayonet at the Portico
With this I had to be content. Still I did not like the
look of things. I engaged a room at the hotel, and then
sought out the night porter. I gave him first a handsome
tip, and then some very definite instructions. At the
first sign of any movement of troops in the streets during
the night, I told him, or at the first sign of shooting in
the streets, or even at the first sign of Russian sentries
being withdrawn from the streets, he must come and waken
me at once. He agreed. I then thought to go into the
city to establish yet another safeguard against surprise,
but at the hotel door was a Russian sentry with fixed
bayonet. I must not pass. He pointed to his watch
and to six o'clock ; waved his hand towards the streets
and then shook his head. It was quite clear ; no one
must be out of doors after six o'clock.
There was no restaurant in the hotel, and for some
reason all its public rooms were locked. There was nothing
else for it but to stop in one's bed-room. And here I had
to dine that night. My Rumanian assistant, Dobias,
foraged for food, and by some good luck managed to get
ham and bread and a bottle of some sweet sort of Austrian
wine. Sitting on the bed we consumed this. About 7.30 p.m;
the electric lights were turned out. In my bag was a
candle. We lit it and sat in the half light. Once I lifted
the window and looked out. A Russian sentry shouted
up at me from the pavement below. I did not understand.
He lifted his rifle as though taking aim at me. I pulled
in my head quickly enough. Apparently all blinds must
be down and no heads must be put out of windows.
"The Austrians are Here :"
At eight o'clock Dobias went to his room, and I wrote
by candle-light till after eleven o'clock. Then I ran downstairs to remind the night porter of his promise, and to
see whether he had heard any,fresh news. All was normal,
he said. Then I went to bed. All \vas quiet in the city-.
I could hear the tramp of the sentry on the pavement
below me. Then the tramping ceased. I jumped out
of bed and peeped behind the blind to see why. It was
snowing again. Newly-fallen snow had muffled his tread.
A splash of hot wax falling on my wrist woke me, and
I opened my eyes to see the night porter bending over
me with a candle shining- into his black, glittering eyes.

I

" Get up, get up, sir ! " he was saying breathlessly.
The
Austrians are here ! "
I sat up in bed. At that moment Dobias came dashing
into the room in a blaze of excitement. As a Rumanian
he had, perhaps, some cause to wish to avoid the Austrians,
but hardly as much as I had.
" The Austrians, the Austrians ! " he exclaimed wildly.
" How long have they been here ? " I asked. " And
when did the Russians clear out ?
There were many things I wanted to know before I
came to any decision as to what I must do for the best.
But Dobias was `a bundle of nerves, and the porter was
little better. I could get nothing coherent out of them.
I believe the porter had gone to sleep instead of watching,
and had known nothing till the moment he woke up and
saw troops passing the hotel doon
" You Will Get Me Murdered !"
I rested on my elbow thinking what to do. At this
Dobias threw up his arms, and, with eyes nearly bulging
out of ins head, said, " Get up, get up ! What can you
be dreaming of to lie still so ? You will get me murdered
and yourself, too, if you don't make haste." Rather
nettled, I told him if he wanted to go he could go at once,
though I did not see how getting " into a sweat " was
going to improve matters. He wrung his hands, but was
quiet.
I jumped out, and he scurried round to help me—passing
me collar and tie and boots as I wanted them. But every
moment he was halting and listening and gesticulating—
clearly at his wits' end with excitement. If only to make
him more reasonable I took things as naturally as I could,
though I was pretty scared, too, inwardly. When I asked
the porter to get our bill Dobias nearly went frantic again.
" If you wait for that you will be murdered 1 " he
gasped.
We paid the bill in the -corridor to the night porter,
and then he led us down to the front door. There was
no light. He had just opened the vestibule door when
a faint sound of muffled tramping came through it. He
closed it quietly again. We hid in the shadow. Through
the glass panels o the door, a moment later, we could
just make out a line of troops marching by.
Muffled Tread of the Enemy
Pressed tight against the wall in the vestibule we stood in
the darkness and watched this shadowy army march past,
their arms swinging, their bayonets a-bristle, and catching
now and again a faint flash from the feeble street-lamp
on the farther side of the, square. Their greatcoats were
grey with snow. Their feet made hardly any noise.
Austrians ? " gasped Dobias.
" Yes," said the porter, " and you nearly walked into
them."
Full five minutes we waited there in the dark of the
doorway watching them pass. Behind were carts and
waggons and men on horses. Then all had passed. The
sound of their tramp quickly faded away.
The night porter opened the door stealthily and looked
with anxious eyes both up and down the street. " Now ! "
he exclaimed. He literally pushed us down the steps
and then shut the door behind us. He had come to the
conclusion, apparently, that it would be no nice thing
to be caught by the Austrians harbouring an Englishman
Nor NVas it a pleasant thing, I could have assured him in
return, to be turned loose at dead of night—for it was
about one o'clock—in a strange city street, into which
might come at any moment some new enemy patrol, nervy
and excited and fearing ambush at every point.
I was, for - following the Russians. We knew they must
have retreated by the road going north. Dobias said no.
[Continued on page
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Highways and Byways to and from the Trenches
Critish and French Official Photezraahs
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Soldiers on their way to see Mr. Massey, Premier
of New Zealand, during his visit to the Somme.

An important road on the Somme front. Hardly a tree along the highway has escaped the tornado of conflicting shells. Inset:
Tractors used for heavy transport work and the conveyance of guns and munitions.
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We must get into Rumania ten or twelve miles away to the
east over wild and hilly country, which in places was tmany
feet deep in snow. He was not in a fit condition to
argue it out calmly, so I told him definitely I was going to
follow the Russians, and that he need not come unless he
liked. He- gave in, and quietly followed me down the
street.
We crept some distance, keeping close to the dark shops
and houses on our left hand. There was not a sound in
the city. We had gone a few hundred yards, keeping a
bright look-out all the way, when a huge and livid flash shot
up into the sky to the north and a deaening explosion split
our ears. Poor Dobias stood still right under a street-lamp,
his hands lifted and his eyes bulging.
I dragged him into a shop doorway, out of sight. Then
he recovered and became suddenly calm, " That settles
it! " he said. " Now you must go to Rumania. The
Russians have blown up the river bridge. None will get
across after them."
He was -right. " Yes, we'll make tracks for Rumania,"
I said. " And we must hustle if we want to get there."
" Why ? " he exclaimed anxiously.
" Because the Austrians are coming up from the south,"
I answered, " and will surely move up in line, right along
the whole Rumanian frontier. They would never come into
Czernovitz without making sure the Russians could not
flank them on the east. They will move up the Rumanian
frontier simultaneously with their movement on Czernovitz.
And if they are not there already, they soon will be."

the very yards of houses before we emerged finally into
an entry, and thence into a street again. Another quarter
of a mile and the street became a road. It was the
Mamornitza road. Not far along it was a barrier and a
sentry-box, where only a few hours previously a Russian
guard had stood. Was there any guard there now, Russian
or Austrian ? We did not dare to look. We turned to the
right, and cut over some fields deep in snow, and thus
rounded the sentry point. Farther, on we joined the highroad again and made for the east.
Rumours about Wolves
The snow became deeper as the ground rose. Soon •the
road itself became indistinguishable from the surrounding
country—all was equally white—and but for telegraph poles
by the roadside I doubt whether we should have been able
to keep to it. At_ one telegraph pole it was not always
easy to see the next one, and in searching for it one was
liable to' leave the road and flounder in snowdrifts in gullies
and ditches. Once the telegraph poles themselves must
have left the road to cut off some corner, for we were
floundering for half an hour over snowdrifts and fencing
and ditches innumerable. I did not thank Dobias for
remembering—and mentioning—that wolves had been
reported that winter in these districts of the Bukovina.
Not long after reporting this piece of news he stopped
suddenly and said " Listen ! '
What he heard was,
fortunately, not wolves but the dogs in a neighbouring
homestead. As we were burning with thirst, we went into
this farmyard to get a drink from the well there. One of
the dogs resented it, and jumped around us, barking
frantically, I kept him off with a stick while Dobias
Slipping Through Austrian Patrols
lowered the bucket on its windlass to the water, and drew
He was not a very robust sort of fellow, friend Dobias, up a bucketful. When he had drunk he stood sentry with
but he put an amazingly good foot foremost on that journey. the stick while I took a drink.
First we had to get out of the town. Not a soul was in the
Across the Frontier to Safety
streets, and we certainly did not wish to meet anyone, for
During
all
the
five
hours
that journey took us we kept a
none but Austrians or friends of the. Austrians could be
about. Dobias proved most valuable. " We want to get most anxious look-out on our right for Austrians. We
to the Mamornitza road," he said. " That will take us by saw them first when we were not more than half a mile from
the nearest way to the Rumanian frontier, and as it leads the Rumanian frontier. From the top of a hillock we
to the most northern point of the frontier we shall hav e could make out two mounted scouts riding easily along
more chance of escaping the Austrians, because it will take the road leading up the -frontier side from the south. Dobias
them longer to get to that point than to one farther south." was for hiding. That would have done for us. We ran
This was sound sense, and I was glad to find him recovering instead, and we did that last half mile and down the hill to
his wits, for he was a bright man in normal times, was the frontier post at a gallop. The horsemen saw us as we
were descending the hill, and put spurs to their horses.
Dobias.
But first to get out of Czernovitz. We must avoid the But they were coming slightly uphill while we were going
bigger streets. Austrian patrols would be distributed over down. Their horses slipped and stumbled in the snow, and
them before many minutes, and if we were once challenged headway was slow. We slipped, too, but forwards, not'
we could not hope, either by bluff or by running, to escape. backwards. I wondered they did not shoot. They seemed
I was not anxious to have my fate left in the hands of the too busy riding. After a little fruitless galloping they slowed
Austrians—probably in the hands of Lieutenant Klappa, down to a walk.
We got through the frontier posts at a gallop, greatly
the Butcher," whose sinister activities in hanging people
scaring the Rumanian sentry on the other side. The
I have mentioned in an earlier article.
As we passed along one narrow street we saw a figure at horsemen dismounted and waited for the main body behind
the end standing "under a street-lamp. Dobias pointed him them to come up. By the time we had breakfasted—less
out, and said he could see the glint of a bayonet. That than an hour after we had slipped over the frontier—there
was enough. Touching me' on the arm, Dobias quietly were some hundreds of Austrian soldiers, guns, horse and
scaled the five-foot wall which was on our right hand. I foot at the Rumanian frontier posts.
Klappa was among them !
followed. With an unerring instinct he led me over gardens
and fences and fields and brick-crofts, and twice through
Next article : On the Road to Constantinople

As in the early days of the automobile. Serbian artillery horses helping to haul an officer's car out of the quagmire on a Balkan
plateau, in the neighbourhood of Serbia's recent victorious onslaught on the Bulgarians. (Official photograph.)
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Rumanians Scatter the Foe with Casks of Fire

In spite of the terrible inventions of science, many simple devices
have proved, in emergency, far deadlier than the greatest gun
or the most powerful mine. Frequently in the Vosges and Alps
soldiers have scored a triumph by rolling huge boulders down on
to the unsuspecting foe. The latest instance of this primitive

method of campaigning is reported from the Rumanian front.
Our most recent ally scored a notable victory in the mountains by
hurling casks of burning naphtha into the Austro—Germans. This
ruse disorganised the enemy ranks, which were thereupon routed
by the Rumanian infantry at the point of the bayonet.
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Afternoon Tea Under Difficulties on the Somme
British Official Photographs

A rough—and—ready five o'clock tea amid the debris of Somme
fighting. Inset: Repairing British aeroplane overturned by a gale.

Dramatic incident on a French highway adjacent to the battlefield. Wounded soldier being carried pickaback down an embankment
VA the ambulance which will convey him to one of the various dressing—stations between the Somme and " Blighty."
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Rapid Treatment for Equine Casualties
Brit?sh Official Photographs

Tending tho wounds of horses in France. Thanks to the splendid work of Our Dumb Friends' League, the Royal Society for Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, and the Blue Cross, a large number of valuable horses are saved, and much needless suffering is avoided.

Watering time for artillery horses.

A long column on its way to and from a river in the area of fighting. On the right o
photograph is seen a typical artillery dug-out.
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Guns to Volley Over the Grave of German Hopes

Moving big guns up to the front by,hand during the Allies' advance in the west. Railways for lighter traffic and caterpillar wheels for
heavy artillery and tractors made progress just practicable over the winter mud, but even so the labour was colossal. (Official photograph.)

Bringing up naval g uns in the course of the campaign in East Africa. Although General Smuts's operations were not definitely concluded
thereby, the capture of Dar—es—Salaam virtually marked the obliteration of German East Africa from the map.
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Five Thousand Captives Counted on the Ancre

Counting the 5,000 German prisoners as they came in from Beaumont—Hamel. Inset: A
German prisoner, wounded and muddy, taken at St. Pierre Divion. (Official photograph.)

Collection of prisoners' effects, chiefly boots, assembled for disinfection after their long use in the pestilent trenches. The boots
supplied to the German troops remained noticeably good, although in Germany their production was affected by our blockade.

9T6T Adq uead oci p ug `pay impnzu
CANADA'S DAY AT COURCELETTE.---September 15th, 1916, was a day of fine achieve-,
mont by the Canadians on the Somme.
They took part in the storming of Courcelette
and P/lartinpuich, and fought a fierce battle round the sugar refinery, where the new " tanks"

gave help In silencing the enemy machine—guns. Men lobbed bombs at one another at a range
of only a few feet, taking cover by cylinders and other parts of the refinery which had
become detached from the main building. Many Germans were kilted bit the bayonetm,
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BATTLE PICTURES 9€* GREAT WAR
Britain's Day at Beaumont
N the morning of Monday, November z3th, we fought
upon the River Ancre the most successful battle
which has been waged in France since the Marne.
Verdun, of course, remains the last word in the heroism of
defence, and the retaking of Douaumont and Vaux were
gigantic achievements ; but this new victory which Sir
Douglas Haig has won is sui generis and altogether remarkable. Incidentally, it brought about the fall of the fortress
of Beaumont-Hamel, which for nearly two years had been
regarded as impregnable by the German Staff.
Neither Thiepval with its subterranean city, nor Combles
with its amazing labyrinth of trenches, was considered by
the experts to be the equal of Beaumont. " You will never
take it," said a captured German officer to Mr. Beach
Thomas as late as June 3oth. We took it on November
i3th, and with it that other fortress of St. Pierre Divion,
which lies upon the very brink of the little River Ancre.
People at home are becoming familiar nowadays with this
god-forsaken country, and are beginning to get some idea
of the unsurpassable horrors of the Somme. They know
that the scene is a vast landscape of chalky undulations,
horribly pitted by the shells and so denuded of foliage that
a few wan stumps alone mark the site of ancient forests.
The villages within the fighting area no longer exist. There
are not even the ruins of villages in many places, for the
walls of church and street and mill and factory have been
so powdered that their very dust has been absorbed again
by Mother Earth.
Latterly all this wilderness has been little better than a
woeful bog. Trenches have been running with water, the
chalk has turned to a slimy mud into which men sank over
their knees and through which it was almost impossible to
walk. The rivers themselves—the wide Somme upon the
south and the little Ancre upon the north—became flooded
and overflowed, so that all the low-lying land about was
nothing but a marshy and forbidding pool.
Hideous Conditions
So bad were the conditions that the Germans, forgetting
our splendid victories, began to say that the advance upon
the Somme was drawing to an end. Their papers spoke of
a lull until the spring of the year, during which all might
be repaired.
We knew that they had brought up vast quantities of
heavy artillery and an odd assortment of troops—the overflow of divisions which Ludendorf had gathered in his wild
striving for men. But these were to be the mere idlers in
those advance trenches where nothing would be doing until
the spring. How terribly Sir Douglas Haig undeceived
them the record of November 13th and of the following
days establishes in words that are unforgettable.
Take a map of the Somme district and study it closely.
Pick out Thiepval and Courcelette, Eaucourt l'Abbaye and
Gueudecourt—that is a line running over the high ridge of
chalk, past the Schwaben Redoubt, which is at the summit,
and so away upon the slope towards Beaulencourt and the
Bapaume Road. Standing at any point upon this line and
looking due north, you will see the shallow ravine in which
the River Ancre runs., Beyond this ravine the German
trenches lay both north and south of the puny stream,
German Fortress Lines
They crossed the river practically at St. Pierre Divion,
once a collection of a church and a few houses, but latterly
a fortress only second in strength to Beaumont-Hamel ;
thence they ran northward by the village of Beaucourt up
the rising ground to Beaumont itself, behind which is the
considerable hill of the upland. So you see that both lines
came down, as it were, from the north and the sea, suddenly
swung respectively to the left and the right, and carried in
that direction all the way to Sailly-Saillisel and the French
positions.
The country itself is exactly as the rest of the Somme
district, but its altitude is lower, for it is on a slope of the
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ridge which we have won by such desperate fighting since
July came. The River Ancre itself has a marshy edge for a
little way upon either side of it ; then a steep, often cut by
shallow ravines and always affording the Germans an
opportunity of digging into the earth and there establishing
those vast subterranean barracks which are beyond the
imagination of the maddest child that ever dreamed of a
robber's cave.
Our task, then, was to take these fortresses, to drive
ahead north and south of the Ancre, and to straighten our
line so that instead of running due west before Thiepval, we
" tidied up " in the north and cut the German salient. So
well was this done that we heard on Tuesday morning of the
shattering of the great German first line on a front of come
three or four thousand yards on the left bank of the river ;
of the capture of more than five thousand prisoners, and of
the fall both of Beaumont and St. Pierre Divion at a single
coup. Beaucourt itself fell late on the Monday night, and
the fighting for consolidation was carried on vigorously all
Tuesday.
An Amazing Triumph
So remarkable was the victory that the correspondents at
the front were at a loss at first to giye us any exact account
of it. They spoke of varying numbers of prisoners from two
to four thousand ; told of wild wanderings in a fog ; of
surprising victories, here with hardly the loss of a man,
there with stubborn fighting by which we suffered considerably. But all recorded that the troops engaged were
chiefly Scottish and of our own home regiments. It was
a famous day for the men of the shires. Never has greater
coolness been shown by any troops since the action upon
the Somme began. Let us tell of it now a little more in
sequence.
The action began at six o'clock on the Monday morning.
A weird fog lay over the barren land. It was one of those
November dawns when the earth seems loath to discover
itself. For a little while, when the troops were first
awakened, there was not a sound on the still air. A loom
of white vapour rolled everywhere unbroken. It chilled
the waiting infantry to the marrow, and sent men stumping
up and down the trenches for warmth, as those on a football
field when waiting for the whistle. Everywhere in our lines
the men of the shires were ready, and thought of nothing
else but the enemy behind that great curtain of vapour.
Seething Cauldron of War
" It should," says a correspondent, " have been light
after six," but it was still as dark as a November night, and
the figures moved as the shadows of sleep ; yet all- was
ready and the signal awaited with just impatience. When
it came it was not by voice or whistle, biit with a crash and
thunder of guns which made the very earth heave and
churned the sodden fields until they frothed. Now the
fog gave pictures like to none yet seen since the beginning.
The red and brown and black smoke of the great explosives
mixed with the looming mists to form a mighty curtain in
the air, against which the play of gold and yellow light was
ceaseless. Terrible to see and awful to hear, men hearing
and seeing could jest when they thought of Fritz down there
in the bowels of the earth, and wondered what he was
making of it. Would he come- out like the rabbit that will
peep to see if the stoat be there ; or was he lying low,
believing in his boast of impregnability ? Time would show
—the end of that brief hour during which this unsurpassable
tornado endured—not a long preparation, but sufficient for
the work to be done.
Tommy at any rate believed it to be so, and when
the whistle blew he went out of his trenches like a shot
from a gun. Immense tasks had he done—a thousand
heroic things since he set foot in France—but nothing like
this thing. Helter-skelter into the fog, losing sight , almost
of the very man at his elbow, stumbling in and out of
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Serbia Strikes Hard Against Her Aggressorsr. i Scenes in the Victorious Advance to Monastir
British Official Photographs

The man with the rockets. A lonely soldier in
a remote part of the Salonika front.

The fraternity of sutter.ng. Recent enemies,
Bulger and Serb, now wounded. smoke cigar—
ettes by the wayside.

Live wires over barren ground. Serbian soldiers linking up
communications over captured territory.

Serbians about to launch a " pigeon," or aerial torpedo.
King Peter's soldiers have
adopted the French steel helmet and tunic. These spleneliW fighters have already
experienced the joy of revenge in worsting the Bulgare.

Getting on to Serbian headquarters. An operator testing the
new line which he and his comrades have just laid down.

General Yankovitch, a venerable Serbian cam—
paigner in the cause of Karageorgevitch.

Photograph showing a primitive but effective means of conveying Serbian wounded over
the mountain tracks. In centre: French officer interrogating captured Germans, one of
whom was an Alsatian, not sorry to be a prisoner.

Two Bulgarian prisoners coming down with a

Another ingenious method of carrying wounded.
Serbian on a double—saddle chair.
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BRITAIN'S DAY AT BEAUMONT (6',"Z',17ifr'n
hollows and climbing, up steeps, diving into unexpected
trenches ; yet all .upon a compass line and wondering
what in God's name he would find before him. Perhaps
he hardly understood the superb gallantry of that first
rush which carried him at. a bound into Beaumont-Hamel
and found him the master of it before he recognised where
he was.
So swiftly was it done that Mr. Beach Thomas has said
that the battle became in some places almost a rout at the
very beginning. " The men who stormed the positions
north of the river and along it might have been advancing
over roofs in a street fight. Underneath them were rooms
upon rooms containing hidden and unsuspected groups,
and down in the street—trenches below some nearly
empty, some crowded—the enemy lifted their hands and
shouted for mercy or occasionally fired into the air."
These fellows were sent back in squadrons large and
small almost from the first hour of the day. They went
for the most part in good content, their officers insolent as
usual, but Fritz himself whistling cheerily as one who
should say " My- war is over." One of them had the
impudence to declare that he must now learn to love
England. His officers in the same breath complained ,of
the barrage of his own artillery and of the fact that he was
herded too closely with " those swine "—truly signifying
thereby the men he had just commanded.
These, however, were but instances apart. The great
scene was over there in the ravine and upon the hillside—
men moving they knew not with whom in the fog ; odd
platoons coming suddenly upon trenches and heaving
their bombs at a hazard ; others pressing on into Beaumont
itself, searching the dug-outs, disappearing into the ground
like hounds upon a scent, brought up here and there by
machine-gun emplacements—always fighting with a ferocity
which was amazing, dying when they died with a laugh
upon their lips.
Gay, Gallant Shiremen
Nothing, surely, like this battle in the fog has been
known in our story. The marvel of it is that we got
through at all, picked our way across hill and hollow,
discovered the trenches, had the nerve to go down into
catacombs and bring the Huns out. Yet we did it with a
sang-froid unsurpassed. These shiremen, says every correspondent, were the merriest fighters that ever came to
the Somme. They were breakfasting off the coffee the
Germans had left before the battle was two hours old, and
the wounded among them declined to be moved while they
could still see the fun. In all truth, this " impregnable "
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fortress was brought down by them as a house of cards by
a child's breath. Yet even when they had taken it they
hardly knew that it was done, so heavily did the mist loom
upon their handiwork.
South of the river things went just as well. The " Daily
Mail " correspondent has called Divion the crowning
marvel of the German defence. " If you slip along the
river road," says he, " you come to an opening about
seven feet high in the clay cliff, and when you have penetrated into the secret place you find a new world—a Monte
Cristo world. Even the guns, which thunder to madness
outside, are blurred to a murmur ; indeed are often wholly
inaudible. A sickly reek pervades the place--not the reek
of dead bodies, though a few wounded men from the battle,
vainly seeking shelter here, lie where they have fallen in
the passages.
" Meat and bread perhaps have mouldered in the stores
and the volatile dust of the fungus blends with the pungent
dankness of the clay. But those who first entered this
cavern had no other thoughts than curiosity or apprehension. They walked into the unknown, on and on
round one traverse after another, until the broad corridor
—seven feet high and as much in breadth—was cut by
another of like sort leading right and left. The leg of
this T-shaped avenue is about three hundred yards, and
the arms not yet fully explored—are at least two hundred.
A Monte Cristo World
" Double bed-rooms and chambers of various sizes lead off
from the corridor. How many men could barrack here I do not
know ; but over four hundred enemy soldiers took refuge
during the attack and filed out meekly after it was over.'
We took St. Pierre Divion—but it should not be thought
that the task was light. Some of the old-style fighting
characterised the fall of that redoubtable fortress—bayonet
and bomb found men apart, sanguinary duels, and the
death-cry which follows steel. So also at Beaumont there
had been splendid work done, and Sir Douglas Haig justly
reminds us of the personal heroism of the Scots and the
shiremen by which this magnificent victory was won.
The troops against us were a medley whose very variety is
astonishing. Silesians were there and the Prussian Guard
—old men and young men—units representing many regiments, the znd, the f 5th, the z3rd, the 55th, and the 68th.
They were all glad to come out of their burrows and surrender to the hated British who could go singing even into
such a hell as this.
The King has voiced the nation's gratitude to Sir Douglas
Haig and his men. The people echo the words gladly. A
great victory—a day which may never be forgotten.

" ARTHUR" AT THE FRONT.—A London coffee-stall behind the lines. " Arthur's " familiar counters, with shining urns, glowing
stoye,,and plates of cake and bread-and-butter, are a welcome sight in London on a rainy night. How much more welcome must they
be in the devastated, rain-sodden land behind the firing-line. (Official photograph.)
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'THE "TANKS" IN!ACTION.—After several weeks the veil of official mystery has been barbed—wire, fortifications, houses, men, and guns. This Western Juggernaut is a veritable
lifted from the " tanks," and we are enabled to publish an illustration from an authentic land—cruiser. It tacks over the mud wastes of the Somme, steered by its intrepid crew into
document of the fantastic monster that levels trenches, crawls up the sides of craters, consumes the very midst of the enemy, whose efforts to stop its deadly progress are generally.futile.

ONE HOUR BEFORE THE DAWN OF VICTORY.—On a road winding through a Somme
valley, beyond the view of the enemy, a concentration of French troops, is taking place. It is an
hour before the attack on Sallly—Saillisel, and the Poilus are being brought up by light railwzy.

Quietly the troops were assembled, rifles were piled, and the men meanwhile rested on the
embankment until the moment of the attack was announces:1414w attack which was to be
crowned w,th the laurels of succaos ; the village was won on November 1st.
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War Shrine Built by a French Art Student
the French, perhaps more than with
W ITH
any other nation, this war is a holy war.
Since 1870 the patriotic zeal of France to
recover her lost provinces has never wavered
for a moment, and after two and a half years
of great resistance the spirit of the French
nation is one of pious hope and resolution.
Of the many sacred buildings improvised
by soldiers on the French front to take the
place of churches shattered by gun fire, that
illustrated on this page is surely as unique
as it is beautiful. It is the work of a young
French artist, holder of the Prix de Rome,
which is the most coveted and lavish prize
given to students by the French Government,
ever ready to encourage native genius. The edifice was erected actually on a front
under fire at intervals, and is the conception
of one man. Marvellously complete as to
detail, correct in design -and proportion, the
chapel was built entirely with pine-wood,
from the roof to the smallest candlestick.
Even the actual pine-cones were utilised in
various ways to heighten the decorative
effect. Of the three allegorical figures on
the altar, Joan of Arc, as truly symbolical
of the French spirit to-day as she was in the
Middle Ages, is seen on the right-hand side.
The church is sufficiently large to accommodate several soldiers, and after a long spell in
the trenches there is no lack of devotees. Men
who are entrusted with an unusually perilous
mission come here to receive benediction
before going forth to do their duty for Sainte
France.

Little wooden church erected in the vicinity of the French front, charmingly
situated in the centre of a clump of trees.

Chapelle de L'Esperance (Chapel of Hope), a beautiful little sacred
edifice, the whole conception of which is due to a French soldier
artist, holder of the Prix de Rome, the famous French prize.

Another view-of the interior of the Chapelle de L'Esperance. The
scheme of decoration is carried out with pine—wood. As the
work of a soldier in the first line the chapel has a unique interest.
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General Townshend and Staff at Kut-el-Amara

Historic photograph, taken just before the capitulation of Kut, and received through the agency of an exchanged prisoner. It shows
General Townshend with his Staff. Third from the left are Colonel Annesley,A.D.S.T.,Brigadier—General Evans, Colonel P. Hehir,CM.,
General Townshend. On right: Major Gilchrist, Colonel Chitty, Colonel Maule, R.F.A., Colonel Parr, Colonel Wilson, R.E.

Some of the Indian sick and wounded who were sent down from Kut seated somewhere in Mesopotamia watching the removal of more
serious cases. The Turks allowed most of the wounded to come down the Tigris on barges to the British lines after the fall of Kut.
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Wooden Pedestals for Mighty Weapons of Steel
British Official Photographs

Making props for gun poditions. Battalions of lumber—
men have thus denuded whole forests of their timber.

Getting a French howitzer into position. Inset: British soldiers taking shells up to the guns along a light railway laid for that purpose.
The keen satisfaction our men take in this work may well encourage the munition workers at home who are "delivering the goods."

aYS
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MUTUAL SOCIETY AND AID.—An interesting and very graphio study, by the well—
known artist, Mr. C. M. Padday, of a British warship towing a British airship against a strong

head wind. Dirigible balloons. are of Immense service to the Navy, not oral/ as scouts but as
being able, owing to the laws of optics, to detect submarines when submerget.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
fr.

XXIII. The Manchesters

A

DISTIN-

GUISHED
Oxford
scholar, who was
recently killed in
Flanders,
suggested in one of
his letters home
that after the
war the " front,"
that tunnelled
and blood-stained strip winding from the
North Sea to Switzerland, should be consecrated and set aside as- a Holy Way.
Along it are the bodies of thousands of
brave men, and the places where they lie
must always be sacred ground.
At Givenchy
If this idea of a " Via Sacra " ever
comes to anything, the road will run
through Givenchy, a village between Ypres
and Lens, where there was some very
desperate fighting in October, 1914. At
that time the Indian Army Corps, after
a rest at Marseilles, had just reached the
seat of war. Like the rest of our army,
it was divided into brigades, and each
brigade was composed of three battalions
of native and one of British troops.
Among these battalions was the 1st
Manchesters, under Colonel Strickland.
The Manchesters arrived on the scene
near Givenchy at a critical moment.
Some of their Indian comrades had just
been driven back, and they were sent
forward to turn the scale. In spite of
heavy losses they advanced steadily,
company by company and platoon by
platoon, and by nightfall they had regained the lost trenches which were in
and about Givenchy. Then, as so often
happens, came a check, due to the strange
conditions and the lack of adequate
reserves. The Germans had the range of
the trenches, and by the light of some
burning haystacks they were able to see
the Manchesters crossing the open ground
to help one of their companies which was
in difficulties.
The snipers took their
deadly toll of the moving men, and the
result was that the movement failed, and
the various companies of the battalion
were cut off from each other.
Nearly Surrounded
On - the next day, October 25th, the
Manchesters were in the trenches they
had regained, but they could get no
farther forward. Their position was bad,
and of this the Germans took full advantage. They came on in front, worked
round the left flank, and after some
terrible hours forced OUT men to retire.
But these Huns did not have it all their
own way. The retirement was orderly,
and the company which covered it succeeded at one time in driving back the
enemy. Then Colonel Strickland rallied
the whole battalion, and after the
Germans,had made another savage attack
brought it into comparative safety.
These Manchesters had been fighting
continuously for thirty hours, and in the
engagement they lost some three hundred
officers and men,- or over a third of their
numbers. But everione agreed that they
had done a valuable piece of work. The

" The fort was before us. With - such
arms as the troops had in their hands they
had to assault ; and silently and swiftly,
in the face of the artillery playing upon
them, the troops ascended the hill. The men
had orders on no account to -fire. Taking
the colours of the 63rd and hearing them
aloft, Sir Henry mounted with the stormers."
—THACKERAY. (" The Virginians.")
general commanding the Lahore Division,
H. B. B. Watkis, said that Givenchy was
the most important point in his line, and
Sir James Willcocks added that " by your
gallant conduct in holding on to it you
rendered greater service than you probably realised."
Not far from Givenchy a little later
was the 2nd Battalion of this distinguished
regiment. Under Lieut.-Col. H. L. James
it had crossed from Ireland to Havre at
the beginning of the war, and as part of
the 5th Division it had suffered very
heavily indeed in the retreat from Mons.
First of all the men were stationed along
the canal, and after the fighting on the
Sunday they ittreated as ordered to
Dour. There on the Monday they fought
a rearguard action, .and then they got
back to Bavai and Le Cateau.
Saving the Day Again
In the stand at Le Gateau the Manchesters had a great share. If the whole
army was to avoid disaster, the Germans
must be kept back, for a few hours
anyhow, and so Colonel James was
ordered to turn and fight them as soon
as ever they got close enough. Choosing
a position, he prepared to obey, and then
came a terrible time. As we know' now
only too well, alas ! the Germans had the
big guns and the abundant shells and we
had not. These were used with great
effect against the Manchesters, but,
although half the battalion was soon out
of action, the survivors held on to their
task. At length it was done. The main
body had had time to get away, and the
rearguard could withdraw. The battalion
reached a camp where they could have
food and a brief rest, and the worst of
the retreat was over. With the rest of
the division these Manchesters fell back
to the Marne, and when the British troops .
turned round they made their way as an
advanced guard across that river, this
time in the right direction.
Leach and Hogan
The last ten days of October were a
testing time for these Manchester men.
On the 22nd they were hurried up from
reserve to prevent a German advance,
and Viscount French has placed it on
record that they carried out their task.
But the 29th was their great day. A
German rush carried the first trench, but
from the support trenches they were
repulsed, and then Sec.-Lieut. James
Leach and Sergeant Hogan went forward
alone, killed eight Germans, and seized a
trench with sixteen prisoners. These two
heroes received the Victoria Cross.
Space will not allow us to follow these
two battalions through the campaign,

but one or two of their deeds can be
indicated. The ist took part in the attack
on Neuve Chapelle in March, 1915, and
shared in the Second Battle of Ypres in
the following April. They came up to
St. Julien to take the place of the gassed
Canadians, and on the 26th they made
an attack on the Germans there. They
were sent forward in the daylight against
an enemy well supplied with guns and
ammunition. Officer after officer fell, and
the " London Gazette " contaifis the
account of how, led by some gallant fellow,
the men struggled on until there were few
of them left. Their colonel, H. W. EHitchens, was killed.
No Eight Hours' Day
Another story quite as inspiring can be
told of the Territorials from Manchester.
As a brigade, four battalions of this force
went out to the Dardanelles at the
beginning of the campaign there. They
were in the fighting for Krithia in jimei
and about that time they lost their
general, Noel Lee. In August they were:
again attacking in the same neighbourhood, and on the 8th an officer- of the
9th Battalion, W. T. Forshaw, performed
one of the outstanding deeds of the war;
for which he was deservedly awarded the
Victoria Cross. Nothing short of the exact
words of the award can describe this feat.
" He held his own, not only directing his
men and encouraging them by exposing
himself with the utmost disregard of,
danger, but personally throwing bombs
continuously for forty-one hours." Relief
came, but he continued in command of
his detachment. " Three times during
the night of August 8th-9th he was again
heavily attacked, and once the Turks got,
over the barricade ; but after shooting
three' with his revolver, he led his men
forward and recaptured it." Forshaw was
assisted among others by Corporal S.
Bayley, who also remained at his arduous
task for forty-one hours—little short of
two whole days. Forshaw and Bayley,
belonged to a regiment with a long and
grand history.
Bunker's Hill and Inkermatt
First the 2nd Battalion of the 8th Foot,
now the Liverpool Regiment, it became
the 63rd in 1758, and with the 96th Foot
was formed into the Manchester Regiment
in 1881. Its early reputation was - won in
America in the unfortunate War of
Independence. The 63rd were at Bunker's
Hill and Brandywine, and in " The
Virginians " Thackeray has described how'
Sir Henry Clinton led them against Fort
Clinton in 1776.
They remained in
America until the end of the war, and
then saw a good deal of active service in.
the West Indies, Flanders, and Holland.
After the long peace the 63rd showed
its fighting spirit at Inkerman, when its
losses were very heavy indeed, and in
Afghanistan.
Its 1st Battalion was in
Ladysmith, where two of its privates,
Pitts and Scott, won the Victoria Cross
for defending Cassar's Camp, and its 2nd
Battalion also did very good work in the
South African War. Manchester was
proud of them then, but she is prouder of
them now.
A. W. Holland

T/
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More Russians take the Field in the Balkans

Russian ambulance carrying an Armenian Red Cross doctor who has already dealt with thousands of refugees. Germany's atrocious
treatment of civilians in Belgium and France was eclipsed by the horrible treatment, amounting to extermination, which was meted out
to the Armenians by Turkey with the express sanction of Germany.

Russia's inexhaustible supply of manLpower constitutes the most readily appreciable menace to the Central Empires, who are coming
within sight of deficiency of reserves. Russian contingents have been fighting for some time now in France and in the Balkans, and a
fresh contingent is here shown arriving at Salonika. (Official photograph.)
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Winter Season with the Wounded in Egypt

Open—air treatment for consumptive soldiers.
A ward, whose walls and roofs are made of
grass matting, at a military hospital, Cairo.

Convalescent wounded soldiers' jaunt to the Pyramids. After leaving the tram terminus the journey is continued by camels or on foot.
Inset:Officers of a company of the imperial Camel Corre. Left to right: Sec —Lieut. Orchardson, Lieut. Gregory, Captain Lord
Winterton, Sec.—Lieut. Hon. Leslie Melville, and Lieut. Mills, Australian Imperial Fortes,
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New Members of the Great Company of Heroes

Temp. Capt. ERIC R. WOOD, Able-Seaman H. J. BOUTELL, D.S.M. Rev. Canon C. S. WOODWARD, M.C., Acting-Corpl. LEO CLARKE, V.V.,
awarded a bar to his Military Cross In the Battle of Jutland continued to Temporary Chaplain 4th Class A. Canadian Infantry. Heavily attacked
for rallying his own men and or- serve his gun throughout the action, Worked for thirty-six hours tending while defending a trench, he killed five
ganising stragglers under heavy fire.
though wounded in both legs,
wounded under very heavy fire.
of the enemy and captured a sixth.

Capt. F. LONGUEVILLE, D.S.O., Lieut. J. A. MANN, M.C., Scottish
Id.C., Coldstream Guards. Led his Rifles and R.F.C. Killed. With his
company to the second objective pilot, disposed of eight GerMan
through intense barrage.
aeroplanes in seven days.

Coy.-Sergt.-Major J. BAXENDEN, Capt. E. E. WOOKEY, M.C., GloucesM.C., Cameronians. All his officers
tershire Regt. Rewarded for conbeing wounded, he took command of spicuous gallantry in action. Already
half the battalion at Martinpuich.
twice mentioned in despatches.

Nee.-Lt. I. N. RICHARDSON, M.C., See.-Lt. J. S. GRANT, M.C., Gordon Sec.-Lt. A. H. BLOWERS, M.C., Capt. A. D. SPARK, M.C., Gordon
Royal Berkshire Regt. He is son of Highlanders. Formerly of Broughty Machine Gun Corps. Fought his Tank Highlanders. All the officers of a
' the Rev. G. F. Richardson, Vicar Ferry. For reconnaissance work,
with great gallantry, reaching his company being wounded, he assumed
of St. Paul's, York.
trench raids, and bringing in wounded.
final objective and assisting infantry, command, and covered retirement.

Lce.-Corpl. H. W. LANE, D.C.M., Sergt.-Major FROST, D.C.M., New Serge. F. E. GARTON, D.C.M., Pte. J. WALSH, D.C.M., West Riding
Grenadier Guards. For particularly Zealand Infantry. Killed at Armen- Leicester Regt.
Awarded bar to Regt. Went to the front early in
gallant conduct in the storming of tieres. Crossed No Man's Land tve medal for great bravery, capable com- 1915, was badly gassed, and after
Lesbceufs, which won him " heaps of times, bringing in wounded ccmratles mand of his platoon, and repeated months in base hospitals, went back
congratulations" from the cify.!ers.
each-time.
offers for dangerous work.
and showed distinguished courage.
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HOUSE FULL.
little grey home in France and some of its cheerful tenants. The windows have been taken out and the roof is
ventilated almost beyond the skill of the average tiler, but the fighting man is " at home" anywhere after a spell is the muddy and
unsheltered trenches. A number of mortar—bombs are seen lying haphazard in the foreground.
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MY ADVENTURES AS A WAR CORRESPONDENT

ON THE ROAt TO CONSTANTIN PLE
Wanderings in Bulgaria and a Brush with the Prussians
By BASIL CLARKE
ECENT events in Bulgaria have set my memory
n. harking back to the snowy day I arrived in its
capital, Sofia, and was driven behind two lightning
ponies and a coachman who cleared traffic out of his
way with waving arms and the wildest shouts—to the Hotel
Splendide Palace. That hotel was a house, of some mystery
while I was there, and I was not surprised to read somewhere the other day that it is now the headquarters of
one section of the German Military Staff in Bulgaria.
Many German officers will be quite " at home " there.
They have been there before if not in uniform, For
even before Bulgaria entered the war on Germany's side
BUlgaria was a friendly stretch on Germany's road to
Constantinople, and Sofia was the favourite stopping-place
on that road. Diplomats, statesmen, spies, soldiers in
mufti all used that road ; and the Hotel Splendide Palace
was one of the most friendly havens on it.
The proprietor, whom I afterwards discovered to he
German, was politeness itself. With his own hand he
showed me my roorn—one. of the most perfect hotel rooms
I have ever seen. He offereffme a drawer in his own safe in
which to " deposit any valuables or papers I might have,"
and I myself was to keep the key of this drawer. (I don't
doubt that he had another.) And then, having almost
wearied me with attentions, he calmly announced that,
through fear I should be lonely in a strange country, he
would take " to hiniseif the honour " of presenting to me
a cbuntryman of my own Who. knew the city well.
Species of "Hyphenated"' in Sofia
The " countryman of my own" did well to disclaim
this kinship. He spoke a sort of German-English, adorned
at intervals, when he thought of it, by a strong American
accent. " No," he said. " I cairnt say I am a genuine
Englishman. = I'm American, of ' Bridish ' descent." Had
he said " Born and bred in Germany of German stock,"
I should have been more inclined to believe him.
The landlord had seen from my passport that I had
come that day from Nish, the temporary capital of Serbia,
and the " American " evinced the liveliest interest in
Serbian military affairs. As my train had toiled through
the mountain passes to Nish from Uskub, the Serbian
soldiers, hungry and ill-clothed, had begged bread from
our carriage windows. They had no overcoats, no shelters,
no food, and many of them no arms. The Serbian Army,
good as it is to-day, was, in a bad way just then. At Nish
Railway Station scores of soldiers stricken down with
typhus fever lay almost uncared-for on the station platforms. I had to step over them to get from the bookinghall (which was also full of patients) to the train. Guns
and munitions were scarce. A retreat was certain if the
Germans attacked the Serbian positions in any strength.
The Credulity of German Spies
But this was not the kind of thing to tell that BritishAmerican-Hun. I am afraid that I-- pitched him such a
yarn about Serbia as must have turned the German Intelligence Staff's hair grey if ever his report reached it, as
no doubt it did. Imaginative as it w-as, he swallowed it
all, and he apparently thought it news of importance,
because no sooner had I told it to him than his haste to
get away became positively indecent. We might have
been wanting to " scoop " all the' other busy German spies
with whom Sofia abounded. Let me say in passing that
one hears a good deal about the excellence of the, German.
espionage system, I have met some number of German
spies, and can Say that of all the amateurs I have come
across in this rather expert and exacting profession the
German spy is the most amateurish. He has neither tact
nor plausibility, and his gullibility is beyond belief.
A week spent in Sofia, seeing diplomats, Ministers,
Ambassadors and others, led me no nearer to an answer

to the great question of that moment, which was : " What
will Bulgaria do ? " I saw the Premier, M. Radislavoff ;
the Secretary for Foreign Affairs, M. Herbst ; the British
and French Ministers, and many others. But beyond the
fact that Bulgaria was " bargaining," there was nothing
definite to be learnt. There is no doubt that Bulgaria
was willing to join either Germany or the Entente. It
was a puzzling position, and one that baffled more diplomats
than any other question of the war. But whatever the
higher people of the State thought, I am sure that the
humbler people at that time quite thought they were going
to fight alongside the Entente Powers. I made a round
of the people's cafés one night to hear their songs.
Bulgarian People for the Allies
Popular songs and music will often give some index to a
people's feelings when all other signs are neutral. In one
huge café, I remember, which was full of Bulgarian working
people of all kinds, men and women, war songs were the
order of the evening. On a raised platform was a band
of musicians dressed in national costume. They had tight
white trousers made of home-made cotton cloth, and
white shell " jackets trimmed with black braid and
seqUins and little flowers of bright colours. Many of the
audience ware similar costumes. They were men and
women from the country who had come into the city for
a jollification, Those people were clearly "-spoiling for a
fight," and, apparently they wanted to fight on the side'
of the Entente---especially with the Russians. The Russian
National Hymn was played and sung, and was encored
many times, The " Marseillaise,- too, though less known,
was well applauded..
I was greatly surprised when one of the men at my table,
a rough-looking peasant dressed in native costume of
most fantastic sort, said, Say, bass (boss), guess you air
American, ain't you ? " I said I was English, but_
had been in America. To which he replied that he had
worked in America, and he began to tell me of his jobs there.
A Glorification of Gladstone
Later he told me the meaning of many of the songs that
were being sung, and insisted, moreover, on buying me
a drink. The enthusiasm of the crowd he explained
by saying that they wanted to hell-.Russia, and to smash
the Turks again. This bore out views I had gathered
. towards England was friendly.
elsewhere. Popular feelimi
Every Bulgarian peasant, as I found later in moving
about the country, knows of Gladstone, and what he did
for Bulgaria. They spoke of him as " your great countryman who saved us." I have often, wondered since just
how the Bulgarian people took it when they, found they
were ranged on the other side, helping their immortal
enemy the Turks. King " Ferdy " has put his foot in it
in more Ways than one. The.Bulgarians are hard and
cruet fighters. The Turks, as opponents, taught them
only too well the dirtier tricks of war. I fear they will be
none too gentle with King Ferdinand. Even in days of
peace there was no monarch in all Europe more afraid for
his own skin. For years, without any great cause, he
has gone about in trembling fear of assassination. By
his _work in this war lie 'has not improved his chance of,
escaping it.
I saw a great number of Germans about Sofia and Bulgaria
generally. Once von have learnt the shape of a Germanhead you need no further index of nationality. They
were about the cafes and hotels, always eager to watch.
an Englishman—but out of the corners of their eyes.'
Some of them were merchants and clerks ; others, stiff,
in bearing and, autocratic in manner, were undoubtedly
officers in mufti. They were _quiet enough when
but noisy and overbearing when in any force. The solitary
German is the most boneless creature alive. He will
..[Continued op j
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Resolute Rumanians Defend Their Fatherland

Rumanian soldiers who resemble Sibe ^ion troops passing along a
communication-trench in the vicinity if their hard-pressed front.

Fi;hting in a wood from a wattled entrenchment, which gives the position the appearance of a pen, A wounded soldier is being attended
by a Red Cross doctor. Inset : A pastor who takes up his position with his flock in the first line.
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ON THE ROAD TO CONSTANTINOPLE leggaa,r
stand much indignity. In company, when he outnumbers
you, he is different. I came into collision with a party
of German soldiers in one of the main-line trains in Bulgaria.
In. these trains you were pretty sure to run across
some German soldiers. They were being sent to Constantinople in great numbers, and were coming down from
Germany through Hungary and Rumania, sometimes
forty` and fifty at a time. They were not in uniform, and
their passports described them not as soldiers, but as
merchants, clerks, artisans, etc. These were the only
concessions made towards " maintaining the neutrality
of these countries. These men were going out as pettyofficers to the Turkish Army and Navy, and were nearly
all drawn from that most objectionable of all the German
classes—the petty-officer class. The ordinary German
soldier does his one, two, or three years in the German
Army and then goes out into the world. The petty officer
remains behind. He is a soldier by profession. He represents German militarism at its very worst. He is generally
both bully and brute.
German Militarism at its Worst
•I was in the dining-coach of the train when four of them
came in. It was a hot day. There were ladies in the coach,
yet one of the Germans—an ugly, hulking brute—took off
coat and waistcoat and tied his braces round his waist;
and then, sitting down to table, rolled up his shirt-sleeves
to the shoulder. A bright little Frenchwoman at a neigh-.
bouring table asked her companion : " Is monsieur going
to take a meal or a bath ? " The taunt was lost on the
Hun, who did not know French. He shouted for beer.
All the beer had been drunk. He was noisily indignant.
" Bring wine," he shouted.» The waiter brought a bottle
of white wine and uncorked it. The Hun took a drink.
" The stuff is warm," he bawled. " Bring ice."
" There is no ice," 'said the waiter. ; whereupon the
brute flung wine, bottle and all, .out -of the open window
with a curse.
We got proper wine in Belgiurn," he remarked with
a sinister leer. Then he looked round at the French girl
and added significantly, "And pretty gills to bring it us, too."
I longed to kick the brute. Seeing niy eye fixed on him,
he addressed his next remarks to me. " Yes, Belgium's
the place for wine.". I was angry, and cared little what
I said so long as it was insulting. " I hear there were
many of your people in Belgiuni'," I said, tauntingly, " who
liked the wine too well and the fighting too little, and
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that they were being .sent to Constantinople for a change."
He must have noticed my English accent, for he 'stopped,
" Yes, English," I answered.
tongue-tied. " English ?
" Then what you say about Belgium is lies," he Hurted.
" I don't doubt you know all there is to be known about
Belgium," I replied, " especiallY so far as the wine goes."
"Did vou eat any babies there, too ? " The Frenchwoman
tittered. The Hun was about to reply, when a colleague,
who was probably a senior officer, ordered him to be quiet.
The four of them gazed at me, but they left me in peace
for the rest of my meal.
When I went 'back to my compartment down the train
the Hun was waiting in the corridor. It was dusk non',
but the lamps had not yet been lit. He was still in his
shirt-sleeves,
He poked his -ugly face into mine. " You say 1 w is
sent out of Belgium for drinking," he hissed. I was ready
for a blow, but none came. Caring little how I insulted
him, I replied, " For that or something worse, I don't
doubt"
You lie ! You lie ! " he gasped, scarlet and trembling
with rage. " I left Belgium because I was shot. See
there," - he went' on, thrusting, a scarred knuckle right
beneath my nose, " one of your blasted English bullets
did that—fired by your dirty scuM7.
I longed to hit him. . He carried a good thirteen stone
to my twelve, but I would have given much to have had
a try at him. I puShed his hand down= roughly, and
shouted, A pity the brillet did hot blow your ugly head
off, too. Get out of my sight, yon loathsOmte beast
Exit the Truculent Hun
I moved towards him with clenched fists, I must have
looked ugly, for he backed and let out a scared screech of
" Karl, Karl! " A comrade came running along the corridor
from the next coach. Thus reinforced, the Hun grew braver
—and almost hysterical with rage. " He insults the German
Army," he shrieked. " He calls us all Prussian pigs. He
tried to give me a slap " (Backfeife). (I could have assured
him it was more than a slap he nearly got.) Expecting a
joint onslaught, I slipped round the man so .as to have
the two of them on the one side of me. Karl was now
the nearer. I' looked him well in. the eyes; waiting for him
to come on. He came forward two paces threateningly and
then went back hesitatingly behind his colleague. Then,
to my Surprise, he caught his colleague by the waist of
his trousers and pulled hiM backWards into their bWit
coach. That was the last I saw of them.

Turkish leaders in the vicinity of Sinai. Enver and Diemal Pasha inspecting Turkish troops after an„action, in Egypt.. A sentry
stands at attention as the virtual rulers of the pttoman Empire Pnas 13.*••
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Canadians in Training and First-Line Veterans

Canadian Scottish troops training somewhere in Engle -id on their
way to dig trenches in antEcipatian of active service in Francs.

•3.!:4",

British troops marcr.ing through a ruined village adjacent to the Somme front. (Official photograph.) Inset: Canadian Scottish
putting in some spade—work along the peaceful British countryside, thereby completing their training for the battlefield.

ne
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France and Serbia Jointly Punish Bulgaria
French Official Photographs

Eight hundred Bulgarian prisoners, part of the Franco—Serbian haul on the occasion of the capture
of Monastir.

Type of Comitadji who are joining up with the Allies as a result of the fall of Monastic. On the
right a 6 in. howitzer in action.

155 mm. (6 in.) short weapon, which
French 120 mm. (4'8 in.) gun pounding the Bulgarian lines. On the right a particularly effective
has lately appeared on the Balkan front to the Allies' distinct advantage.
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Outposts of the Allies in the Balkan Field

Greeks loyal to the cause of Serbia and the Allies. A troop of patriotic volunteers
who revolted against the policy of King "lino."

Buffaloes on their way down a Macedonian stream. Top right—hand corner: Outside the headquarters of the British motor transport
attached to the Serbian Army.

French Colonial soldier from Cochin China to route for Ostrova
with a heavily—laden mule. (Photographs exclusive.)

Flooded out. A strong offensive on the part of the weather adds to
the discomfort of camping in the British lines near Salonika:

The War illustrated, 9th December,
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On the Nile Far from Europe's Fog and Mud

Warm work even in 'winter. Dragging a gun over an Egyptian
desert to bombard Senussi positions.

Armoured car in the Libyan Desert. Note the condition of the
track, which ruins tyres in record time.

Guarding a main artery of the Empire. Naval gun on a patrol boat ready for any emergency, submarines or Senussl. Right:
Machine—gun in action on the bank of the Suez Canal, where, to—day, the hest English summer weather prevails.

Novemoer on

the Valle.

After a tiara days work a quiet bask an the setting sun aboard a pleasure-steamer The comparatively happy
lot of some of the Empire's units on service in Egypt.
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A Royal Inspection of Stalwarts from Erin
British Official Photographs

Collecting German rifles left at St. Pierre Divion, where some of
the fiercest fighting took place on November 13th.

ht, and (inset) the Duke inspecting men of an Irish battalion.' Immediately "after his
trish troops marching past the Duke of Connaug
i
return ,rom Canada where +e ilaci manifested constant solicitude in the raising a'd equipping of the Canadian contingents, the Dtik,
of Connaught visited tne western front and inspected the Irish troops, who nave added such splendid lustre to the Empire.

Y )6'pda v-1
'9161
STORMING SCHWABEN REDOUBT.—This formidable position occupied the crest north
of Thiepval, the highest ground on the Thiepval Spur, commanding a full view over the
northern 'valley of the Ancre. Directly the barrage lifted, our infantry advanced through a
RIM of fire, moke, and death. At three different points in the front line the enemy raised

white flags, indicating the surrender of positions which he had held for two years. When the
redoubt was fully secured, hundreds of German prisoners were in our hands, and the maze of
trenches down to the valley bottom, with support lines and communication—trenches, was
completely'dominatecrbythe 'British on—the crest of' the-ridge.

Pase:.-
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BATTLE PICTLRES 9C* GREAT WAR
•
N.icl_t Cruising in a " Tank"

T is evident that the " tank " has not come to stay. It
is here to go on. When it first burst upon the
astonished Gerritanslike a dragon upon children from
a wood of fables our critics were a little doubtful about
its future. " It is experimental," they said. " Famous
things have been done, but we do not know how far it will
go." Well, it has gone a long way already, and we may
say in all moderation that it has but begun.
There have been new things in this war—as, perhaps, in
all wars—but the " tank " was both a new and, a humorous
thing. When Hannibal introduced the Roman to the
elephant there may have been laughter in Carthage, but
no hiStorian has recorded it. Gunpowder about the time
of- Crecy does not appear to have inspired the Harry- Tates
of the time. The first man in armour may have amused
his relatives at home, and no doubt the small boy of the
period had observations to make upon his appearance.
For all that, the man in armour is ever historically a gentle
knight sans pens et sans saproche. Even throwing back to
-the East and the coming of the Juggernaut, it has needed
a twentieth-century artist to hitch laughter to that singular
coach. Yet I suppose the juggernaut is the true forbear
of the " tank." Some people will tell you that it all arose
from the employment, both by us and the Germans, of the
armoured car at the beginning of the war. We put machineguns upon fine Rolls-Royce chassis, sent them into France
and Flanders, and often left them in a few weeks but rusted
wrecks upon a roadside. They were not new, for, oddly
enough, in the very earliest days of the motor movement
inventors came forward with contraptions of the kind ;
and so closely did they resemble the machines which
fought in Flanders that one must look twice-at the picture
to discover their lack of modernity.

I

Deadly Drolleries of the Somme
For all that, the very failure of the initial armoured car
inspired the inventor of the " tank," and his secret was
well kept. How many people knew before that famous
day of September 15-th that in many great factories -the
ribs and heart, the lungs and the steel bodies of these
pachyderms had been hammered and forged during the
summer of 1916? Soldiers sometimes learned of it, but
wisely held their tongues. It may be that the higher
authorities had little expectation of the monsters, and
regarded them drolly as gargantuan puppets to scare
the Germans. But, however it may have been, and
whoever is entitled to the credit of them, a comfortable
fleet of the new landships was parked for -the battle of
September idth, and-with such success that the whole of the
world laughed at the story before twenty-four hours had run.
We have the photographs of these drolleries by this time,
and the man in the Street knows at last what they look like.
Sometimes he Will say that they are vast hUmp-backed
turtles ; others call them toads. They are driven, as we
see, by two caterpillar bands, and they have controlling
wheels behind which help them to steer.
New Knight of the Old Time
Functionally we must not discuss them, but we know that
their crew of eight climb into their boWels through a -panel,
and that once inside nothing but a shell of large calibre can fetch them out. Eyes, the monsters have, though visionthereby is—as Sam Wellerls-litnited. Their speed, they tell
us, is as high as ten mileS an hour, though frequ ently slower
for obvious reasons. Nothing, as we know, stops them.
They squat upon trenches and shell the defenders out.
Houses come crashing down upon their approaeh. . They
break great trees like sticks ; barbed-wire before thcM is
like string at the touch of .a locomotive. The captain Of the
"tank " is a new knight of the old time. He enters the
dragon's wood, and-Should the beast-devour hints, there is
none to hear his :groans. His mission is not so:-:much` to
slay as to propat-6o for slaughter. -The , 'infantry

W

xPemberton

him as the Carthaginians followed the elephants more than
two thousand years ago.
Let us take the imagined case of such a captain and of
his adventure.
It is a night of early autumn, and a drizzling rain is
falling. You cannot see your hand before your face,
except in those lurid intervals when the star-shells burst like
enduring meteors above. Fitfully the searchlights sweep
the sodden ground and their aureole is a mighty arc of
sii ver.
Into the Bowels of the Mystery
The boom of cannon thunders everywhere ; the far
horizon suggests the forked lightning of a summer storm.
The nearer field is ever and anon shaken by the crashing
explosion of the larger shells. Men are dying in this darkness, but none see them fall. Night hides a thousand
horrors. It hides also the British trenches, where the
infantry are awake and waiting.
Meanwhile, the captain of the " tank " and his merry
men are busy in their places apart. The oiling of the brute,
the replenishment, the loading of munition, the many
details of preparation, were done before dark came down,
And now the crew climb into the bowels of the mystery as
boys disappear through the manhole into a boiler that must
be cleaned. They have their instructions, and yet, how
difficult it would seem to carry them out! The luminous
compass is in the captain's hand, but the void before him
is black as Styx. He has to go over yonder and cut the
wire -of the German first and second and, perchance, of their
third line trenches. Behind him, at a proper interval, will
follow the infantry, held ready for the night attack. Well
he knows the perils of the way: It is a horrid land of vast
nits and craters and roads hacked to pieces—a land covered
by the debris of ruined villages and factories laid low, and
cemeteries so broken that the long-hidden dead have come
-to light again. But tell him this, and he and his men will
laugh at you. It is all nothing to the " tank." The very
mystery of it delights the boys who hold the castle.- No
youngsters upon a sand-heap which defies the tide are more
merry. " Let her rip ! " is the cry, and with the noise of
half a dozen Zeppelins she digs her bars into the soft earth
and heaves forward on her way.
Its Forward Plunge
" A black night," says the captain, as he stands trying
to pierce through that fish-like eye of bullet-proof glass.
He sees, in truth, nothing at all ; has no idea what the
ground is like over which he is lurching ; can in no case
make himself audible to the others because of the row. For
all that he stands there, his men at their posts, the guns
ready, the " tank "- driven everywhere irresistibly. Sometimes at the very beginning there will be- a terrible lurch,
which throws the whole crew headlong, but is attended by
nothing worse than the English of Stratford-le-Bow.
" She is over " you would say—and yet the words would
`hardly be Out of your lips before she has righted herself
again. Now it will be a monstrous plunge like that of a
bull-nosed tramp into -an Atlantic hollow ; again a rearingup as though she were a thoroughbred horse confronted
suddenly by a peace tract on a high road. But the wildest
capers are hardly incidents to the captain and his trained
crew " Cheer-oh ! " they will cry, and " Good old girl I "
—and they peer more intently into the blackness, and even
their shield- of armour cannot hide from them the nearer
booming of the shells.
So we come to the first line of the German trenches.
There is wire before them—a very forest of wire, crossed
and tangled a _death-trap for any infantry that should
come upon it unawares. To the " tank " . it is a little
scratching of the back—a light caress such as a patient
dog will suffer at the fireside. Those inside do not know
that they have 'gone through wire at all. There is „a great
[Continued on 7: ttge 392
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Mysterious Monsters. on the Muddy Somme :
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Land Cruisers Luffing into the Battle Line

Canadian War Records

.1Mwrgeaarr.

Offtc.ai Photographs

Vetrewiss

Crash against the enemy, the " tank " goes into action with something of the bravado of a medieval knight in armour. A monster of lilting
steel, it churns its way over obstacles and into positions with a blind, implacable fury that recognises no obstacles,

A mail—coated leviathan spitting fire as it goes.
A " tank " crawling over the desert of war steered by its invisible crew, whose
bravery is akin to that of submarine men bringing their craft into position during a naval action.

ii

While the " tanks" caused roars of laughter from

Britons who witnessed the first move into action, the Germans suffered a painful surprise,
and, in many cases utterly demoralised by the steely and apparently invulnerable novelty, surrendered en masse,

Craters and shell—holes to the fandship are Like so many waves te a powerful destroyer. The "tank" weathers them all with an
imperturbability which is sometimes' as comic to those behind it as it is tragic to those who have to face the onslaught.
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NIGHT CRUISING 1N A " 7 ANK "
jolt at the trench's edge—a warning cry ; then the flashing
of lights ; the discovery in the pit below of the white and
ghaStly faces of men. Well may the Hun cry out in fear.
What is this terror that is upon him ? Is it of earth or
hell ? His flares show him the great round dome and the
blinking eyes ; never has he seen their like. Feverishly
he heaves his bombs. They are but pebbles cast at the
ramparts of a castle. He swings his machine-guns round
and the bullets rain like hail upon the " tank." It does
not answer ; its laughter is imagined. Wilder and wilder
still becomes the Boche. He yells- in his fright, turns
tail and would run, and then—then the " tank " speaks.
Its deadly gun flares the trench in a twinkling. Flame
vomits from unseen mouths. There is a sauce qui pew,
a mad sortie of men—anywhere for safety. The captain
of the " tank " gives an order ; she climbs laboriously
from the pit leaving, it may be, the crushed and mangled
bodies which she has cast from her deadly embrace. Again
she is a rover. Direction is only got by the compass,
but that is' well enough. There comes a fearful crash,
and for a moment she staggers--a house, maybe, has
stopped her, but soon it will be a house no more. She
withdraws and charges it. - A hail of bricks rains upon her.
She crunches the fallen walls between - her relentless teeth,
and presses on she knows not whither.
Letting Her " flip"
The wood that should have been impassable is clearly
marked upon the map ; but maps mean nothing to captains
of " tanks." This particular captain driveS on and merely
cries, ", Hold tight ! " when the first of the trees is struck.
He knows now that he is in the wood, and " lets her rip "
because of it. She ploughs onward over the stricken trunks,
rolling them almost joyously in her jaws—emerging gorged
upon the plain and confronting the second line of trenches.
Within_ you hear the bullets raining upon her ; you are
shaken when the bombs burst ; you feel her almost lifted
when a great shell bursts near by—but confidence
remains. " Nothing is going to hurt Creme de Menthe,"
you say.
Here is the second line at last ; we are going to wipe
it out as we wiped out the first. The infantry must soon
be upon our heels. Dawn -is breaking, and the whole of
that drear scene revealed. Aurora has not looked down
upon anything of this kind since the beginning. All the
great plain is now alive with the activities of ten thousand
times ten thousand. Infantry leap into the trenches and
the Hun leaps out. The white and red and black loom
of battle gives an immense circle of smoke for an horizon.
Flashes of fire dart from concealed covers ; cries come
from the very bowels of the earth—and yet, after all, the
number of men actually to be seen is small. Only his
fellow " beetles " are of interest to the captain of the
" tank." He sees them here and there as fabulous
things that have come out of their lairs to greet the dawn:
One over yonder has been struck by a shell, and lies upon
its side. It is a harrier between bombers, who heave their
grenades across it. Another has waddled into a trench
and there -is struggling to get out, while all the time its guns
are rattling. A third has broken down, and is surrounded

A frivolous qu
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by a host of excited . Huns. Now surely they have got it.
Their cries are fiendish as they run right up to it and smash
their bombs at its iron ribs. A colonel, flushed to the point
of apoplexy, roars for a jack to lift the thing and heave
it upon its side. He has caused machine-guns to be thrust
at its very forehead, and there to be discharged triumphantly
as though this must be the end. We watch the scene
and laugh consumedly. Is it possible that Daphne is lying
" doggo " with all the cunning of her sex ? We soon learn
that this is the truth. She has let the Germans cluster
thickly about her before she looses off her guns. .Suddenly
with a cheering rattle she opens fire. The ground around
her is strewn with. dead before a man can count ten. The
Boche flies terror-stricken—what is left of him. He will
tell that tale with awe in any dug-out he can find to-night.
The Hun Watchword: "Surrender"
But, if some of our consorts enjoy bad luck, others
enjoy the best. Look at that fellow over there by the
wood who has been enfilading the enemy's trenches. for a
long while and is now wondering why the infantry is not
there to support him. Disturbed at being alone, he makesa return journey of more than 1,5oo yards to discover that
his supports have been held up by a group of machineguns turned upon them from a trench they thought unoccupied. " We will soon make an end of this," _says the
" tank," and calmly thrusting itself astride the trench
it knocks out one machine-gun after the other until nothing
but the bodies about them speak of its recent position.
Farther away still, upon the brink of another wood, a white
flag is being waved vigorously and there are fearful howls
for mercy. These are faint-hearted fellows whom Colossus
has driven almost mad with terror. Surrender at any price
is their watchword. They climb from the depths and run
toward the unpityin, horror with hands uplifted. It
drives them headlongt'back to the cageS, and they do not
hesitate to . tell of their gratitude. So at all points of the
field the " tank " is making this a famous day. There
will not be a dinner-table in London to-night which-Will
not echo the story with laughter.
Like a Pantomime Animal
As for Tommy himself, we know well what he thought
of it. " I heard," says one lad, " a sound out of the fog
which was like three or four motor-horns rolled into one.
Toot, toot, toot ! and the boys came staggering along—all
muddy and bloody ; but some of them laughing fit to kill
themselves. .
" Look out for the Lord Mayor's Show,' sings out one
tank '—the
chap, and then through the mist came No.
most comical sight you ever saw in your life. She looked
like a pantomime animal, or a Walking ship with iron sides
moving along, very . slow, apparently all on her own and
with nohe of heir. crew visible. There she was, and grOanin'
and grUntin' along, pokin' her nose here and there, stoppin'
now and then as if she, was not sure of the road. The
last I saw of her was when she was nosing down a shellcrater like a - great big hippopotamus with a crowd of
Tommies cheering behind."
It could not be better. We take up Tomtny's cheers
for. the " tank.". May its shadow never grow less !

unsd engaged in the serious work of transporting munitions to the guns. The small proportion of the donkey rene:.,,
this animal less susceptible to shell fire when passing through- communication trenches.
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Scenes of Valour When the Big Guns Lift

Some spirited hand—to—hand fighting characterised the capture of Thiepval village, a strong bulwark in the German line of defence.
Only after a very complete bombardment did the British advance, and even then the enemy put up a stern resistance. This vivid
illustration was designed to show the triumphant moments when our infantry secured a footing in the fortress, headed by the bombers.

Before Condoles fell to British arms and prowess. Dramatic illustration showing a British officer standing on a parapet and giving the
signal for the barrage to lift so that the infantry might advance. In the background are some heavy guns. The top right—hand corner
shows the infantry going forward, while in the foreground a party of men are threading their way along a trench with a Lewis gun.
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Teutons Fighting Three Hereditary Foes

Corner of the Vosges. German soldiers on their way to the
front. Inset Testing the wind's direction by means of a paper
balloon on the Austro—Russian front.

t.lanaec by an enormous rock an advanced Austrian force is just leaving the trench to attack an Italian patrol. The shallowness of h
trench in MIS area is no doubt due to the rocky soil. which makes entrenching a matter of great +abut,
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France Honours the Guardians of Her Gates
French Official Pho,ngrapha

Unique honours were given to tne fortress city of Verdun by all
the Allied Powers when it became evident that she had finally
defeated Germany's prolonged and desperate assaults. The
tribute paid to the city was followed by recognition of the prowess
of the men who took part in the defence. In token of Great

.
,
.
Britain's admiration Prince Arthur of ' Connattglit Was—charged
with the pleasing duty of decorating General Nivelle, and General
Mangin and his heroic troops who sustained the fury of the siege.
This photograph shows his Royal Highness, assisted by Generals
Nivelle and Mangin, pinning the medals on the gallant soldiers.
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TOLD BY THE FAM' AID FILE

THE TAKING OF REGINA TRENCH
BY A CORPORAL OF THE CANADIAN INFANTRY

I

F there ever was a bit of ground that
made itself an infernal nuisance
over on the Continent it was the
trench we called Regina. It was a
German hot-bed, reeking with snipers,
and they made life miserable for us. You
simply couldn't move in some parts without a bullet slamming into the earth
alongside you, and more than one casualty
hat gone down to the base as a result of
the unceasing vigilance of the Huns.
And there was no spotting the snipers,
either, or some of our own marksmen
-would soon have put paid to their accounts. They were skilfully hidden, and
the incessant firing that took place got
on our nerves. And, like all the other
ground over there, the place we occupied
was all greasy, slippery mud—and you
can't hop very lively in mud, even if
Brother Boche has picked you out as his
own special target

Splendid Barrage Work
The operation was purely a minor and
- local affair, though we needed Regina for
a variety of reasons. The troops employed were Canadians, and the artillery
preparation that went before the attack
proper was the best bit of barrage work
that has been carried out over there.
It was a glorious sight. The night was
brilliant, the moonlight perfect, and the sky
seemed like some bright-blue silk curtain
stretched across from horizon to horizon,
and studded with pieces of looking-glass,
each reflecting a special light of its own.
And on this background the bursting
of the shells seemed as though some
giant hand was throwing heaps of diamonds and sapphires into the air, and
scattering them with a burst of orangered flame.
And the jewels turned and shifted in
the air above a thousand yards of blackscarred mud, ankle deep, which was the
snaky line of the trench. Part of Regina
was already in our hands, but this thousand yards—past the turns in the original
line of trenches—was strongly held by the
Germans, and our attacks had failed to
dislodge them. The guns roared and
growled, and occasionally, like a tenor
solo, you would hear the crackling of the
smaller pieces as they took their part in
that grim, great overture,
The Guns Lilt
The barrage started just this side of the
trench, and in spite of all the hail of
shells and machine-gun bullets that came
through it towards us, we clambered over
the parapet and advanced steadily towards the enemy, We got close up—as
close as we dared—to the fire-working
shells, and waited for the guns to lift.
Two minutes at the longest was that
wait, and then, timed to the precise
fraction of a second, the- whole line of
.fire lifted at the same instant, and started
ploughing up the earth exactly a hundred
yards ahead. There wasn't a hitch in
the whole thing, and it struck one—even
at the moment that one disappeared into
a shell-hole to avoid'the enemy-s fire--that
this
had been carried through with hair_
splitting precision, and at the cost of a
great deal of organisation.
The ground was rotten, but the crust
fairly dry, tot the winds had been
at work on it, and- although cold it was
dry cold, and a mere fleabite to what we

Canadians are accustomed to at home.
I don't think the enemy expected the
attack, and we certainly got the nearest
to surprising him that has been done so
far in this war of open and known movements. As a result of the surprise, he
did not get a chance to use his machineguns as freely as he desired, and we experienced very few casualties on the way
up to the trench itself.
Hasty German Retreat
The machine-gun officer had a very
miscellaneous collection of weapons in his
section, as we afterwards learned from
prisoners, and these included Maxims
captured in East Prussia from the
Russians, and Schwarzlon guns captured
by the Russians from the Austrians, and
retaken by the Germans in the east. We
got the whole of these.
Most of the garrison of Regina Trench,
when they saw us coming, took to their
heels and -flew, and the remainder, as soon
as they realised the Canadians were up
against them, did the " Kameracl " trick
in approved Hun fashion.
>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<

LT. THE HON. V. S. T. HARMSWORTH,
R.N.V.R.
Killed in action November 13th, 1916.

'HE second son at Lord Rothermere and
1
ss nephew at Lord Northcliffe, Lieut. the

Hon. Vere Harrnsworth was educated at
Osborne and Dartmouth Naval Colleges.
He became a midshipman in the Royal
Navy, from which he retired on account of
gun-deafness. Recently he refused a Staff
appointment, saying that the "greatest
honour an officer can receive is to lead his
rnen over the parapet." His end was
splendid, and the men of his battalion who
survived the action are thrilled with pride
in his name. Though wounded twice, he
led his men to the third Ggrman line,
where he was hit by a shell and killed, but
not until by his courage and endurance he
had brought his men through a highly
critical _ l uncture-

We captured fifty men and three
officers in the trench, and before we sent
them back took their names and regiments.
One chap smiled as he told us, and then,
when asked what the joke was, replied :
" You got a bit of a surprise when you
took Mouquet Farm, eh ?
" What are you talking about," I- said.
" We haven't had any surprise at all."
" What, hasn't there been an explosion ? Haven't your men been all blown
to pieces ? " he asked, flabbergasted.
Not a bit of it," I replied. " Why ?
He didn't seem like telling me, but I
fetched it out of him all right. It appeared that the farm had been extensively mined by the G rmans against the
day we should take and occupy it, and
that it should have been touched off, but
something went wrong with the arrangements. This prisoner of mine had been
one of the fellows who'd had the job of
getting the dug-outs and tunnels beneathit ready for us. Of course I reported
the "conversation to the officer, and I
believe that when Fritz went to the rear
the Staff had a special confab with him,
and perhaps this chance-gained bit of
information saved quite a lot of lives.
"Remember the First of July l"
There wasn't much fight about the
capture of Regina, although we gained
ground to the depth of five hundred yards
over the thousand yards of front, and
joined up with the other British regiments
to right and left of us. That was one of
the main reasons for trying to take it, as
the enfilade fire the Huns turned on our
lads was more than hot at times.
We expected, of course, that, seei g
that it was so important, the Huns would
have put up a bit of a fight, and our
watchword as we advanced was t` Remember the First of July ! " We have a
special score to pay off on the Huns for
that day, but we didn't do much towards
chalking it off at Regina, beyond taking
the ground from them.
The artillery were pleased that we'd
managed to take it, and refused to share
the honours, although we who took part
in it know that the excellence of their
fire saved hundreds of lives. The Huns
were dazed by the incessant rain of shells,
and hardly had any fight left in themwhen we reached them.
The morning dawned gloomy and
cloudy, with a promise of more rain, and
just after eight the German gunners set to
work to try and smoke us out of the trench.
But their shell fire was nothing like
what ours was.. Some shrapnel occasionally spluttered the earth aroutd us, and
about ten o'clock they strafed us in real
earnest for about ten minutes. They
had no observing airmen aloft, and so
could not correct their range.
Shelling and Counter-shelling
One big gun kept dropping shells in
precisely the same spot. One—the first—
came sailing over, and dropped with a
cramp and a scrunch that shook Regina.
Then a second shell followed, and before
the mud and stones had properly settled
down from the bursting of the first shell,
they were flying in the air again.
At noon our own guns started giving
Fritz something more to do than shell the
trench he could not hold, and for about
half an hour the ruined woods and
scarred fields were lit up through the
sullen daylight with the flashes of our own
shells. This gave us an opportunity for
getting to work to consolidate the position
we: had taken. And now the field is
at its usual winter quietness—the winter
quietness of the Somme.
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AnEnemy in Their Midst at Dead of Night

An astonishing instance of daring occurred in the night of November 4th, immediately before the fierce fighting for the northern half
of Zenith Trench, east of Lesbceufs. A young British officer, reconnoitring a position, crawled into a German trench, through a dead
black night with spits of rain. He crept along, passing dug-outs

packed with men sound asleep and came at last to a machine-gun
bay, with the gun under its waterproof covering and thecrew asleep
near by. This was the point he chose for leaving the french with
the information he had gathered ; and he did so, taking the gun with
him, single-handed, and bringing it intact into the British lines.
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Tricolour Triumphs from Lorraine #o Monastir

r

Fren--

--, 1 Photog-rfphs

French infantry make a forward move in Lorraine, where
every inch of territory is sacred ground to France.

Pump.n9 air :ft.() a pneumae.c mortar. Novel way of projecting shells into the German trenches. inset: Freakish effect of shell—
. fire on a Balkan villa in the line of the Franco—Serbian Advance near Salonika. The shell has blown at leas. half of the lower
'.orey away, yet the villa still stands, proving a stability which even the architect might have doubted.
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Canine Energy and
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chine-Gun Efficiency

Army liaison dog leaving with a message attached to his collar. Dogs are playing an ever greater part in the war as sentinels, as
assistants in Red Cross work, and as runners, work for which they are-pre—eminently fitted by their size and speed.

French quick—firers and crews working in a depression ahead of their front line. It would be hard to find a better presentment of the
intentness with which the French are fighting than these lads with no eyes for anything but the effect of `their shooting. •

Ivor

9th Decernb,7T, 1916.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
mel

XX1V.—The 15th Hussars
'9HERE arc few
British folk who
did not read
with quite unusual
delight Sir Douglas
Haig's message i of
July 15th, 1916. In it
he stated that a
squadron of Dragoon
Guards had been alter
the enemy, " the first
opportunity for mounted action which has
been afforded to our cavalry since 1914."
From this it is quite evident that our
Hussars and our cavalry generally have
not, during =the Great -War, had anything
like the opportunities which their ancestors
enjoyed in the Peninsula a century ago.
Then, as we know, in the intervals between
tpirited little encounters with the French
such as the one at Sahagun in December,
18oS — they exercised their horses by
e basing the fox behind the lines of Torres
Vedrasi
Nevertheless-, like brave men every
where, our cavalrymen made opportunities,
and when made they have used them
vell.
They, almost as much as the
infantry, have had their fill of hard
fighting, and the story of their deeds is
well worth telling. Certainly, - he who
tries to tell it will not be cut short by any
want of material.
All are familiar with the notices of
deeds of gallantry which from time to
time appear in the " London Gazette."
Therein are the names and actions of those
officers and men on whom the King has
been asked to bestow the Distinguished
Service Order or other military decorations. One of the- first of these lists
----at least, as far as the Great War is
concerned—appeared in October, 1614.
It was quite a short one, - for then the war
was only a few weeks old, and it contained in ail but twenty-two names, men
iccommerided for the D.C.M: Six of
these names, or more than a quarter,
however, _belonged to the cavalry, and
three of those six to one regiment—the
15th Hussars. This is pretty good evidence that the cavalry had been up and
doing in those anxious days, for, unlike
the iron Cross, the D.C.M. is not given
',or merely looking at the enemy.

il

The First Taste of War
Tlie regiment went to France from
Longmoor Camp quite at the beginning
of the war to act as divisional cavalry
for General Loma.x's 1st Division. On
August 24th, the Saturday before Mons,
they, Were hard, at work, and for =his services on that day one of their officers. the
Hon, E. t. Hardinge, son and heir of the
late Viceroy of India, won the D.S.O. A
little later in the war this fine officer was
severely wounded and died of his wounds.
The men were worthy of him. This is
what is said of Lance-Sergeant A. J. Earl,
one of the H-mcie just referred to : " For
gallantrY under fire on the night of
August 22nd and 23rd, August 27th and
September rain" About his comrade
-Corporal W. Harley we were told : " For
good reconnaissance on two occasions,
when he penetrated the enemy's position." The Hussars then were scouting.

They were
out in troops and
patrols trying to find out how many Germans there were in front of our lines, how
many guns they had and where they were,
and anything else about them which
might be of use to French and Haig.
They were doing the work for which our
cavalry had been trained for generations,
and they did it exceedingly well.
A Cavalry Hero
But that was not all. On Monday the
retreat began, and on Tuesday the Guards
in the 1st Division were heavily attacked
at Landrecies. With them were the 15th
Hussars, and one of their troops had been
cut off from the rest and, in the darkness, surrounded by- the Germans. Then
Private W. J. Price did his bit. It was
night, and the Germans were pouring:
from the woods into the streets of the
little town when Price heard how the
troop was situated. He first of all swam
a canal, and then made his way through
the Germans until he reached his comrades. He told them what the position
was, and through his courage and promptness the troop escaped capture.
Two days later, on the Thursday, these
15th Hussars were again to the front.
Every history of the war has told the
story of how the Royal Munster Fusiliers
were left behind and surrounded by Germans, because the despatch-rider who
was taking to them the order to move on
with the rest of the corps, was made
prisoner. They do not all, however, tell
the sequel ; how some of them got away,
and how this was owing to the help of the
15th Hussars. Hearing of the impending
disaster, the cavalry dashed up, fought
with those of the Irishmen who remained,
and then carried them off through the
ring of their foes. For this deed four
Hussars received the D.C.M.
Turcos in Form
We must pass now to the First Battle
of Ypres, and specially to one of its critical
days, November I rth. The Hussars were
still serving ,the rat Division, assisting in
every possible way the hard-pr, ssed infantry. A sergeant of the regiment,
E. J. Clark, was one who proved himself a hero on November rith, the day
when the Prussian Guard broke through
the British line and General Fitzclarence,
V.C., commanding the 1st Brigade,- was
killed. All was conlimion, and every man
fought where he was, cavalryman and infantryman, French and British, even
white and coloured side by side, hardly
knowing where they were. By soine
strange chance Clark found himself forced
into a chateau with thirty Turcos. With
a Turco sergeant he took command of
these men, and tog-ether they kept back
the surging Germans -for two hours,
holding the chateau against attack after
attack, very much as a century before
the Guards held Hougomont.
Some few weeks later the Hussars ceased
for the time being to act as cavalry, and in
the Second Battle of Ypres they served, to
their eternal honour, in the trenches as
infantrymen. They were not there at the
bf ginning of that long and terrible fight,
but as it progressed and the infantry became fewet and fewer they were sent up

to assist, and early in May cavalry brigades were holding a considerable stretch
of the line near Rouge. There, - on May
11th, a sergeant of the r5th, E. E. Everest,
when a piece of the line had been lost,
rallied Ins troop and took it forward to
regain the position. He did this, although
in the contusion someone called out to
him that an order to abandon it had been
received and all around him men were
falling back.
But there was a greater trial of fortitude
on the 24th. On a beautiful Summer
morning the Germans sent along their
asphyxiating shells, and then loosed a
cloud of gas from their infernal cylinders.
For nearly five hours this was blown towards our men, but by that time they had
respirators, and so they were by no_ means
incapable of action when the Germans
came on. In one or two places the
enemy broke through, but before the day
was out he had been beaten back.
The 15th Hussars were in the thick of
tins fighting, and one of their captains,
C. J. Leicester Stanhope, was specially
commended for the way he rallied his
squadron and led the men forward at a
very critical time indeed. Two noncommissioned officers, B. Burn-ford and
H. F. Borough, were equally daring and
useful, and not only their regiment but
also the 9th Lancers profited by , their
gallantry. Both were suffering to some
extent from gas poisoning at the time.
The new British armies which got into
their stride in the Battle of the Somme
have no cavalry with them, and it may
well be, in spite Of, much talk about
pushing horsemen through gaps in the
enemy's lines, that the day of the cavalry
is over. . Yet do not let us forget that
when Britain needed them they were
there, and in her hour of need none
served her better than the 15th (The
King's) Hussars.
The Birth of a Regiment
This regiment Was first raised in 1759,
the wonderful year, the year of Quebec
and Quiberon, Minden, and Wandewasin
At that time it seems that troops of light
dragoons were attached to the various
cavalry regiments, presumably to move
more quickly, and to go in front of their
heavier comrades. Then it was decided
to form separate regiments of these
lighter men, and the 15th Light Dragoons,'
as it was then called, was one of the first
of these. It was raised by Colonel G. A.
Elliott, afterwards Lord Heathfield,
famous as the defender of Gibraltar,
in 176o the 15th were sent to Germany,
and they did good service at Emsdorff
and Willems, but their real glories were
WOn in the Peninsula, whither they Went
in 1808. Their encounter with the
French chasseurS at Salutgun was most
creditable to them, and they were also
allowed to inscribe. Vittoria on their
colours. From Spain they passed to
Belgium, and at Waterloo they did their
part in beating the French.. Years then
passed without.any active service, but the
Hussars went from one part of the world
to another, and in 1878 bound themselves
detailed for service- with the expedition
into Afghanistan
A. W. Holland

German 'Civilisation' Reintroduces Slavery

Under stress of their growing realisation of failure to keep up reserves the Germans have renewed their policy of terrorism in Belgium
and France. From Roubaix, Turcoing, and Lille General von Graevenitz has deported 25,000 French subjects—girls, women, and
men—without distinction of class, and compelled them to work in the fields.

There were heartrending scenes when the soldiers came and paraded the unhappy civilians at the doors for their officers to pick out
victims from each family. Protestation was useless and attempts at evasion were punished ruthlessly. People were taken off quite
arbitrarily, separated from their relatives, and packed off to unknown destinations.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt.

A. W. GREENWELL
LAX, R.G.A.

Lt.-Col. T. H. P. MORRIS,
M.C., Rifle Brigade.

Squad:Com. I. H. W. S.
DALRYMPLE-CLARK. R.N.

Capt. R. H. K. BYERS,
Gloucestershire Regt,

Capt. KEITH LUCAS,
R.F.C.

Capt. F. R. JESSUP,
Border Regt.

Capt. G. T. NEAME,
East Kent Regt. (Buffs).

Capt. A. C. O'CONNOR, M.C.
Norfolk Regt.

Lieut. II. CLOUDESLEY,
R. W. Surrey Rept. (Queen's),

L

Lieut. G. SPRING-RICE,
—
Border Regt.

Lt. G. R. HAYES-SADLER
Royal Warwickshire Rem.

Sec.-Lt. H. A. HOLGATE,
East Surrey Regt.

t.-Col. Thomas Herbert Picton Morris. M.C., died of wounds, was only son of Mr. and
Mrs. Picton Morris. Educated at Eton and Sandhurst, he received his commission
in the Rifle Brigade in 1902, and served in the South African War (Queen's Menai and
three clasps). He went to the front in March, 1915, and was mentioned in despatches
and awarded the Military Cress.
Capt. Keith Lucas. Se.D.. F.R.S., of the Royal Flying Corps. Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge, was educated at Rugby and Trinity College, Cambridge, of which he became'
a Fellow in 1904. Be was elected F.R.S. in 1913. He had won a world-wide reputation
as a most promising physiologist, and possessed a delicate command of instrumental
methods. Busily engaged in teaching and research, he was one of the directors of the
Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, and at the outbreak of war he devoted I is skill
and inventiveness to the Air Service. As a result of his study of the conditions affecting
the aeroplane compass, the R.A.P. Mark II. compass was produced and standaroised.
TA. Gerald Spring-Rice was a younger brother of Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, British Ambassador to the -United States. After a period of valuable service as county director for
Cumberland of the Voluntary Aid Detachments, he joined the Border Regiment in 1915
and was killed in action May 27th, 19104 in the fifty-third year of his age.
Sec.-Lt. Richard Jones was a schoolmaster at Bontcewydd when he enlisted in the
Royal Welsh Fusiliers early in the war. Four weeks before being killed in action, by
the same shell that killed his colonel, he was promoted from the ranks on the field and
transferred to the ,South Lancashire Regiment.

Sec.-Lt. RICHARD JONES,
South Lancashire Regt.

Lieut. F. H. DOYLE,
Army Veterinary Corps.

Lt. S. E. J. C. LUSHINGTON
General List, New Armies.

Sec.-Lt. H. E. WHITEMAN,
Sec.-Lt. S. SPEARINGSec.-Lt. A. J. B. PEARSON,
Rants Regt., att. R.F.C.
SCHNEIDER, Royal Berks.
Att. Royal Warwick Regt.
Portraits by Lafayette. Elliott & Fry, LEiches I; Mullins. Swains.

Lieut. A. H. WRIXON,
Suffolk Regt.

Sec.-Lt. B. G. BOWLES.
East Kent Regt. (Buffs).

Sec.-Lt. G. M. GRAY,
Royal West Kent Regt.

16th December, 19io.
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Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

THE PRICE OF KAMERADERIE! British soldiers, in process of clearing the dug—outs in a captured trench, help themselves gaily
to the cigars and other good things with wh,on the dispossessed tenants, now their very good " Kameraden," were well suppliad.
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THE GREAT ISSUES OF THE WA%

MANHOOD AFTE T
Is the Great Race passing, or will it
survive to carry on the World's Civilisation?

By Sir Harry Johnston, G.C.M.G.

I

T may seem at first a little_ irrelevant if I commence
this article with a brief extract from a recent number
of the " Times."
was remanded charged
a nurse, of
with the murder of
aged three months. At the
inquest on the child's body it was alleged that death
was due to improper feeding, and the prisoner in
evidence said that she kept a home where, women
were admitted, and that during the past few months
ten children had died there.

One -of the most dreadful evils in the United Kingdom,
but more especially in England and the southern and
eastern parts of England to a greater degree—is the infant
mortality, which is at least twice as higas it ought to be
in a State of our degree of civilisation. The State or the
commune will not intervene summarily and efficiently in
the suppression of baby-farming. There are great seaside
towns and health resorts in which this abominable traffic
in infant flesh is carried on most profitably and under
Homes;'' " Refuges," " St.
hypocritical disguises of
So-and-So's " something or other, " St. So-and-So's Crèche,"
etc. A case heard at one of the Southern Assizes some
m tonths ago was typical. The babies' home was run by a
sham nurse wearing fraudulently the costume of a nursingsister.
Healthy Child Used as Decoy
She was herself the mother, illegitimately, of a healthy
little boy, and she used this boy, who was always
n ell fed and well cared for, as a lure, while the children
confided to her care slowly faded away from lack of food
nd pioper hygiene. She was tried for manslaughter,
but got off with a comparatively light sentence, and will
no doubt, as soon as possible, attempt to renew her
nefarious business somewhere else and under some other
d, sguise.
In thinking, out the problem of manhood after the war
we must bend all our thoughtfulness, all our energies, to
seeing that every child that comes into the world—legifiinately or illegitimately, healthy as well as unhealthy—is
taken the greatest care of. As a general rule it is far
better that the children of poor people legitimate or
legitimate—should be cared for, reared beyond the
dangers of infancy, by the workhouse (there is as yet no
anbstitute for this disagreeable name) in every parish or
district. I have visited a good many of these, or my wife
has done so, •and scarcely ever have we had to take exception to the excellent, kindly, businesslike, and modern
ways they have of caring for children, and enabling
them to grow up strong and healthy members of the
community.
Remove Stigma from State institutions
Let all stigma henceforth be removed from these institutions, for which the State and the commune are responsible,
and which are looked after and governed gratuitously by
honest and enlightened citizens, male and female. Babyfarming should be made absolutely illegal. There should
be nothing but State or municipal institutions for receiving
and nurturing infants whom their mothers cannot properly
support. Even charitable institutions, unless they are
controlled and managed by the State, must be done away
with. Those that are fit to survive must become State
institutions.
Mr. Madison Grant, a prominent citizen of New York,
has recently pilblished a book called " The Passing of the
Great Race." He fears that the cause of the white man
all over the Old World, even in the New World, will stiffer
from the terrible holocaust which is' going on and is likely

to go on for sonic time longer, destroying or hopelessly
maiming the finest flower of European manhood. Between the ages when man makes the best father, all too
many of the most vigorous English, Scottish, Irish, and
Welsh ; French and Provencal, Italians, Russians, Southern
Slays, Rumanians, Germans, and Hungarians are being
killed by war weapons, by war diseases, or otherwise made
unfit as citizens in a future civilian existence as husbands
or as fathers.
Will the White Race Perish?
- Well ; this ghastly sacrifice seems to be inevitable if
right ideals are to prevail and to be firmly established in
the world. To put it coarsely, there are only about
f5o,000 Serbian men left to continue the Serbian people
as one of the best, most vigorous, and worthy races of
the Balkan Peninsula. The best sires amongst the Montenegrins have already been wiped out, and very likely the
same thing has to be said about Germany and Austria.
We may not for the moment regret this, because of the
horrible twist the German mind has taken under the
inspiration of the Idohenzollerns and the typical Prussian
statesmen and clergymen. Nevertheless, it will be a dire
calamity to white humanity if after the war there is a
physically degenerate Germany left on our hands, and a
hundred times more lamentable front our own point of
view will be the elimination of the best elements physically,
if not mentally--from the British peoples.
However. there it is. to satisfy the mad ambitions of the
House of Hohenzollern, to atone for the miserable lack of
statesmanship in twentieth-century Britain, a severe blo a'
must be dealt at the primacy of the white man and of the
best type of white man intellectually and physically considered. Probably the war will be brought to an end by
financial bankruptcy before a complete annihilation of ail
men within the fighting age has taken place, and we shall
be left with a considerable remnant in all these lands from
which once again with care to build up our stock of
healthy, vigorous, wholesome, handsome, intelligent human
beings.
Need of Pure Food anal Milk
Fr To effect this recovery we must grasp the, nettle, of

alcoholism firmly and unflinchingly. alcohol is one of the
deadliest enemies of our race. It affects the health and
vigour of children prenatally ; it ruins them as valid
citizens and rulers when it seizes on them as adults. It is
the great fosterer of crime and what is worse -venereal
disease, the mother of all diseases, the wiper-out of races.
We must not only look a hundred times more zealously
and eagerly than we do to the protection of children, but
we must take the utmost care of every infant that is born,
and do our utmost to combat infantile maladies, and rear
to maturity twice as many children as We do at the present
day. We must make the adulteration of milk and of food
generally one of the most severely punished of crimes.
We must very greatly increase our milk supply and make
pure milk one of the cheapest articles of diet. We must
not eat quite so much meat, and make the good wheaten
loaf almost a sacred emblem. We must endeavour so to
spread work amongst our people from the highest to the
lowest that no citizen, male or female, whatever their
wealth or position or their lack of wealth and position, is
idle, and equally see to it that no one in any career, however humble, is overworked or deprived' of reasonable
opportunities for recreation. And to secure those reforms
we must give; women the vote.
Next Article
BRITISH INDUSTRIES AFTER THE WAR
An Optimistic Outlooh

By Sir Leo Chiozza Money
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Near Beaumont-Hamel After the British Victory
P
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Hot drinks for officers and men on their way back from duty. Inset :
Men of the Citizen Army filing into a newly—constructed trench.

German machine—guns captured in tne y.ctorious assault on Beaumont—Hamel. Two British soldiers are exam.ning the weapons,
which were left fairly intact by the retreating enemy. On the right is the entrance to a captured German dun—out.

Winter Dug-outs for Britons on the Somme

Erecting a screen to hide a road en a hill-crest along which an
important movement is about to take ptare.

,etotagrapb boasts
Everyone wilt recall. Captain Bairristather's humorous drawing, " We are Row staying et a furusbeawk7
farmhouse even more dilapidated than the artist's fanciful creation. Inset: Bonding their winter dug-out.
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Tramping to the Trenches Through Seas of Mud
Official Photographs

Australians off to take their turn in the trenches have a smile and
a salute for the offic.al photographer.
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Pack—mules on their way up to the front line. Inset : Four sturdy Canadians carry a wounded comrade through the mud, the casualty
seeming as indifferent to the pain of his wounds as the stretcher—bearers are to the discomfort of their march. ECanadian War Records.)

Scottish Nurses on their Way Back to Monastir
Exclusive Photographs

A convoy taking the Scottish Women's Hospital from
Salonika to Ostrovo. This heroic ambulance endured
the horrors of the Serbian retreat in 1915.

On the road to Ostrovo and Monastir. Left : Smartness being an essential part
of efficiency, one of the ladies takes advantage of a halt to have her boots cleaned.

Help is worth much more than sympathy. This photograph shows some of the French artillery with the Serb,a,is firing over a ridge
on to Monastir. That town, which has ever symbolised Macedonia. was recaptured from the Bulgarians, November 19th. 1916, a
shattering blow to Bulgarian prestige throughout the Balkans.
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Allied Reinforcements Move Up From Salonika
Exclusive

Photogrcphs

Column of the Allies on the march to an important town on the railway that twists from Salonika to Monastir.

Camp cookhouse constituted of petrol tins in Macedonia. Roads and
roadside accommodation are practically non-existent in Macedonia.

Serbians taking shelter in a gully near Florina, south of Monastir. The reconstituted Serbian Army, consisting of some hundred
and fifty thousand warriors, was placed on the left wing of the allied army,' that spread fanwise towards the Serbian frontier.
Inset: Troops on their way to Salonika marching round the deck during daily drill aboard shin.
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Rumania's Valiant Effort to Hold the Enemy

Rumanian artillery arriving at a new part of the front. Inset:
Reinforcements move up to relieve their hard—pr.ssed comrades.

Rumanian infantry in ambush. In the background are the Transylvanian mountains, white the foreground, with its profuse gross
and wealth of frees, gives an idea of the fertile country Against which the Central Empires have concentrated their united strengtfr.
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Large Guns and Small Dogs to Austria's Aid

Type of heavy gun that Faikenhayn arrayed anainst the Rumanians. Fixing an Austrian
field—howitzer in position on the snow—covered Transylvanian front.

Austro—Hungarian dog—team bringing up supplies to an entrenchment on the Rumanian front. inset General Brialmont, wno planned
the forts of Bukarest, of which there are thirty—six, four miles from the city. This engineer also built the forts of Liege and Namur.
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Derekts that Line the Way from Beaucourt
British Off cial Photographs _

Shattered carts on the road to Beaucourt. Inset: Men of
the R.F.C. dismantling a captured German aeroplane.

Soldiers taking rations on pack—horses through a ruined-village which other soldiers are clearing up. The broken timbers are stacked
for use in a number of ways, and the bricks and rubble are immediately employed in restoring some sort of surface to the roads.
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BATTLE PICTURES Or GREAT WAR
The Fight of the Flaming Ship
N the borders of Lake Constance was the ship born,
and there upon her they made the sign of the Iron
Cross.
A great occasion for the Hun, and celebrated with
Hunnish joviality. Fat men were there whose breasts
jangled orders ; lean men pressed in and out of the crowd
and piped their feeble voices. The deuce and all was played
with the sausages. Not only must the gasbag be filled,
but also the balloons of culture. Looking ahead, the
bespangled fire-eaters declared that England was finished.
The Zeppelin stood in the heaven and all was well with the
world below.
Later on the ship is in another place. It is the same
ship but different. The idea that drirted over Lake
Constance half a decade ago has become the fact which a
hangar in Flanders or the islands shall shelter. It is a
wonderful sight, and guarded by sentries most vigilant.
Puny man looks up at it from below and stands aghast at
its immensity. The child upon a wharf does not regard
the sheer sides of a monster liner with greater veneration
yet how different are these twain ! The one will house
three thousand people. It is an hotel, and again an hotel.
Its engine-room is like a church ; its crew alone may
number a thousand souls.
Not so the Zeppelin. But twenty-eight or thirty will
manoeuvre_ this vastness. Here are neither bath-rooms
nor lifts, restaurants nor bridge-saloons. The cabins are
but enlarged canoes. Men go hazardously with muffled
feet upon a single plank. You could not whip a cat in the
engine-room. The captain sits apart like the driver of a
car in the Tube, his switchboard before him, his instruments
ready to his hand. But the seat of his authority is small.
The landsman peeps in his cabin with awe and shivers,
maybe, when he contemplates his responsibility.

O

On Murder Bent
Look at the crew—volunteers all, and paid high wages.
Years ago, when the motor-car was a new thing upon an
English high road, we saw strange animals within them,
and perchance 'the populace jeered. " 7was not alone
the inky cloak, good mother." Men wrapped themselves
in many thicknesses, and coat was laid upon coat—fur
over all and leather in between. There were hooded
varieties, and they were not labelled. The intensity of the
cold put Arctic boots even upon the feet of dilettante
wanderers. Some such hybrids are the crew of the Zepp.
Fur and flannel go to their making. Their boots are felt
with a lining of fur. They have th cabbage ears and slit
eyes of the Oriental. " Sportsmen," you say—but that is
wholly too generous. They have courage, but are without
pity. Well they know the object for which the Colossus was
built. " Gott strafe England ! " is on their lips as they
climb the ladders to the cabins which enshroud them:
There will be dead women and children in London tomorrow. God save the Kaiser !
The Dream of Daedalus
It is the truth. And yet, Heaven knows the whole thing
would be romantic enough if these were the piping times.
Here is the dream of Daedalus, and as this dream shall fall,
so fell less terribly Icarus, the son. Fifteen hundred years
have not changed man at all. Jules Verne: put him in a
balloon and sent him across Africa. The small boy of a
hundred generations had longed for that. To leave the
world behind, to make faces at your enemy from a height,
to tempt the lion with a sawdust ham and then to run
helter-skelter for your ladder and yoUr balloon—what joy !
Zeppelin the Terrible made it all possible. Given petrol
and oil, you could cross Africa easily enough to-day, as
Jules Verne crossed it—is it not forty years ago ? But the
peace of it was never in the destroyer's mind. The hope
of siallghter and champagne went hand in hand on the
feast day ; and slaughter alone without the champagne

fr..MxPemberton

now sends the Zepp. from its hangar across the North Sea
to the hated shores. Meteorologists all over the place
have said that the baroMetric conditions are favourable ;
there will be no dreaded north-caster to-night. The moon,
as the old song has it, is behind a tree. A little wraith of
mist will smoke about the dragon, and its teeth will be
hidden awhile. But there will be no storm and so—let her
rip ! The men have fed well, and their wool is buttoned
close around them. Militarism permits of no cuddled
farewells. They climb to their seats, and the captain, with
a last look round, takes his place at the wheel. Let her go
now ! It is day, and the children who will be dead to-night
are laughing in the sun.
It is a fair journey, and if it be from the north, will show
you something of Holland, perchance, and the fat Dutchmen below. A dull old dog he is, yet with wit enough to
fire a gun if fingers be too loudly snapped in his jovial face.
The North Sea itself is but a grey waste beyond the coast,,
and the ships upon it are few. In a more frolicsome mood
this grim Hun at the wheel would toss bombs upon them
for luck and wish them " God-speed ! " BLit to-day he
has other work to do.
Crying far the Dark
Should he have come, not from. the north but from'
the great hangars by Bruges, he will cross our old friend
Zeebrugge, and look down upon the batteries which once
were golf-links as fine as any in ,Flanders. They will cheer
him there, and cheers are music in ears grown deaf to
curses. From a height, it may be, of 5,000 feet at this
point, he will see Ostend, white and shining in the curve
of the bay, and broken Nieuport beyond it, and La Panne
upon the coast, and the desolation of the waters by which
Belgium drove his fellows back when the hour was critical.
Perchance, too, he may spy out the dim shape of a British
warship like a fleck of black upon a cold grey carpet. But
all these are without interest to him upon this afternoon of
autumn. Now he is crying for the dark to come down.
The shadows gather, and sea- and shore alike are blotted
from his view.
A shaded lamp shows him the face of his instrumentboard, and the buttons with which he will release the bombs
presently. He pushes on with a luminous compass for his
only guide, and anon hiS bearings trouble him. If London
be the goal, he should be somewhere -in the neighbourhood
of Harwich by this time. He drops a star-shell, and to and
behold I its blinding blue light turns to a cold whiteness,
which reveals the mouth of a great river and ships at
anchor, and below the Zepp. the houses. of a village and the
curves of a bay. " It is Felixstowe," says the Hun, and
instantly correcting his helm, he hurries on for London—
and death.
A Horrible. Alternative
He is at a great altitude now. Every effort of his twin
engines was needed to lift the weight of bombs as he drew
near the white cliffs ; and he seeks the shelter of any cloud
- as though a friendly hand were outstretched to him. The
country immediately beyond the cliffs has little interest
for him: Here and there a faint shimmer of 'light will
speak of town or village. A deeper glow tells of a railway
or shipping in the river. London itself cannot be perceiveduntil the rim of it is crossed. But the clock and the speedometer will tell the fellow where he is, and the river will
guide him infallibly. For all that, this is no gay pilgrimage.
These marauders go with no laugh upon their lips. The
dullest imagination can but speculate upon ..the might
be." Down and yet down through the darkness, flung
like a stone from the sky, brought up-at last with a dreadful
crash beyond which is night and blackness that is the
mildest penalty of disaster. There is an alternative so
horrible that men must clench their hands when they
think of it.. If this great -balloon above them were fired
[Continued on pace 42
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An Apparition with an Armful of Grenades

Bombers, among fighting men, have to be more than usually
agile, inventive, and courageous. In clearing the enemy from
subterranean shelters a false step ends in fatality. A typical
example of a bomber's resource comes from the Somme. A party
of Germans with a machine—gun were securely ensconced in a

shattered house. At nightfall a British bomber set forth with a
machine—gunner. The fatter trained his weapon on the door of the
house, while the bomber climbed to the roof and threw his grenades
through the aperture among the startled foe, who, attempting to
escape, were caught by the Maxim stationed outside the door.
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Zouaves and Serbs Storm a Balkan Crest

In the courseof an attack on Hill 1,050, ten and a—half miles north—
east of IVionastir, a number of French Zouaves had the opportun ity
of displaying that marvellous spirit and strength which have won
them renown on many a western field from Champagne to Verdun.
The strateuio value of the Balkan hill was so important that the

German commander entrusted it to the elite of his infantry. The
French Colonials, together with the Serb ans, swept. the foe from
the crest by sheer impetus. Several.- counter—attacks were made
by the Germans, but in spite of a greatsacrifte of men. Hill 1,050
remained in the hands of the Franco—Serbians.
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THE FIGHT OF 7HE FLAMING SHIP Zfa
The terror of it is beyond comprehension. They put it
from their thoughts, and lick their lips because the prey
is at hand. Surely this England whom they would strafe
is asleep. But is she ?.
In a great garage " somewhere in the silver isle " -there
has been a note of alarm to-night. Peep into the place
and you will see strange doings. Yonder are the sheds,
but they are lighted and their doors are open. Before
them upon the grass are the hornets whom the winter
night will set buzzing. Their wings are already spread
and they have eaten. Oddly clad men move- about them
and test their pennons with tender fingers. There is
work to be done, and it requires courage like to none
that war has yet called for. The good fellows look above
to the blackness of the clouded sky, and tell themselves that
th enemy is there. Anon the word to go is given. One
by one the engines are started with a roar and a rattle.
The hornets spread their wings and skim away and disappear
in the darkness. They circle and rise. They are cut off
from all things living. The lights of the great city become
but a glow beneath them. They, too are thinking of women
and children. God, what work to do
Excitement of the Adventure
And so back to the Zepp. The Hun has not liked it over
much since he left that fair town of Harwich, and, in truth,
his heart has been more than once in his mouth. Objectionable people, swinging the shoulder-pieces of guns deftly,
have used the goniornetric range-finder, of which he thinks
so much, and have peppered him with shrapnel most
" demnibly." Profiting by his own instruction books,
they have described the sky parallelogram and filled it
cheerfully with messages of goodwill. Bullets sing about
the monster and the air cracks with detonations. More
than once the chief Hun thought that he: was hit, and put
feverish questions to the crew. But this, after all, is the
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peril with which habit has made him familiar and he is
willing to take his chances. At the Worst he can bring
the great ship down and take a rest cure at Donington.
It is Of that greater danger he will not think until he must.
London is now ahead of him, and he circles about it for the
objective which he will call military. Shrapnel still follows
him, but the excitement of:- the adventure prevails above
the dread of it. He touches a trigger and a bomb falls
upon the awakened city. Plainly to the raiders' ears
comes the boom of that resounding explosion. Perchance
those who were alive ten seconds ago are dead this instant.:
The crew chortles in its joy another and another ! Doing
well to-night, and undiscovered by those cursed searchlights. A vain boast. The words are hardly spoken
when the great silver beam wings up from the blackness
below, and the ship is shown as a fairy in a limelight.
No more bombing now, be sure of it. Every nerve must be
strained, every trick be tried to escape this damning publicity. See how the gigantic snake is wriggling ? Here
and there, to the right, to the left, up and down—a rat
seeking a hole is not in a greater hurry. For well these
fellows know. what that revelation means. Already the
omens are buzzing in their ears. " A 'plane ! " cry twenty
voices. Figures cower and huddle in the depths of the cabin.
Is -this the end ?
The aviator is alone and all the living world lie has
known seems far away. Of his own peril he has no - sense.
He is cut off from the earth, and in this vast blackness of
the ether he sees but one objective. The great path of
silver light links earth and sky ; but it shows him the gate
of the seventh heaven. If only he can do it What joy to the millions awake and awaiting there in the city which
has sent him forth ! His g un is ready and the " jolly "-stick
is between his legs now. He can give but an occasional
hand to it, and „ that for the swift manoeuvre. Clearly
he sees the very faces of the Huns. There is the sharp
rattle of discharge, but no - answer from the monster.
Beginning of the End
He climbs above it with tremendous acceleration of his:
willing engine, and again he presses his shoulder to the piece.
If he can but do it I His new discharge has helped him no.
better than the old. He hardly realises at this- time that
he is in an aeroplane at all. A mad excitement possesses
him. In all that vastness of infinity there is but one
star--and he must win it. Down he goes and round,
the answering bullets singing about him, the roar of the
enemy's gun now loud in his ears. A new manoeuvre
has sent him winging to the rear of Colossus, and putting
in his last belt he prays to God that he may net her. Now a,
sharp rattle follows the speeding of the bullet. He swerves
and comes upon a new tack—and so he sees, and who shall
find words for him ?
It all began with a little glow of rosy red light at the rear
t the tremendous envelope. The light spreads. It is as
t^ coming of the sun upon a lone mountain peak---at
rst but a pink flush, anon a flame, and then the whole
g:ory of the day. So here shall be the glory of the night.
now the-envelope has burst and with a mighty roar
n flame has rushed about . it: The doomed men in the .
c ffs below, listening to the sounds, utter one doleful, piercing
when the truth is understood. -

f

HEROES 0.i,OLPfl NAVAL AIR SERVICE.
Flight-Lieut. E. Cadbury, D.S.C. (left), and Flight-Sub-Lieut.
E. L. Pulling, D.S.O.; R.N.A.S., who, with Flight-Lieut.
G. W. R. Fane, D.S.C., R.N.A.S., were awarded their honours
for distinguished services on the occasion of the destruction of
a Zeppelin off the Norfolk coast on November 28th.

In the Furnace of Destiny
An instant later and they are themselves enveloped in that
of their destiny. So awful are their cries that the
P1111 in the aeroplane wings away for very terror of them.
Here and there one, unable to suffer the agony, leaps from
Bic car and crashes over headlong to the black earth beneath.
Tim rest have become but shrivelled trunks, dying helplessly,
t may be without consciousness of time or place.
But the Zepp. itself is now a flarin., beacon for all the
b
countryside. Men will tell their children
in the years to
come that they saw it fifty miles from London town.
Great crowds throng the streets and point at it. There are
those Who weep for very joy. But, in the main, it is a glad
upon the falling. Cheer oh, and again cheer oh ! Read
y this splendid lamp the story of the salvation of woman
and child. The Zepp. is down, and the man who took her
is up yonder somewhere in the flaring, heavens—alone—:and
it may be that, now, he also is amid.
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French Heroes Honoured by a Grateful Ally
British and French 0 iftcInt Photographs

The King has conferred decorations upon many of the f...aviours of Verdun—upon General Nive!le, whose strategy was primarily respon—
sible for the defeat of Germany's designs, and upon General Mangin (right), who commanded the immortal French Colonial Division.

A group of Poilus who had come straight from the trenches to receive the decorations conferred upon them by King George in token of
Great Britain's admiration. Prince Arthur of Connaught, the Kina's first cousin, represented his Malesty in this agreeable function.
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Austrians in the Taurus : Italians in Macedonia

Be.ween two walls of rock. Austro—Hungarian artillery company on the march through the Taurus Mountains. The military dirzet.on
of the 1-'.ap,hurg armies is now entrely under Hindenburg and Mackensen.

How Italian marailteuses and munitions are conveyed to the front in the region of Monastir. Some of the smaller mountain guns
of the Italian Army are similarly transported over the lower altitudes of the Trentino front.
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Siege Warfare From Three Diverse Standpoints

French sentinel on guard near Monastir. The undulating condition
of the terrain in this part of Macedonia prolongs campaigning.

..After amine hasrbitenaxploded, the first oblactof the attaching tercel* to occupy the crater and instal mortars, rnachine—gune, etc. Inset
Cannons in the,carrldera of amiable Verdun tart tathich-haeal?itea supplied wit4 spacial suptuFti ena wheels to facilitate movement.
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Church & Campaaile of Our Lady of the Trenches
French Official Photographs

Church of " Our Lady of the Tr-nches," sunk almost to the steeple underground, the
better to elude observation by this Germans. whns= wanton sacrilege has spared no
sacred build.ng on invaded awl. Th. b.tfry ;s seen on the right.

ruins of the church at Tahure after the Germans were driven from the place. Right; Scattered windows in the cathedral at Soissons.
Most of the stained glass was obliterated, but, curiously, the slender frame and supports are still standing.

Pirate Craft Wrecked by Gale Off Jutland

One pirate craft the less. U20, which ran aground on the west coast of Jutland near
Harboore. The submarine was subsequently destroyed by the crew.

by
. •

German sailors engaging hostile aircraft from the deck of a battleship in the North Sea. inset: French sailors salving torpedoes after
practice work in the Mediterranean.
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Where Russia Joins the Reso!ute Rumanians

Russian artillery officers contemplate their work on a German
gun abandoned by the enemy.

Three—decker German entrenchment on the east front. This
position was captured by the Russians.

Music and science. A tune on a Russian national instrument
while the searchlight apparatus is prepared for the coming night.

Where the price of bread has not increased.. At the ovens of a Russian field—bakery on the east front.
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Up to the Somme Front and Back from the Yser
'French and Belgian Official P40,`Clgraph3

Zouaves coming up to the Somme line. These Colonial troops are
Likely to emulate in Picardy their glorious work before Verdun.

Belgian soldiers entering a large loft. W iGh constitutes their billet. " Na—poo "—nothing doing. An easy day in part of the French
They have lust left the trenches after a spell of duty in the rain.
line. One soldier steeps, another writes, while a third watches.
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TOIL, BY THE P
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A MODERN ACHILLES
THE STORY OF AN HEROIC SERGEANT
"-THIS is the story ot the sergeant of
my platoon, who has been out here
with us since the commencement
of the war, and who has now, atter many
- weird- and wonderful scap_s, been . sent
home to " _Blighty "'with a wound that
will keep him in bed for at least three
months, and stop-H-temporarily, at any
rate—Lthe game or " touch " he has been
playing with death for the last two years.
In the Battle of the Marne, when Von
- Muck was pr,ssing us rather hard, he
was in his glory, fighting like the devil
himself. He got a bullet through •the
upper part of his right aria, but, as the
bone was unhurt, he- went, on fighting.
In : the morning his arnl had swollen
immensely, and the captain of my Company sent him back to the ambulance.
Escaped the Ambulance
They, or, course, dressed the wound,
and made him put it in a sling. Then
they tied his disposal label on him, and
put him on one side to wait his turn
for going -down to the base. There didn't
seem to be anybody looking after the
wound"!, Sc. when- the pain eased down,
he piciced up a tunic from the ground,
fliscarded his arm-sling, and-escaped,
He made his way back to his company,
and found his platoon. We. were all glad
to see him, for he was as good as an
army corps. He took part in the last
act of - the retirement on Paris, and worked
with us on the extr,em right of the
`` Old Contemptibt s." After the tide of
battle had turned he had the somewhat
doubtful pleasure of reading in the Order
of the Day that he was a deserter, the
ambulance people- having thus reported
him alter failing to find him.
On one occasion we were out on patrol
duty, and were all feeling a bit blue.
It was alter our lads had received a setback in the Loos region, and we wanted
badly to get our own back on the enemy.
" Something's got to be done to cheer
us up a bit, my hearties ! " he said. "
go and. seen there's anybody about who's
looking for trouble 1 "
Nearly Cut in Half
He disappeared into the night, and we
afterwards learnt that he had taken a
trip of exploration up the hill to see
where the Germans were. When he
reached the crest he found that he was
just on the parapet of the enemy's trench,
and he moved backwards, counting the
number of times he put his knees to
the ground. He was thus able to judge
the distance, and never lost count, even
though half-way through an enemy
machine-gun started to protest against
his work, and nearly chopped, him in
half.
We lay snug, and secure all- that day,
but the - sergeant kept his eye: on the
Boches in that trench, and when night
came
carried- out his planned attack.
Mind' you, we hadn't been in communication with Headquarters all that day ;
they seemed to have shoved us out there
and forgotten all about us. But as soon
* TheSe original narratives by soldiers and
sailors are only published after censorship
by the Press Bureau, and when names of
regiments, snips, places, or even the name
of the narrator, are not giv.en, readers will
underStand there are good and sufficient
reasons for such omissions,—huITOR,

as night fell he led us up the hilt to attack
the Germans, We crawled along like
snakes, and I realised to the lull the
meaning of the serpent's sentence in the
Garden of Eden : " On thy belly shalt
thou go all the days of thy life,"
We managed to get within fifty yards
of the German trench without being
discovered, and, acting on previous instructions; commenced to dig ourselves
in. We made as little noise as possible,
and when an entrenching tool' scraped
against a stone we held our breath and
lay as flat as pancakes. The noise the,
German guns made, however, drowned
all that we, made. They were dropping
shells as thick and fast as they could
into the empty position we had just left,
thinking that we were part of a battalion
waiting there.
We didn't attack in the dark, for some
good reason of the sergeant, but as
soon as dawn greyed the sky we hopped
over and swept that trench clear of Huns
in ten minutes. We didn't let a single
one escape to warn Ins comrades, or
we'd soon have been shelled out of it
again, and those who didn't get badly
hurt we plaCed in the deepest of their
. own dug-outs, with a sentry over them,
The enemy didn't; dare to play "his
guns on us, for we were too close to his
own lines, and, as their barrage fire cut
us off from communication with our
rear, we were in a pretty pickle. Even
the sergeant hadn't the least idea what
we were going to do neXt. " Hold on,
that's all," he said. " My name's Micawber, waitin' for somethinI to turn
Relief at Last
The worst pert about the whole thing
was that we hadn't any water, and
couldn't get any for love or money.
There was plenty of wine in the trench
we captured, and we drank this at first.
We found, however, that its sweetness
only increased our thirst, but we determined to hold on and trust to the advance
coming.
Thank Heaven it came that night.
and when we were relieved the officer
commanding the relieving division complimented the sergeant on his fine work.
He said he was going to recommend him
for the Military Cross.
" I'd give a sackful of Military Crosses
for a bucket of water for my lads," he
replied. And the commandant sent us off
to the rear, where we swilled ourselves in
the precious fluid to our heart's content,
- Another time when we were patrolling
We ran across a German observation-post,
which we carried at the bayonet's point
and took possession of. We didn't make
any more noise than was necessary over
this business, for we dearly loved quietness; and u-hen we had made everything
snug we looked round the place. It was
constructed round a small tree, and a
kind of scaffolding had been erected sothat the Germans could overlook our
positions.,
At daylight the sergeant climbed the
tree to try and see Where the- enemy's
guns were, and, quiet as we had been,
they, must have heard something about
us, for his appearance was the signal
for a salvo froth their field batteries,
jolly sight too near us
which burst
to be comfortable. One or two splinters
hit , the scaffolding, and the sergeant

slid down tant streaked for cover like
lightning.
"I don't mind being put out by a
shell, lads," he said ; " that's all in the
Army contract,- but to break my neck
through falling out of a tree is more
than I can stand. Anyhow, I'm going
to have another try. Strip the belt
off one of those dead Germans and
strap myself in place ! "
He waited his opportunity and climbed
up the tree once more, taking the belt
with him We watched him secure it
round a -branch and his own waist, then,
he waved his hand.
" They'll have to score a bull before
they shake me out now-! " he declared.
One of you stand by to pass orders
by semaphore ! "
Guns Get the Range
I clambered out and grabbed a couple
of signalling flags, and after I'd wagged
a bit got an answer from our own lines.
I told them the state of affairs, and they
kindly refrained from trying to snipe the sergeant. They didn't know, of
course, that we'd hump the Huns out'
of this observation-post and that - we
were their own pals, and they'd given
us a fine s lection of bullets during the
night and the early hours.
Our guns started trying to strafe the
German. batteries, and the sergeant
spotted for them. He passed down his
observations to me, and I signalled them:
The shells crept nearer and nearer to
the Germans, and they gave the tree
old Harry as well.
At last our gunners found the G-2T111113
battery with a salvo.
" That's hitting " said the sergeant.
"Tell 'cm they have the exact range
now, And I think I'll leave this job ;
it's getting a bit too warm for me."
He started to clamber downwards
towards the earth as soon as I'd made
and received an acknowledgment of the
signal. Just at that minute--L-as he
loosened thee lilt — a German 8 in.
shell explod, 'd dead under him, blew the
tree into splinters, and sent the s:rgeant
must have been right in the
centre of the explosion, for not a splinter
touched him. He went hurtling through
the air for about thirty yards, and plumpedclean into a gorse-bush.
Flung into a Gorse-Bush
We ran out to pick him up, and when we got there found him kicking and
struggling, and swearing like the devil
as the prickles tore through his skin._
And—it's the solid, honest truth—that
shell burst which had chucked him there
without a single, hurt, had stripped every
stitch of clothing and equipment from
him, all except his boots and puttees; He was full of thorns when we hauledhim out, and we got him to the post
and under cover again without a hurt
otherwise. We spent the best part of
an hour pulling the prickles out of his
skin; 'then we wrapped him in a greatcoat and waited till darkness fell.
Then we made our way back to our
own lines to get some grub, and Water
for ourselves and some clothes for him.
He's been mentioned in despatches,:
His name ? -Well, I'm not at liberty
to give you that. He's made us all
promise not to do so when telling th0
yarn, but I can tell you this--1-there not:
a man in the whole of our platoon who:
wouldn't give that hard-fighting, graceless;
and fearless sergeant his own immortal
soul to wipe his boots on if SD be that
the sergeant should require it.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Brigadier-General DUNCAN J
GLASFURD.

Capt. W. J. HENDERSON,
Loyal North Lanes Regt.

Capt. E. C. CHRISTIAN,
South Staffordshire Regt.

Lt. CLIME GRIFFIN, M.C.,
R.F.A.

Sec.-Lt. H. P. WEBER,
K.O. Lancaster Regt,

Major C. W. J. K. LENDRUM, Capt. F. G. C. ASHMEADBARTLETT, Bedford Regt.
Royal Inuiskiliing Fusiliers.

Capt. S. THOMPSON,
Hampshire Regt.

Capt. R. E. HORKINS,
R.A.M.C., att. R.F.A.

Capt. E. H. KITCHIN,
K.R.R.C.

Capt. R. W. H. PRINGLE,
West Yorkshire Regt.

rigadier- General Duncan John Glasfurd served in the South African War (Queen's
B Medal, three clasps), and in Jubaland, 1901 (East African Medal with clasp). He
commanded the 4th Somali Camel Corps, 1902-4, and afterwards was employed as Speci ii
Service officer under the Colonial Office (despatches, clasp). In 1912 he went to Australia
as Director of Military Training, and in 1914 was appointed a General Staff officer with the
1st Anzac Division in Gallipoli. After service there and in Egypt (despatches tasice), he
became brigadier-general in March, 1916.
Captain Francis George Coningsby Ashmead-Bartlett, Bedfordsl ire Regiment, killed in
action, was son of the late Sir Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett, 31.P. Born in 1883, he was a
lieutenant in the 4th Bedfordshires, and served in the South African War, 1901-2 (Queen's
Medal, four clasps). He retired in 1902, but rejoined for the war, and was gazetted
lieutenant in his old regiment in November, 1914.
Lieutenant James Robert Dennistoun was son of Mr. George James Dennistoun, of Peel
Forest, Canterbury, N.Z. He was a member of Captain Scott's Antarctic Expe.lition,
1910-11, and was awarded the King's Antarctic Medal and the Medal of the Royal Geographical Society. A member of the Alpine Club, he ascended many of the snow-capped
Southern Alps in New Zealand, and also climbed, alone, the virgin Mitre Peak in Milford
Sound. At the outbreak of war he obtained a commission in the Irish Horse, and later
joined the R.F.C. Wounded while flying, and his biplane catching fire. he was compelled
to descend in the enemy's lines, and died as a prisoner of war at Ohrdruf, August 9th, 1916.

Capt. L. 0. HABERSHON,
East Yorkshire Regt.

Capt. H. E. MARTIN
Middlesex Regt.

Lieut. W. F. MARTINDALE, Lieut. J. R. DENNISTOUN,
Irish Horse and R.F.C.
Scots Guards.

Lieut. H. J. L. HARRIS,
Hampshire Regt.

Sec.-Lt. F. H. S. CAIGER,
Sec.-Lt. J. MeG. MILLER,
Sec.-Lt. H. R. SHERIDAN,
R.F.A.
Machine Gun Corps.
Connaught Rangers.
Portralts by Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, Straine, Lambert Weston, Easacnw, Claude Harris.

Sec.-Lt. J. CUNNINGHAM,
Bedfordshire Regt.

Lieut. 0. R. ORD,
Rifle Brigade.
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DIARY OF THE W

Chronology (4 Events, November 1st to 50th, 1916
Nov. I.—British in conjunction with the
French snake a local attack east " of
LesbOeuts, and gain ground. the French
carry a strongly organised system of
trenches on the western outskirts of the
St. Pierre Vaast Wood.
British strengthen hold on the SeresDenairhissar railway by the capture of
Barakli Djuma.
Vaux Fort abandoned by the Germans,
Italian Tnrust on Carso.—An advance
is made over a six-mile front, from east
of Gorizia to beyond the OppacehiasellaKostanjevica road ; 4,731 prisoners taken.
Successful. raid on Pola by Italian .
torpedo-boats.
Nov. 2. Dutch vessel Oldambt, being taken
to Zeebrugge by a German prize crew
captured by British scouting craft.
Italians continue their advance from
Gcrizia to the sea, and take strong
defences and 3,493 prisoners.
Non. 3.—French carry their lines forward as
far as the outskirts of Faux village.
Nov. 4.—French take all the village of Faux,
and occupy Damloup.
Nov. 5.—New Somme Blows.—French take
most of Saillisel, and British in their
centre progress on a front of about noon
yards, and take the high ground near the
Butte de Warlencourt.
German Dreadnought torpedoed by
British submarine in North Sea.
Nov. 6.—Lieut.-General Sir Bryan Mahon
-appointed Commander - in - Chief of the
borces in Ireland in succession to
Lieut.-Gen. Sir John Maxwell, who takes
the Northern Command.
P. and O. liner Arabia torpedoed in
Mediterranean, all passengers saved.
British troops forced to relinquish part
of ground gained in central region near
the Butte de Warlencourt.
Conquest of Darfur.----Our mounted
troops round up the rebels, capturing
200 prisoners. Ali Dinar, the ex-Sultan,

Reported that allied force has daivea
enemy from Dumarea, at the Rumanian
side of Danube bridge at Coma Voda,
Dutch mail steamer Konigin Regontes
captured by emma and taken to Zeebrugge.
British storm and capture eastern
portion of Regina Trench on a front of
n000 yards.
Serbians storm the Chuke Heights and
carry the village , of Polog, taking Coo
prisoners.
Nov, IL—French- recant-meg greater pad of
Saillisel.
British deliver pas attack south of
Ypres.
Nov. r2.—French take whole of Saillisel.
Rumanians report they have advanced
in the Dobruja as far as the Topalu
(Danube), Klan-Cisme, Caranasuff (Black
Sea) front.
Nov. I:ire-Great British Advance.—Our troops
attack on both sides of the Ancre, and
penetrate the German defences on a front
of nearly five miles taking the stronglyfortified village of St, Pierre Diving,
Beaumont - Hemel, _and over. 3,300
prisoners.
Further Serbian Successes.-L-Continuing
their offensive towards Monastir, they
drive the Bulgarians out of Iven, _fifteen
.:riles east of Monastir, taking noeci
prisoners.
Rumanians admit yielding ground m
the region of Sarcinestf, to the south of
the Rotes- Turm Pass.
Nov. r4.—The Victory on the Ancre.—Sir
Di-'alas Haig reports continued success,
our troops capturing Beaucourt-surAncm, and advancing east of the Butte
de Wariencourt, Prisoners to date number
Oyer 5,000.
Aeroplane raid on Cairo, a number of
civilians killed and wounded,
Nov. 15.—Sir Douglas Haig reports our
troops establish the positions - gained
north and south of the Ancre.
Nov. 7. French take all the villages of
Heavy German attacks on the French
Ablaincourt and Pressoir, push east of
north and south of the Somme. Enemy
Abiaincourt, capture the strongly-fortified
sets foot in Pressoir, but repulsed everycemetery, and advance as far, as the
where else.
approaches to Goiniecuurt.
Rumanian retreat in the western
Officially announced that from July s.
valleys south of the Rbter Turin and
to November r Franc) British troops, in
Vulkart Passes,
Somme fighting, take 72,00o prisoners.
British air raid on Ostend and Zeta
Admiralty reports that submarine
brugge.officer claims to have hit two German
Bulgarians abandon Kenali
battleships of the Kaiser - class,
Nii',. r6.—French drive Germans out - of
Russia reports success in the _Carressoir.
pathians ; south of Dorna Watra over
Rumanians ado ft retirements
Boo prisoners captured.
valley of the Aluta and in the region of
Nov.
iolent enemy artillery bombardthe Jiul.
ment in the Prahova Valley, where - Nov. r7.—Flight-Captain de Beauchamps
Rumanians repulse an infantry attack.
bombs Munich, then flies across the Alps,
In the Dobruja they advance towards
landing north of Venice, making a nonthe south.
stop flight of 4371-- miles.
Serbians repulse three Bulgarian
British naval aeroplanes niche another
attacks in the loop of the Telierna.
raid on Ostend and Zeebrugge.
Russian southern flank advanced five
Nme, IS.--British advance north and south
miles into Transylvania.
of the Ancre, and reach the outskirts c'
Nov. 9.—Rumanians report they have reGrandeourt.
occupied hirsova (Dobruja); with assistGermans claim -to have broken the
ance of gunboats on tile Danube.
Rumanian front in the western valley of
East of Armentieres the British disthe Jiul.
charge 211...S and bomb the enemy's trench.
Capture of Monastir by allied troops,
line
Nov. r9.—Sir Douglas Haig reports a totpl
of 6,962 prisoners taken since Nov. 13.
Prime. Miniskr of Portugal announces
Ultimatum to Ministers of the enemy
Portuguese Army ready to leave for the
Powers at Athens to leave. the capiEl
European battlefields.
ao.—Eritish naval aeroplanes attach
by Nov. 22.
the harbour and submarine shelters at
20.—Allies purSUing enemy from
Monastir ; advance on Prilep.
Ostend and Zeebrugge.
Officially reported that in- Bab valley- Air Squadrons in Action.—A pitched
of the Jiul the Rumanians continue to
battle takes place between a British and
retire towards the south,
German squadron on the west Exalt,
tan of 30 machines or -tore. Enemy
2M-es-Death of Emperor Francis Joseph.
German troops occupy Craleva; the chief
oundron broken up an' ispersed, 15 of
town in Western Wallachia: - machines fall out as- •driven down,
British hospital ship Britannic sunk
British machines missing.
by mine or torpedo in the Zea Channel,
Fast German destroyers shell Baltic
m the ./Egoan Sea 1,1°6 stessdvocs, ever
Port; west of Revak Its their retreat the
fob lost.
Majority are sunk by Russian fleet.

Germans raid British front south-west
of Cite St. Elie (ncrth-west of Hulluch).
A part of our front - line trench is
obliterated, and 26 men missing.
Nov. 22.—Hostile artillery active in tile
Beaumont-Hamel and Ypres areas. We
bombard the enemy's lines near Rasesart
(south of Arras), cast of Angres, and north
of the La Bassee Canal.
On the western shore of Lake Prespa
(west of Monastir) French troops occupy
Leskoyetz (-about so miles south-east of
Ochrida), and continue their advance
towards the north.
Zeebrugge raided by British naval
aeroplanes, an enemy destroyer hit.
Nov. 23.—Petrograd reports that on Oct. 20
the Russian battleship Imperatritsa
Maria was sunk as the result of internal
explosion ; 64 dead, 152 missing.
Naval Raid on South-Eait Cmst.—Six
German destroyers during the, night
attempt to approach the north end of the
Downs, fire about twelve rounds, and
steam off at once. One shell hits a
drifter without injuring any of her crew.
It is denied that shells bit Ramsgate, as
the enemy's communique reports.
24.—British hospital ship Braemar
Castle announced mined or torpedoed in
./E.gean Sea ; all on board saved.
Mackensen reported to have forced
the Danube. Rumanians give up Oisova
and Tursau Severin, and continue
retreat.
NJ, . 25.—Bukarest admits her troops retire
on the left bank of the Alt, its the direction of Dragasani and Slatina.
Non. 26.—Ealkenhavn's army has come into
touch with Piackensen's, which has
crossed the Danube at Zimeicea. German
advance continued in south-western part
of Wallachia.
Zouaves carry by storm Hill no50,north-east of Monastic.
German sea 'raid near Lowestoft;
armed trawler Narval sunk.
Nos. 27.—Rumanlaa Retreat.—Cur _ ally
abandons the line of the Olt (Aluta), and
falls back. Alexandria, on the Vedea
River, reported in German hands. On
the Rumanian right, Rymmk, on the Olt
River, has fallen to the enemy.
Zeppelin Ra.d 91 Northern Counties.-One airship brought down in flames into
the sea off the coast of Durham.
Serbians carry a height north-west of
Grunishta. Zouaves storm a crest east of
Hill Lo5o.
Nov. 28.—Another Zeppelin which took part
in the raid on the night of Nov. 27
brought down in flames nine miles cut
at -sea off the Norfolk coast.
Mid-day Ra.d on Ltandones—Eneniv
aeroplane drops six bombs, nine persons
injured; material damage slight. Later
in day the some machine braught down
bv the French off 1m:chick.
March o:s Blikarest.—Germans holding
Giurgevo; on the Danube, almost due
south of Bukarest, and Curtea de Arges
in the north.
Russian success in Carpathians. Our
ally seizes heights footrest
west of
Werochta, in the region of Wakarka,
and in the region of Kirhbaha gain
possession of a ridge of heights east of
Rirlibaba, compelling the enemy to
retire from their positions, capturing too
prisoners.
Nov. 29.—Important Naval Changes.—Sir
John Jellicoe -becomes First Sea Lord ;
Sir David Beatty is appointed to come
mind the Grand 'Fleet.
m. 3o.--Mackensen reported attacking 22
miles tram inner forts of Bukarest.
Rumanian,. Government remaved to lassy.
Greek Government refuses Admiral du
Emile-let's demand for the surrender of
arms.
•
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TOASTING THE " TANK."—This machine is comparatively a new-comer into the arena of battle, but as the gladiator on his entrance
into the Colosseum was toasted and cheered by his supporters, so this extraordinary symbol of modern mechanical power may
appropriately be toasted by the heroes of the Somme whom it precedes " over the top," through shell-hole and barbed-wire, to victory.
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VICTORY : THE ILL AND THE AY
Some Thoughts for the Third Red Christmastide
on Ten Instant Necessities of the War

By Lord Northcliffe
In response to the invitation of the Editorof "The War Illustrated," that I might send his wide circle cf r2aders'
a Christmas message on the War, for the more vigorous prosecution of whf:h I have so long pleaded with
all the resources at my disposal, I am happy to set down a few thoughts on certain urgent needs of the moment.
Christmas-time one could wish, chiefly to think of
AT peace,
to speak of peace ; in the words of the saint,

I. ARM ALL MERCHANT SHIPS
HIS I judge to be the most clamant need of the moment.
On the maintenance of our overseas traffic the health,
welfare, and fighting power of the nation deperidn It
has been. demonstrated that merchant ships armed
merely with a gun at the sterla have been able success
fully to meet U boats and fight them off, the percentage
of such vessels destroyed by submarines being so low
as nine, whereas 77 per cent. of the unarmed merchantmen
have been destroyed. Consider Ifow much more successful
our merchantmen. would be if properly armed with
modern guns " bow, beam, and stern " ! The only
adequate " defensive " armament for our trading ships
is that which makes them capable of sinking any
submersible craft that shows above the surface. This
certainly is an urgent necessity of the hour. Germany
is weekly increasing the number and power of her large
ocean-going submersibles, and the best way to prevent
these from paralysing our overseas traffic, and killing our
women, children, and wounded, is to make our overseas
traffic a source of danger to the submarines. Under this
heading I would also include the Government control of all
the shipping, as well as the standardisation of shipbuilding.

T

to " seek peace and_ ensue it." But writing to-day when
Christmas is still three weeks distant, I can discern nothing
that helps our thoughts in that direction or raises our
'hopes. Nay, it is obvious that this Christmas can see no
beneficent change, and possibly future dhristmases may
find us still confronting the one supreme problem : How
to crush the monster of Prussian-aggression ?—which task is
!essential to the restoration of world-happiness. Victory
is what we must achieve before we contemplate peace. We
have the will to victory ; but are we on the way ? There
is a sense, of course, in which peace is an ever-present
thought in our minds, and to hold it there while striving
for its realisation, our immediate, insistent, and paramount
duty is relentlessly and vigorously to prosecute the War.
In our careless years before the envious Huns let loose
upon the world this fury of death, it used to be said " In
time of peace prepare for war," and had Great Britain given
heed to the voices that warned her, and assiduously prepared
for war, the course of this great swaying struggle of the
nations would have been strangely different—indeed, there
might have been no war at all. Let us hope that, if in
time of peace we did not
adequately prepare for war,
in this strange new time of
war we may yet efficiently
organise for victory, and so
prepare for a permanent
peace.
It seems to me, therefore,
that I cannot do better than
set down here, as briefly as
may be, what I might call
ten instant necessities of the
War, for in their enumeration- one can provide some, thing practical by way
of suggestion. I shall not
attempt any' definitions of
their relative importance,
since all are essentials to
our success. It is to be
hoped that before these lines
are in print some of the
urgent measures which I
specify here may have become accomplished facts, and
I need scarcely add that they
are but ten of many which
must occur to the minds of
all thoughtful observers of
the War.
LORD NORTHCL!FFE

II. ORGANISE THE
CIVIL POPULATION
GERMANY has imposed
many new conditions
upon us ; indeed that is her
chief success so far. She
has herself resorted to a
" levee en masse." That the
nation which so wantonly
forced this ghastly war upon
Europe, hoping for swift
and cheap victory, has had
recourse to this measure of
desperation is proof_ that
we, if we are to beat her
down, must make an :equal
•
call upon our civil pOpula
tion. Every person," male
or female, from sixteen years
of age to sixty, should be
brought into this new production of war and fOod energy, and made to take
some part, however small,
in helping forward the
work of winning peace for
our civilisation to revive
and flourish.
[Continued ore page 436
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Trysting-Places for the War-World

8,L

His Wife

The trench train arrives, and out of the compartments swarm bronzed, fur—coated men who but a few hours before were part of the
great company fighting for the greatest ideal. Though the world is full of sorrow, there Is no economy of happiness at Victoria Station,
London, where hands clasp and voices call greetings In a spirit of joyful reunion.

Britain's gallant allies are more welcome in the Empire City to—day than ever. A visit to West—End restaurants reveals a spectae:e
of cosmopolitan animation, for representatives of the indissoluble Entente have honoured John Bull by spending Christmas with him.
Mr. Matania depicts a scene at a famous London cafe where allied officers and their friends are enjoying their brief leave.
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VICTORY: THE WILL & THE

WAY—cantd,

ARM THE VOLUNTEERS
have in our large and growing volunteer forces,
which have been the splendid outcome of
genuine patriotic enthusiasm, undaunted by officialdom's
contempt, a vast amount of valuable defensive material, but
we are not making proper use of it. Therefore, I include
among the immediate necessities of the War the proper equipment and training of these large and potentially effective
elements of national defence. Thoroughly equipped with
rifles, bombs, grenades, and machine-guns, and properly
taught the uses of these arms, they would be invaluable for
the protection of the homeland, thus liberating equally large
forces for active fighting across the water.

W

E

IV. INAUGURATE FOOD TICKETS
ago, when I advocated this, and started the
A YEAR
Home-Grown Food Exhibition. I was decried as an
alarmist, stigmatised in certain quarters with a variety of
uncomplimentary epithets, among .these being " lunatic
and " advertiser," while sneers as to my earlier efforts in
the matters of " standard bread," aeroplanes, and shells
were not lacking. To-day, who shall deny the necessity for
the most instant and effective organisation of our food
supplies ? The only way in which the poor can be protected
from the wealthy bourgeoisie is by the issuing of meat,
bread, and sugar tickets, so that the industrial and labouring
classes, on whom the high food prices press so much more
heavily than on the wealthy, may have an opportunity of
getting their share in some equality with the rich.
V. COMPLETELY REFORM THE ADMIRALTY

T

HERE must be immediate and far-reaching changes
made in our naval administration. Among these the
antiquated system of seniority promotions should be
entirely swept away, and the young, energetic, and able
seamen, of whom the war has already discovered no lack,
could be promoted to co-operate with the highest officials
of the Government in the prosecution of the naval warfare-,
and especially in the rigorous tightening of the blockade.
All is not well with the Admiralty, but I am hopeful that
ere this is printed certain revolutionary changes which will
vastly improve its efficiency may have been effected, or
will be on the eve of achievement.
VI. EXCHANGE OUR PRISONERS
enough has been done, nothing comparable with
NOTwhat
is possible, in the way of deporting enemy
aliens from this country to Germany in exchange for
military and civil prisoners. It may be thought that this
is a matter in which the British Government cannot move
without advances from the enemy Government, but the
British Government has not shown the needful spirit of
initiative to bring about an arrangement which I believe
to be possible and highly desirable. The Germans have
been more forthright in this matter.
VII. MAKE OUR GERMAN PRISONERS WORK
IN France and other allied countries where Government
can act without years of deliberation and tergiversation,
economic use has been made of the large bodies of German
prisoners. The same ought to be done here, and can be
done. They could be effectively employed, until they were
deported, as workers at the docks, and in other branches
of unskilled labour, under proper regulation and supervision. This could be done without encroaching upon
Trade Union principles ; it is no small matter, and would
mean the releasing of a very considerable- body of our

fit manual workers for tne more vital occupation of
destroying the enemy, who knows so well how to use his
prisoners to his 'own advantage.
VIII. GIVE OUR SOLDIERS MORE LEAVE
VERY strongly advocate more frequent leave for
officers and men from the front, as it is found that
the spirits of both are the better maintained by frequent
brief respites from the dreadful strain of the War, and the
moral of our armies thus improved. This can only be
accomplished by the more rigid " combing out " of the
shirkers at home, and two fields for this urgent work must
have special attention, as examples—namely, the Civil
Service and the Police Force, in both of which large
numbers of able-bodied single men and young married
men are still shirking under the shameful cloak of
officialdom. The Admiralty could easily provide the
shipping accommodation by the economic organisation of
their existing tonnage.

I

IX. MAINTAIN OUR AERIAL ASCENDANCY

T

HERE ought to be no further delay in the establishment of a really efficient Ministry of the Air to
co-ordinate our at present ill-related aerial services, and to
control the output of aeroplanes and aircraft of other
descriptions. It would be the business of the Ministry
incessantly to strive for the maintenance of at least a tenmiles-per-hour advantage in all British aircraft as compared
with enemy machines. If this is not done and done speedily,
the ascendancy which our machines recently gained over
the enemy will quickly be lost, and nothing could be more
disastrous from the point of view of our artillery efficiency
on the western front. The Germans are making great
efforts to recapture the ascendancy they enjoyed for a
time when their Fokker planes were a source of annoyance,
and if they do, no condemnation of our authorities for
their supineness in this matter will be adequate.
X. TRUST THE PEOPLE
FINALLY, I would urge the need to modify our censorship, and take the democracy of the country, more
into the confidence of the Government. Even with the
limited knowledge which the censorship has permitted the
people of Great Britain to acquire, the common people
have shown themselves far more sensible than their alleged
rulers as to the conduct of the War. If the censorship
could be somewhat modified and this I maintain to be
possible without disclosing a single secret to the enemy
—the democracy, knowing more, yet not more than it
ought to know, of the true facts of the War, would be
able still further to push its " leaders " along the road to
national energy and eventual victory.

Somewhat roughly, I am afraid, I have had to jot these
thoughts down. I have attempted no order of importance
in my suggestions, but I submit them at the coining of the
third Christmas of the War when, had our potentially
splendid national energy been expended in the right direction
since its first Christmas, we might have seen peace well in
sight, whereas we are still a long way from discerning the
first sign of definite victory without which all thoughts of
peace are vain. I stand for the exertion of every ounce
of energy our nation is capable of putting forth, and the
enforcing of this in every way possible upon the present
curious collection of mediocrities that calls itself a Government.* Perhaps these suggestions of mine, rapidly thrown
out though they be, may stimulate that wholesome'
discussion which in a democracy eventually leads to the
Government being impressed to discharge its too-long
neglected duty.
* On the eve of going topress that
Government had fallen, and the way
was clearing for the reforms which
Lord Northcliffe has so vigorously
outlined.—EDITOR W.I.
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Drawing Lots for Leave at Christmas Time

In the perilous days of the first Christmas of the war it is
doubtful whether any of the " Old Contemptibles " were able to
enjoy Christmas leave at home. With the growing host of Britain
in France and Flanders the third Christmas finds thousands of

fighters whose leave is due to take place during the season of
goodwill. So many, in fact, are anxious to get their furlough
at Christmas that lots are, drawn, and each man's luck is tested
under the supervision of an officer and sergeant in a dug—out,
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THE HAPPY CHILDREN s A FANTASY
By Arthur Machen
Author of the World-famous Story " The Bowmen
YEAR ago, a day after the Christmas of 1915, my professional duties
took me up North ; or to be as
precise as our present conventions allow,
to " the North-Eastern district." There
was some singular talk—mad gossip of
the Germans having a " dun'-out " somewhere by Malton Head. Nobody seemed
to be quite clear as to what they were
doing there or what they hoped to do
there ; but the report ran like wildfire
from one foolish mouth to another, and
it was thought desirable that the whole
silly tale should be tracked down to its
source . and exposed or denied once and
for all.
I went up, then, to that North-Eastern district on Sunday, December 26th,
1915, and pursued my investigations
from Helmsdale Bay, which is a
small watering-place within a couple
of miles of Malton Head. The people
of the dales and the moors had just
heard of the fable, I found, and regarded it all with supreme and sour
contempt. So far as I could make out,
it originated from the games of some
children who had stayed at Helmsdale
Bay in the summer. They had acted a
rude drama of German spies and their
capture, and had used Helby Cavern,
between Helmsdale and Malton Head,
as the scene of their play. That Was all ;
the fools apparently had done the rest—
the fools who believed with all their hearts
in " the Russians," and got cross with
anyone who expressed a doubt as to
" the Angels of Mons."
" Gang oop to beasten and tell them
like a tale and they'll not believe it,"
said one dalesman to me ; and I have a
suspicion that he thought that I, who had
come so many hundred miles to investigate
the story, was but little wiser than those
who credited it. He could not be expected to understand that a journalist
has two offices—to proclaim the truth
a
and to denounce the lie.
I had finished with " the Germans "
and their dug-out early in the afternoon
of Monday, and I decided to break
the journey home at Banwick, which I
had often heard of as a beautiful and
curious old place. So I took the onethirty train, and went wandering inland,
and stopped at many unknown stations
in the midst of great levels, and changed
at Marishes Ambo, and went on again
through a strange land in the dimness of
the winter afternoon. SoMehow the train
left the level and glided down into a deep
and narrow dell, dark with winter woods,
brown with withered bracken, solemn in
its loneliness. The only thing that moved
was the swift and rushing stream that
foamed over the boulders and then lay
still in brown pools under the bank.
The dark woods scattered and thinned
into groups of stunted, ancient thorns ;
great grey rocks, strangely shaped, rose
out of the ground ; crenellated rocks rose
on the heights on either side. The brooklet
swelled and became a river, and always
following this river we came to Banwick
soon after the setting of the sun.
I saw the wonder of the town in the
light of the afterglow that was red in the
west. The clouds blossomed into rosegardens ; there were seas of fairy green
that swam about isles of crimson light ;

A

Mr. Arthur Machen
there were clouds like spears of flame, like
dragons of fire. And under the mingling
lights and colours of such a sky Banwick
went down to the pools of its land-locked
harbour and climbed again across the
bridge towards the ruined abbey and the
great church on the hill.
I went down from the station by an
ancient street, winding and narrow, with
cavernous closes and yards opening from
it on either side, and flights of uneven
steps going upward to higher terraced
houses, or downward to the harbour and
the incoming tide. I saw there many
gabled houses, sunken with age far beneath the level of the pavement, with
dipping roof-trees and bowed doorways,
with traces of grotesque carving on their
walls. And when I stood on the quay,
there on the other side of the harbour was
the most amazing confusion of red-tiled
roofs that I had ever seen, and the great
grey Norman church high on the bare hill
above them ; and below them the boats
swingiinz in the swaying tide, and the
water burning
b
in the fires of the sunset.
It was the town of a magic dream. I
stood on the quay till the shining had gone
from the sky and the waterpools, and the
winter • night came down dark upon
Banwick.
I found an old snug inn just by the
harbour, where I had been standing. The
walls of the rooms met each other at odd
and unexpected angles ; there were
strange projections and j uttings of
masonry, as if one room were trying to
force its way into another ; there were
indications as of unthinkable staircases
in the corners of the ceilings. But there
was a bar where Tom Smart would have
loved to sit, with a roaring fire, and snug
and pleasant
old elbow chairs about
indications that if " something warm "
were wanted after supper it could be
generously supplied.
I sat in this pleasant place for an hour
or two and talked to the pleasant people
of the town who came in and out. They
told me of the old adventures and industries of the town. It had once been,
they said, a great whaling port, and then
there had been a lot of shipbuilding, and

later Banwick had been famous for its
amber-cutting. " And now there's nowt,"
said one of the men in the bar ; " but we
get on none so badly."
I went out for a stroll before my supper.
Banwick was now black, in thick darkness.
For good reasons not a single lamp was
lighted in the streets, hardly a gleam
showed from behind the closely-curtained
windows. It was as if one walked a town
of the Middle Ages, and with the ancient
overhanging shapes of the houses dimly
visible I was reminded of those strange,
cavernous pictures of medival Paris and
Tours that Dore drew.
Hardly anyone was abroad in, the
streets ; but all the courts and alleys
seemed alive with children. I could justsee little white forms fluttering to and fro
as they ran in and out. And I never
heard such happy children's voices.
Some were singing, some were laughing ;
and peering into one black cavern, I made
out a ring of children dancing round and
round and chanting in clear voices a
wonderful melody ; some old tune of
local tradition, as I supposed, for its
modulations were such as I had never
heard before.
I went back to my tavern and spoke
to the landlord about the number of
children who were playing about the
dark streets and courts, and how delightfully happy they all seemed to be.
He looked at me steadily for a
moment, and then said
" Well, you see, sir, the children have
got a bit out of hand of late ; their fathers
are out at the front, and their mothers
can't keep them in order. So they're
running a bit wild."
There was something odd about his
manner. I could not make out exactly
what the oddity was, or what it meant.
I could see that my remark had somehow
made him uncomfortable ; but I was at a
loss to know what I had done. -I had my
supper, and then sat down for a couple
of hours to settle " the Germans " of
Malton Head.
I finished my account of the German
myth, and instead of going to bed, I
determined that I would have one more
look at Banwick in its wonderful darkness. So I went out and crossed the
bridge, and began to climb up the street
on the other side, where there was that
strange huddle of red roofs mounting one
above the other that I had seen in the
afterglow. And to my amazement I
found that these extraordinary Banwick
children were still about and abroad, still
revelling and carolling, dancing and singing, standing, as I supposed, on . the top
of the flights of steps that climbed from
the courts up the hillside, and so having
the appearance of floating in mid-air.
And their happy laughter rang out like
bells on the night.
It was a quarter-past eleven when I
had left my inn, and I was just thinking
that the Banwick mothers had indeed
allowed indulgence to go too far, when
the children began again to sing that old
melody that I had heard in the evening.
And now the sweet, clear voices swelled
cut into the night, and, I thought, must
be numbered by hundreds. I was standing in a dark alley-way, and I saw
IContinued on page 440
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Fairyland in the Frosted Forests of the Vosges
French Official Photoc•ranh

Hoar—frost and snow have turned the mountainous region of the
Vosges into a scene of fairyland, the beauty of which is not lost
upon the emotional Frenchman. The attendant cold is bitter, but the
French troops fighting hereabouts are acclimatised. Campaigning

in the Vosges is a serious variant of winter sport, for alpenstock,
skis, and snow—shoes form an important part of the equipment
of the Chasseurs Alpins, who are holding this extreme southern
sector of the western line.
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as it went on its steep- way up the hill
to the ancient church. I went back
to my inn, and as I crossed the
bridge; -it suddenly struck me that this
was the eve of Holy Innocents' Day. No
doubt I had seen a confused relic of some
inedival observance, and when I got back
to the inn I asked the landlord about it.
Then I understood the meaning of the
strange expression I had seen on the
man's face. He was sick and shuddering
with terror ; he drew away from me as
though I were a messenger from the dead.
.
.
.
.
Some weeks after this I was reading
in a book called " The Antient Rites of
Banwick." It was written in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth by some anonymous
person who had seen the glory of the old
abbey, and then the desolation that had
come to it. I found this passage :
" And on Childermas Day, at midnight,
there was done there a marvellous solemn
service. For when the monks had ended
their singing of Te Deum at their Mattins,
there came into the quire the lord abbot,
gloriously arrayed in a vestment of cloth
of gold, so that it was a great marvel to
behold him. And there came also into
the church all the children that were of

THE HAPPY CHILDREN—contd.
with amazement that the children were
passing me in a long procession that
wound up the hill towards the abbey.
'Whether a faint moon now rose, or
whether clouds passed from before the
stars, I do not know ; but the air lightened, and I could see the children plainly
as they went by singing, with the rapture
and exultation of them that sing in the
woods in springtime.
They were all in white, but some of
them had strange marks upon them
which, I supposed, were of significance in
this fragment of some traditional
mystery-play that I was beholding.
Many of them had wreaths of dripping
seaweed about their brows ; one showed
a painted scar on her throat ; a tiny boy
held open his white robe, and pointed to
a dreadful wound above his heart, from

which the blood seemed to flow ; another
child held out his hands wide apart, and
the palms looked torn and bleeding, as if
they had been pierced. One of the children held up a little baby in her arms, and
even the infant showed the appearance
of a wound on its face.
The procession passed me by, and I
heard it still singing as if in the sky
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tender years of Banwick, and they were
all clothed in white robes.
And then
.
began the lord abbot to sing the Mass
of the Holy Innocents. And when the
sacring of the Mass was ended, then
there came up from the church into the
quire the youngest child that there was
present. And this child was borne up
to the high altar, and the lord abbot set
the little child upon a golden and
glistering throne afore the high altar, and
bowed down and worshipped him, singing,
Talium Regnum Coelorum, Alleluya
Of such is the Kingdom -of Heaven.
Alleluya,' and all the quire answered
singing, ' Amicti sunt stolis albis, Alleluya,
Alleluya ; They are clad in white robes,
Alleluya Alleluya.' And then the prior
and all the monks in their order did likeworship and reverence to the little child
that was upon the throne."
I had seen the White Order of the
Innocents. I had seen those who came
singing from the deep waters that are
about the Lusitania ; I had seen the
innocent martyrs of the fields of Flanders
and France rejoicing as they went up to
hear their Mass in the spiritual place.
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4 HRISTMAS, the Feast of Peace, comes round once more, They picture us as in the days gone by,
They see a smile on every well-loved face,
4 •-• Not yet to bring its former joys and mirth,
They hear the children's laugh ring loud and high;
For still above us all the cloud of war
4
And each in fancy fills his vacant place
Hangs grim and heavy between heaven and earth,
Where love and mirth o'er loyal subjects reign,
441 And those who should make merry here to-day
So that the dear past days have life again.
4 Are fighting bravely for us far away.
4
4
4
4
4
4

But as we sit amid the warmth and light,
Shielded from ill by those we losie so well;
Be very sure they think of us to-night,
And of the stirring tales that they shall tell
Around the fire in happier days to be
When right has won the final victory.

,

So here, in very loyalty, we fill
A toast to those who saw their duty clear,
In whom the ancient spirit -triumphed still,
Those dearest ones who now are doubly dear.
May they return ere long to share our joys ;
God bless and keep them all, The Boys ! Our Boys !
C. E. B.
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CHRISTMAS-AND

H, to be in England now December's here 1 " must be the outspoken prayer of the whole Expeditionary Force. For somehow, by some
means, Christmas tivill be celebrated in
Britain, but on the blustering plains of
Flanders and in the valleys of Northern

O

France . . . . Peace and goodwill round
the domestic fireside ; throat-cutting and
the abominations of the devil abroad.
We at home may sink into our embracing armchairs by the rosy hearth,
We may—despite high prices—feed ourselves as we will ; We may open a rare
bottle ; and though we may feel, spasmodically, that it is better to be playing
the man's part in the mud and blood of
the trenches, there is hardly one of us
that does not suffer a thrill of self-congratulation at being out of it.
And Tommy—what does he think ?
Well, as he stands knee-deep in water
only thinly protected from those winds
which cut across the plains and through
his wretched body ; as he celebrates the
coming of the Prince of Peace by " standing-to" with frozen fingers gripping his
rifle, I do not think he begrudges us our
little respite from that gnawing anxiety
which is the part of those who stay at
home. Becans,s, you see, this is not our
festival nor his festival ; it is the kiddies'
festival ; and I can imagine the scathing,
blistering letter he would write home if

TOMMY'S

we told him that we were not keeping
Christmas this year.
We might tell him that our hearts were
too heavy, our minds too clouded_ even
to pretend to keep the feast ; and I know
what his reply would be—something like
's the feast to do
this :. " What the
with you ? It's the kiddies' affair, and
whether it gives you the pip or not, you've
got to jolly well do your bit, and see that
the kids have it ! "
Yes, that is our duty. I don't say that
we shall enjoy this, the most solemn
Christmas we have ever celebrated ; but
we must go through the old rites, the old

darling gaieties for the children's sake-and Tommy's. Our hearts may be as cold
as ashes, as sick as Tommy's body ; but,
while he drops his slice of cold Christmas
pudding into the mud of his trench, and
curses his luck and his benumbed fingers,
we at our well-spread table must play
our parts, and never once let the youngsters guess that the song and laughter
and delight of the day are but hollow
mockeries.
Be quite sure of this—out in that
inferno of mud, wind, rain, shrapnel, and
bomb, Tommy will have a merry Christmas. The Homeric laughter which is the
essence of the British soldier will break
out. The boys will wade through the
mud, and will wish one another, with
ostensible irony, " A Merry Christmas ! "

By Thomas Burke
And somehow they will find a means of
marking the day from all other days.
Throughout that day they will be with
us. In the spirit they will join our pleasant
parties in our comfortable homes, they
will share in the toasts, they will see the
happy faces of the children for whom
they are fighting and suffering ; and that
will inspire them more than any victory.
Let us, therefore, see to it that the
Children's Day is rightly kept. Let us see
that no single child in Britain goes without

a Christmas. If each one of us were to
make it his job to see that some one poor
child had " A Merry Christmas," we
should, by that same action, be making
Christmas happy for our Tommie s.
Great statesmen, cunning inventors,
and shrewd scientists have- together
plunged the world into a conflict so vast
that there seems none who can stop it,
or assuage one tear from the millions
of sorrowing hearts these men have
broken. But there was one Inventor
greater than them all, an Inventor whose
work will continue so long -as the world
continues :—He is the Genius who outtops them all, and will, in the end,
efface them. He was the Son of a carpenter,
born at Bethlehem, and He-invented Love.
If only Tommy can know that. His
birthday is being rightly celebrated at
home, he will be content with the wretched
part that he himself has chosen.

Immortal Love and Pity Walk the Mortal World

As in the dawn of time, so in 1916, the warrior starting on the war trail bends from his saddle to take a last kiss from the woman he
loves ; and lovers still are heedless of onlookers' sympathetic interest and have no thought but for one another.

Pathos and humour blend, as ever, in this picture symbolical of a lasting Triple Entente—a Belgian offering half the room in his tiny
dog-cart to the wounded British soldier whom a willing Frenchman is carrying pickaback along the glades of a frost-bound forest.
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By Swollen Stream and Weather-Beaten Path
British Official Photographs

Drawing water at a Somme stream. To keep an army in good
- health a continuous and systematic supply of "water is imperative.

Sure—footed veterans crossing a stream by means of a fallen tree. All around the woods are reduced by an incessant withering fire to
mere skeletons of their former luxuriance. inset: Hardy Britons going up to wire first—line positions, a duty exacting singular
courage and not a little physical endurance judging by the condition of the highway, the result of bad weather and heavy transport.
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After St. Pierre Divion : Rest Well-Earned
British Official Photographs

After heavy work a party of soldiers have foregathered In a com—
paratively sequestered corner for a brief rest. Inset: The sentry
at the gate of a war—desecrated cemetery.

The Germans often suggest that they are short of munitions. Though, doubtless, these have wasted since the Verdun effort, such
a spectacle as this isolated heap of bombs and mortars captured at St. Pierre Divion does not tend to prove any real dearth.
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Battle-Zone Playhouse as Impromptu Forum

Availing themselves of a little theatre at one point on the western
front a number of British officers gathered to hear a lecture on
scouting in war—time delivered by a brother officer. A large
audience filled the stalls and boxes, and listened with close attention

to a dissertation on the theory of an art which it was their daily
business to practise. A lecturer can seldom have had a more for—
midable audience to face than this keen young.soid.er found in the:e
veteran campaigners, qualified by experience to be critical.
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Flooded Ways Behind the Front in Flanders
.

Heavy ard'oontinuous rain has flooded many of the roads along
which the troops have to pass to and from the trenches in fiat,
low—lying Flanders. Those who know the Thames Valley in flood
will have a vague idea of weather discomfort at tit?. front. It is

no uncommon experience for officers aid rn 3:1 to have to wade
for several miles through water nearly up to their k.lees, finding
the roads and footpaths bv the trees and palings that border
them, in order to reach their ballets.
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Rounding-Up Remnants of the Enemy in Africa

Fighting the East African Hun with his own weapons. Two guns
captured from and used against the foe in Rhodesia.

Indian artillery operating in East Africa, a vivid impression in which
the energetic movement of the gunners is admirably suggested.

Speaking with the aid of the sun. The heliograph is an important method of communication in EastlAfrica, and long stretches of
territory are covered by this invaluable device. Inset above: Askaris descending a gully. These are picked fighting men among African
tribes, and many are comprised in the allied forces in East Africa.
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Organising Terrain Won at Sailly-Saillisel

.............
French soldiers in the German trenches at Sailly—Saillisel, which were captured on October 24th: Sailly marked at that date the limit
of our allies' advance on the Somme. A Poilu is seen crouching forward as if Boche shells were coming over.

Collecting booty—rifles, equipment, etc.—from the debris left by the French bombardment of Sailly—Saillisel. Some of the earth—sacks
still remained in position, and awnings were improvised by the new—corners until the enemy dug—outs could be reconstructed.
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Field Gun Breasting a Bank in the Balkan Line
British Official Photographs

To the crack of the whip and jingle of harness an artillery team takes a Macedonian bank at a gallop. There is no more exhilar4ing
military duty than that of bringing the guns into action with the aid of well—trained war—horses.

Including the Allies' Colonial soldiers there are no fewer than eleven nationalities in the Entente ranks on the Balkan front. In this
unique photograph can be recognised British, Moroccan, Russian, French, Italian, Serbian, Senegalese, and Chinese from Cochin China.
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BACK TO HIS OWN : A TALE OF THE TRENCHES
By Patrick MacGill
Author cf "Children of the Dead End," "The Rat Pit," etc.
HE dark night clung close to the " Tell me all about it while I rouse the
wet levels of No Man's Land, and brazier and make a mess-tin of tea."
a breeze whimpered across the
" A mess-tin of tea ! " he exclaimed, as
grasses, crooning wearily.
The whole I bent over the brazier. " God, it's good
world seemed tired ; the star-shells rose to hear that, old man ! The cups are so
lazily over the German trenches, burned small at home. Little things. But a
drowsily for a space, and fell sluggishly mess-tin full ! Heavens, things are done
to earth. The light failing, the circle of on such a big scale in the trenches ! One
horizon grew less, and objects quite close gets long hours of fighting, of working, of
at hand became hidden from view. The watching. Everything is taken in big
hour was about ten, and I felt tired and mouthfuls here ; there's nothing petty
sleepy. I was sick of it all—the Somme, in the job. But at home, the soft beds—
the night raids, the attacks, and bombing but I could not sleep; the little tea-cups—
encounters. My mind turned to home, but I had no appetite ; the politeness,
the quiet town, the peaceful houses, the the swank, the fine dresses—but the whole
easy nights of untroubled sleep, afternoon thing made me ill. We've been looking on
teas, and the hundred and one comforts the gods here, and I went back to live
of civil life which were so far removed with ordinary mortals. I couldn't stick it !"
from me at that moment.
" You're a big fool, Pryor," I said, as
" It must be ten now," I muttered. I fanned the brazier with a week-old copy
" I suppose I'll get relieved presently."
of an English paper. " I would like to get
The door of a near dug-out opened, home. I'd be in no hurry--"
and the ray of a candle shone out into
" You think so," said Pryor, " but
the trench. One of my mates came out, you'd soon change your mind. I spent
his rifle in his hand, his waterproof ground- two months in hospital, then I was
sheet over his shoulders.
brought before a medical board. There
" Is that you, Bill ? " I asked. " Taking were three or four old men—very wise
a turn as sentry ? "
they looked, too—and they looked at
" All right," he answered. " Thought my wounds, sounded me, pummelled me,
I wasn't coming out, eh ? Are you fed- and in the end, due no doubt to their
up ? " he asked.
grey-bearded discretion, I was discharged,
,
' A bit sick of it," I answered. " I'm I felt happy. I got home, bought a suit
tired of looking across the parapet day of civics (I had grown up in the Army),
and night."
got into patent-leather boots, velure hat,
Bill got upon the fire-step, placed his and various other things such as I used
rifle against the wall, and tied his water- to wear before the war. I felt happy for
proof across his shoulders.
a little while, but then, the small tea-cups
"-Ole Pryor's back," he muttered, as I —they're damned small, you know—and
made my way towards the dug-out.
small talk, and longings
"
" Who ? Pryor ? Where is he ? " I
asked in one mouthful.
RY OR got to his feet, stuck his
He's in the dug-out," said Bill.
hands in his pockets, and looked
I rushed in, almost tramping on the
at me.
face of a man who was asleep near the
" I used to lie awake at night—the beds
door. Yes, Pryor was there—handsome were so damned soft and uncomfortable—
Pryor, _ the gallant youngster with a and think of the nights spent out in the
college education. He had gone home trenches, sitting in a snug dug-out with
badly wounded five months earlier, and the rain pattering on the roof, or through
J never expected to see him out in France it," Pryor went on, gazing fixedly at the
again.
candle. " Again my thoughts -would run
on the long night marches up the road,
E was now sitting in a corner of with the moonlight on the cobbles, and
the dug-out, his handsome face— the big poplars standing upright like
handsomer now even than when pompous sergeant-majors, away up to
I saw him first, two years ago, on the La the star-shells, the big guns, and the
Bassee Road, on our first journey to the trenches. I thought of these things night
trenches—was radiant with youth and after night, and 1 began to feel afraid. I
eagerness, betraying a certain boyish knew that it was coming, I knew that I
innocence° 'which in no way detracted would leave England and come out to
from the dignity of his features.
France again.
I felt stifled at home,
" You've come back again, Pryor ? " I everything was so small and little. God,
said, and gripped him by the hand.
that tea is beginning to bubble already !
" Yes, I'm back again," he answered.
" Do you remember, old man, that
" Glad to be with us ? " I queried. night when we lay in the orchard at
," Glad to leave London and come out Richebourg, waiting to go up to the
here ? "
trenches to attack ? " he suddenly asked,
" Of course I am," he answered, thrusting his face almost into mine.
handing me a cigarette.
Do you mind the 'buses, crowded
• The confession staggered me, but in a with soldiers carrying rifles at all angles,
way I was . not surprised. He was a going by on the road, the star-shells
youngster who took eagerly to the life of flaring up in the sky, and the bayonets
war, its romance and roving. He wanted glittering ? The 'buses going, going like
to attempt everything ; nothing was too hell, and the stars above shining through
big for him. With him it was no sooner the apple-trees—theetrees were in blossom
see than try, and his store of enthusiasm then, if you` mind—don't you remember
was so unbounded that he generally it ? " he asked.
.succeeded in most projects. But to come
" T shall never forget it," I said.
hack again when his wound must surely
" And the raids ? ' he questioned in a
have been a permanent Blighty one
slow voice. " Crawling out through the
" Why have you come back ? " I asked. long grasses with the poppies flicking you
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in the face, your nerves tense, not knowing
what the next moment would bring. I
thought of these_ things day after day,
and in the end I succumbed to the old lure.
TRIED to get back to the Army
again. The old regiment or none, I
said to myself. They discharged me,
of course, I thought, but suppose I dress
up as a sailor, come home from sea after a
long voyage abroad, roll up to the old
barracks, and get taken on again. I tried
the dodge, got taken on as Bill Jackson,
who was at one time A.B. before the mast,
and now Pryor is dead to the British
Army henceforward, evermore."
" The tea is about ready, Bill Jackson,"
I said, as my mate sat down on the floor
between the legs of a man who was sound
asleep and breathing heavily. " If you
care to wait for a little, I'll fry a rasher
of bacon. Rations are pretty plump
to-night,"
•
And is there any rum going ? " he
asked, springing to his feet again. He
was too excited to remain still.
How
strange that I had forgotten to ask about
the rum rations until now," he muttered.
" I suppose there'll be a tot after a little?"
" It's within the bounds of possibility,"
I remarked, as I put two rashers of bacon
on the mess-tin lid and placed the lid on
the brazier. " But we'll see to that later.
Necessities before luxuries out here, Bill
Jackson," I added.
The bacon was ready and we sat down,
Pryor and I, and commenced to eat.
Meals have no season in the trenches, but
they are always welcome.
" God, it's good to be back here ! "
said Pryor. " I've never been so happy
in all my life ! I hope the war won't end
until this happiness is worn out."

"I

HE boy was sincere in his expressions, I knew, and his mood almost
became mine before the meal was
at an end. We lay back when we had
eaten, and lit our cigarettes. The smoke
wreathed upwards to the roof, where the
mice were scurrying amidst the rafters
under the sandbags. The soldiers were
still asleep on the floor, their bodies
curled up in queer attitudes.
They sleep sound," said Pryor. " I
couldn't sleep like that at home—I'm
very glad to be out here again. It's a
great life, and I like it more now than
ever before. I suppose I'll get tired of it
again, after a while. The novelty will
wear off in due time, no doubt."
Bill, the sentry, came to the door.
" 'Oo's next on ? " he yelled. " -Sleepin'
there like 'ogs, you is
Get up out 't 1
" Leave him alone," said Pryor, alluding
to the soldier'whom Bill was endeavouring
to rouse up. " I'll do his turn."
Well, blimey, that's a strange caper,"
said Bill, as Pryor disappeared through
the door. " One would fink that 'e's in
love With this 'ere caboosh. I know o' one
squadder that ain't, that's this Were kid.
Well, any'ow, I'm going to 'ave a kip."
We lay down together and dropped off
to sleep, listening to the patter of the
rain on the roof, while outside on the
fire-step Pryor was_ standing on guard,
humming a rag-time chorus, his heart
filled"with the joy of a wanderer who
has returned to his kind.
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Pudding in Peril: Tense Moments on a Warship

If the Christmas pudding is proverbial among soldiers and
civilians as a symbol of the festive season, in the Fleet it is
something of a rite, and no sailor—cook would dare to face the
shin's company after having omitted it from the Christmas menu.

Furthermore, on its way from the cook's galley to the messroom the pudding is often beset with peril of wind and wave, and
it is certain not to be trusted to anyone who is not absolutely
assured of his sea—legs, even though a gale be blowing.
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CHRISTMAS WITH THE FLEET
By Percival Hislain

I

1916.

anything else that may serve to take off
the bare service look of his surroundings.
There may be a few ships scattered about
—though I doubt if there are more out
of our thousands than could be counted
on the fingers of one hand—where these
decorations will be absent, and that
absence tells a story. It tells that the,
ship is not a " happy ship," that the
relations between officers and men are
not as cordial as they might and ought
to be, and that the men want nothing
better than to be left severely to themselves during the great festival of brotherhood and goodwill.

in a home port was anything but a happy
T was said when the Kaiser shattered
time afloat, and the majority of the
the peace of the world over two
years ago that it would need some- officers used to clear out of the ship for a
thing more than a European war to upset space and leave the men to their own
the routine of the British Navy. It was devices. Jews at Portsmouth, Plymouth,
an extravagant thing to say, however and elsewhere did a thriving trade with
closely the peace training of the Navy boatloads of " wives " whom the men
since 1904 had been assimilated to the were allowed to have aboard, and as
expected conditions of the " real thing."
these creatures were able to smuggle
To give an instance--and it is only a aboard between them an almost unsmall one, no matter how large it may limited quantity of spirits, the orgies
Officers and Men, good friends
loom at this particular time of the year—. that used to be witnessed in our ships
In the " happy ships " of the Navy—
the Navy was always most punctilious, of war can be better imagined than
and that means in nearly every ship—
described.
and even generous, in its celebration of
you would find not only the decorations,
Christmas. Depots and training estab"Splicing the Main Brace "
but also a few pointed suggestions to the
lishments were closed down for the
That scrt of thing is dead and very officers as to what they might do to make
principal service holiday of the year, and
things happier for the ship's company.
every ship in home waters returned to thoroughly buried, and the seaman of
her home port "—or, as near to it as to-day stands well above the intellec- In such ships the captain and the whole
tual average of his class ashore. The of the officers make a round of the messshe could conveniently get—to put herself virtually out of commission for only alcohol he can obtain on board ship deck at dinner-time, and for once in 'a
three weeks. Every ship's crew was to-day—outside the medical officer's way the barrier of discipline is broken
divided into two " watches," and each stores—is the official allowance of rum, down, and officers and men exchange the
watch had ten days' leave, the first "one-eighth of a pint a day in three times ordinary greetings of the season.
that quantity of water. This ration, by
As likely as not the cook of every mess
getting home for Christmas and the
the way, is not suspended on Christmas will call upon the officers to sample his
second for the New Year.
Day, and there may be here and there a viands, and in their turn the officers
Christmas Dinner in a Submarine commanding officer who will invite his usually manage to convey the [impression
men to " splice the main brace "—that is, that they are thoroughly enjoying themThings are different to-day, when a
to have an extra tot of rum at his ex- selves. There have been ships—and there
man's only chance for anything approach- pense. This custom, however, is practiare probably ships to-day—where the men
ing " long leave " is when his ship is cally dead, though I remember reading
insist on chairing the officers on their
temporarily in the hands of the dockyard of it being indulged in not so many years
„" grand tour," and, however uncomfortable
rnateys: As for the seasons, the war has ago in the Persian Gulf, when the men
this may be for the officers, they have the
levelled them out in everything but dined off pea-soup and salt pork, and the
satisfaction of knowing that it is about
temperature. The first Christmas Day
temperature below was somewhere about
the most eloquent tribute they could
of the war we sent over our flotillas one hundred and twenty degrees !
have to the efficiency of their ship.
and a bevy of seaplanes to drop a few
At Christmas time the sailor loves to There is no keener critic of his superiors
souvenirs around Cuxhaven—and some of
decorate - the mess-deck with festoons of than the British bluejacket, and no one
those who went over in a seaplane-carrier,
coloured paper, while every man pro- whose approbation is better worth the
and then spent an hour or two over the duces his photographs of " home," and
winning.
guns of the German defences, were
picked up later by Err and ate their
Christmas dinner in the bowels of a submarine.
Whatever the day of the month or the
year there can be no relaxation of the
Told by a Private of the Lancashire Fusiliers
Navy's vigilance. The patrols—from
motor-boats and trawlers up to those
BOUT a week before Christmas we experienced either lachrymatory shells
antenna of naval power, the light
got the word that every man was or gas we were a bit nervy about how we
cruisers—can neither be withdrawn nor
to be specially on the alert, that should come out of it.
reduced, although, as every ship cannot
every rifle and gas-helmet was to be subAbout dawn the gentle north-west
be at sea all the time, a certain propor- mitted to the officers in command of breeze brought along with it a delicious
tion of officers and men will still be lucky
companies for inspection, and that tear- smell of lilac, and all the lads were peeping
enough to spend their Christmas ashore. masks were to be kept handy. We all over the top of the trench to see where
Nor need anyone imagine that in any asked each other what was in the wind
the trees were which were sending out the
ship, great or small, the festival will be
to render these precautions necessary.
perfume. Then the officer commanding
allowed to pass without due observance—
Staff officers came cantering up through came raging along the trench like a
subject always to the paramount call of
the mud of the communication-trenches, lion.
the war. No unnecessary work is done— and brass hats were common sights in
" What the —'s wrong with you
which is a useful concession in a big
the firing-line. They issued orders that fellows ? " he yelled. " Put your goggles
ship, but does not count for much in a
gas-helmets were to be carried day and on ! Don't you know the scent of teardestroyer or a drifter on patrol—and as far
night, and that all defective goggles were shells when you smell it ? You'll be cryas possible the day is treated as a Sunday. to be scrapped and replaced.
ing for your mothers in a minute ! "
For about six days we kept them handy,
"Parcels from Home"
The Grey-green Wall
and wondered what was coming, but on
If other arrangements can be made, the
the seventh—Christmas Day—we learned
" Who was to know what they were ?
Admiralty make no issue of the " standard
all about it. We got word that the grumbled our sub. But the rest of us
ration," but credit each mess instead
Germans were preparing to 'attack, and wasted no time in words, but got our
with a certain sum of money which they that most likely they would use tear- goggles into place. These are shaped can spend as they, please ; and as there is shells and asphyxiating gas when they like a motor-mask, with square eye-pieces
hardly likely to be a man without a did so.
of mica to see through. They fit tight
" parcel from home," the result on every
over the nose and cheeks through a shaped
A Lively Christmas Eve
mess-deck should be something approachpiece of wire, and there is a piece of tape
ing to a real Christmas feast. One of the
The first warning we got was on Christ- which ties round the head and comes to
very few standing regulations relaxed in mas Eve, when the big guns behind us the front, making a gas-tight joint that
normal times on Christmas Day is the
started sending shells over our heads. way.
prohibition of smoking on the mess-deck,
They made a noise like- an express enterWe had to laugh when we saw each
but under war conditions it may be
ing a tunnel, which became gradually other got up in this fashion ; but we stood
advisable to enforce this rule as usual.
faint, and then there would come a thud. to, and waited for the promised attack.
In the " good old days," when, as one
In reply the Germans sent over a lot of It hung fire, somehow, and we began
candid contemporary writer has told us,
small stuff. There was no sleep for any to think that it was only a false
the lower deck of the Navy was made up of us that night, for this was our first spell alarm,
of the " collected filth of gaols," Christmas in the trenches, and as we had not as yet
[Continued on pa-e 453

A CHRISTMAS GAS ATTACK
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Home Stirred and Stirring Thoughts of Home

Home made, my lads!" Apart from its symbolism as a British institution, Christmas plum—pudding is mighty good stuff
which will be hailed with -delight in the trenches. It is good to know that arrangements have been made whereby every man on
active service will receive his share of pudding this Christmas Day.
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It was now nearly breakfast-time, and
the guns had started sending shells over-from both sides—as fast as they •could
be loaded. Shrapnel burst continuously
above us, and occasionally we'd see one
of our shells land on the enemy's parapet,
and we cheered like fiends when we saw
earth and men and machine-guns go up
into the air together.
About a quarter to nine somebody
started banging on the brass shellcase, which was the gas signal, and we
whipped the gas-masks over our heads in
a trice. Then we saw a white mist rise
from the ground about a thousand yards
away, and come creeping towards us. It
was only about a foot high at first, but
gathered volume from the German
trenches as it approached, so that when
it reached us it was a grey-green wall
eight feet high.
Lewis Guns Spitting Death
Suddenly a slant of wind tore it apart,
and through the fog we saw about a
. couple of hundred Germans climbing
over their parapet and come stumbling
towards us, rifles in hand and gas-helmets
on. The earth was simply rocking with
the thunder of the guns, and huge gape
appeared at times in the line of the enemy
which was advancing towards us.
On the right and left our Lewis guns
started spitting out death, and mowed
the Huns down in ranks. Before they
got within two hundred yards of us there
wasn't a single one of this - party left on
his feet—and we hadn't fired a single
round from a rifle at them, having been
ordered to reserve our fire.
Then they had another try, this time
from the right. I should estimate the
attacking force at a full brigade, and we
began to wonder if they wouldn't be able
to get sufficient men through the machinegun hail to give us a merry Christmas
in the trench. We could have done with
one, I can tell you, for we felt a bit sore
about that lilac perfume, and wanted to
strafe somebody badly. You see, we
considered that we'd had our legs pulled,
being new troops, and didn't like it
at all.
The Germans came on at a lumbering
trot, and through the gas they looked
like a lot of giant toads, with their goggleeyed gas-helmets in position. Every
now and then they'd drop at a signal and
let off a stream of volleys. Then they'd
come forward again, and we could see the
dull gleam of their saw-bayonets as they
adVanced.
The Huns Forgotten
Our machine-guns chattered like fiends,
sending out four hundred rounds a minute
and more, and presently we got the order
to open fire. Every man was as cool and
steady as at the ranges, and each picked
off his man. I thought that for a charge
it was exceedingly slow, and could only
put it down to a desire to commit suicide
on the Huns' part.
Then, from away on the left, some other
regiment chipped in with their Lewis
guns, and the Germans were wiped out
like a mark from a child's slate. Those
who didn't fall turned and sprinted off
through the fog faster than tizy came—
and the Christmas Day spasm was over.
And, half an hour later, the orderly
came along the communication-trench
with the letters and parcels, and we forgot
all about the Huns as we made hot soup
on the fires we'd lit to clear the gas, and
made short work of the puddings and
mince-pies and poultry the loved ones at
home had sent out to cheer up our Christmas Day in Flanders. ,
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OUR WAR-TIME CHRISTMAS DINNER
By Grace Curnock

I

F the Food Controller by any chance
comes to dine in my house on
Christmas Day I do not think that
he will have to cavil at the extravagance
of my Christmas fare ; he will not even
be able to blame me for " Christmas
dinner as usual." Frankly, I cannot
afford to pay the greatly-increased price
for the time-honoured ingredients for the
menu, even if the country could afford
to let me have not only the food but
the freightage and labour involved in its
arrival at my door. Christmas dinners
if up to tradition must be left this year
to such profiteers who, while -making
money out of their country's need, will
certainly refrain from economising for
their country's need. Supposing that I
were to order a typical Christmas Day's
menu for my family and visitors, to total
four grown-up people, three children, and
three servants—quite an ordinary small
peace-time family party—the following
would be the items :
CLEAR SOUP.
DOVER SOLE IN WHITE WINE.
ROAST TURKEY, SAUSAGES,
CHESTNUT STUFFING, BREAD SAUCE
(OR ROAST BEEF, OR GOOSE).

price of meat is relatively lower than
in any other food items.
Now as to the items for the pudding.
For simplicity in reckoning I will suppose
that this concoction is made according
to the pound-of-everything recipe:
1013
S. D.
0 5 lb.
0 41 lb.
0 51 lb.
0 6 lb.
. 0 1
0 8 lb.
Breaderumbs (two Eaves) 0 6
Twelve eggs ..
.. 2 0
Sugar
..
0 2 lb.
Flour
0 if
Brandy (small gaantity)
1 0
Indian almonds
..
0 7f Pb.

Currants ..
Raisins
..
Sultanas ..
Candied peel ..
Mixed spice

6 11

STILTON CHEESE, CELERY.
ORANGES, APPLES, ALMONDS AND RAISINS,
CANDIED FRUITS, CHOCOLATES, NUTS,
CRACKERS.

13 Of

To these figures must be added the .
increase in the price of fuel and labour.
I should also note that by hunting round
the grocers dried fruit may be procured
at slightly cheaper prices occasionally,
but the prices quoted are those of corresponding articles sold at the big stores
in 1913 and 1916. By the time this
appears eggs may show a further
increase.
Other food items having a large sale
at Christmas-time include :

CHRISTMAS PUDDING, MINCE-PIES.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, POTATOES,

1916
S. D.
0 111 lb.
1 0 lb.
1 1 lb.
0 10 lb.
0 1
1 0 lb.
0 101
4 0
0 6 lb.
0 3
1 6
0 81 Ilb.

Butter—
Fresh Devonshire, per lb.
Brittany, per lb. ..
Cooking, per lb.
Dripping (beef), 3 lb.
Biscuits—
Mixed
Digestive

1913
S. D.
1 7
1 4
1 1
1 9

1916
S. D.
2 3
2 2
2 2
3 6 -

2 3 3 6f
2 3 61

(Hundreds of varieties discontinued)
Bacon—

CHAMPAGNE, PORT, MADEIRA, LIQUEURS,
WHISKY, BRANDY, SODA-WATER, LEMONADE,
GINGER WINE.

From to-day's point of view it looks
an impossibly heavy and extravagant
dinner, doesn't it ? Yet we " sat down "
to it in 1913, even in 1914 ; a few people
cut down some items in 1915, but this
year such a menu should exist in no
house.
Consider the relative cost :

Soup (per person) ..
Sole
..
Turkey .. • •
•..
Sausages
Stuffing, chestnuts, eggs,
..
herbs, etc.
Sprouts
Potatoes
Pudding (itemS' below)
Mince-pies (estimate cost)
..
Cheese, Stilton
,. ,
Dessert

Christmas,
1913.
S. D.
O 5
1 2 lb.
1 3 lb.
O 10 lb.

Christmas,
1916.
S. D.
0 71
3 0 lb.
2 0 lb.
1 3 lb.

I 0 lb.
2 6 lb.
O 2 lb.
0 4 lb.
O 0-f lb. 0- 2f lb.
6 101'
11 11
O 2 each 0 31 each
1 3
2 0
Nearly every item
100 per cent. increase

In 1913 a great number of turkeys,
geese, and fowls came from France and
Italy. The great increase in the price
of poultry in 1916 is due to the- fact
that, with the exception of a few frozen
Russian birds and some American, we
shall have to depend upon home
supplies.
Alternatives to the turkey are goose,
previously 8d. to is. per lb., now is. 6d.
to is. 8d. ; fowls, which show an increase
in price of 35 per cent. ; and sirloin of
beef which was Is. 3d. per lb, for--prime
cuts in 1913, and will probably be Is. 7d.
per lb. this year. The increase in the

Prime back ..
..
Gammon corner ..
..
Hock, fore end
..
Bath chaps (Harris)
York or Cumberland barns, under
Canadian cheddar
English cheddar loaf

.

1 31
1 3
0 71
0 9

1
1
1
1

9
9
2
2

4
1 10
0 81 1 2
0 11
1 6

The price of wine may certainly
be left completely out of my consideration.
I think that the excuse of " taking
some notice of Christmas, because of the
children," might certainly hold good this
year, but it must be for the children only.
No sane grown-up can ever say that the
gluttonous display of foods we have seen
in previous years was for the benefit or
even, for the amusement of the children.
My children will keep the season as a
Church festival, and I shall try to make
it as bright as possible for thcm, but as
far as extra food is concerned they. most
certainly will get nothing more than a
slightly richer pudding than on usual
days with " a fire round it," but I am
afraid that there will be no crackers
and no snapdragon. The bread and the
cakes will be made of war flour, and
baking-powder and egg substitutes will
take the place of eggs in the cakes
almonds and raisins and chocolates
and sugar icing will be things of
memory only, though I do think that
we may manage a few chestnuts and
oranges.
The one great thing for everyone to
remember this Christmas is that there
is a world's Pod shortage, and that to
fail to economise in food consumption
is tantamount to putting a brake on to
our endeavours to beat the Hun
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Observers Aloft for Gunners in the Valley

Only the invention of reliable aircraft has made the development
of guns to such huge proportions and long range a possibility,
and not the least remarkable commonplace of modern warfare is
the fact that gunners seldom see their target. This striking

photograph shows two captive balloons spotting for and about to
signal the range to one of the great French howitzers which
will proceed to bombard Ithe German positions on the other side
of the hill, as a preliminary to an infantry advance.
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Entrenching in the Hills near Monastir
French Official Photograph'

French soldiers digging trenches on a hillside in the region of
Czerna. As the meeting—place of roads from Salonika, Durazz),
Monastic in anticipation of a Bulger attack. Monastir stands at
Uskub, and Adrianople, the military advantages of its position ar e
an altitude of over 2,000 feet on the eastern slope of richly—wooded
very grezt and its possession is of prime strategical importance to
mountains which separate Lake Prespa from the Valley of the the Allies, as well as of sentimental' importance to the Serbs.
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Heroes of the Season Awarded the Coveted Cross

Temp.-Sec.-Lt. T. E. ADLAM, V.C.,
Bedfordshire Regt. Twice wounded,
led successful attacks on a village
which had to be carried at all costs,
and enabled the operations to develop.

Sergi. R. DOWNIE, V.C., R. Dublin Sergt. J. Y. TURNBULL, V.C., High- Pte. F. J. EDWARDS, V.C., lunaticFus. All his officers being casualties, land L.I. Killed. This " very gallant sex Regt.
Dashed out alone and
he reorganised the checked attack, soldier " took and almost single- bombed out a machine-gun that held
and shouting " Comelon,;the Dubs ! " handed maintained a position in face up the advance, thus staying confusion
rushed an important position.
of continuous counter-attacks.
and saving a dangerous situation.

Capt. W. EL WACE, M.C., Bedford- Capt. J. BRINDLEY, D.S.O., East
shire Regt. An attack being stayed Yorkshire Regt. Though wounded,
by machine-guns, he led bombers into he continued to advance with great
the position and won part of it, though gallantry and devotion, and captured
most of his men became casualties.
sixty-one prisoners.

Sergt. F. COCKSEDGE, Norfolk Regt.
Military Medal for bravery in the field.
Now only twenty-two years of age,
he has been in France since the
beginning of the war.

Sac.-Lt. B. W. T. WICKHAM,
South Staffs Regt. Attacked while
wiring in No Man's Land and wounded,
held his ground till reinforcements
came and drove away the enemy.

Pte. ROBERT RYDER, V.C., Middle- Lt. (Temp. Lt.-Col.) R. B. BRAD- Drummer E. F. HOOKER. Royal Cpl. J. HUTCHINSO N, V.C.,

sex Regt. Dashed absolutely alone FORD, V.C., M.C., Durham L.I. By West Kent Regt. Awarded Serbian Lancashire Fusiliers. With supreme
at the enemy's trench and cleared it conspicuous bravery and good leader- Distinguished Service Medal. He was a courage led attack on a trench, shot
by skilful tse of his Lewis gun, turning ship of two battalions captured the bandsman in the Salvation Army when two sentries, and cleared two traverses,
possible failure into success.
objective and secured his flank.
he enlisted at the age of seventeen
then covering removal of wounded.

30th December, 191(,
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

WAIT FOR A ROCKETING BIRD.—Two Frenchmen climbing a broken tree in the hope of getting a good shot at passing enemy
aft. An 1,1L.straVon of the peril awaiting German airmen—already outclassed by their French and British rivals in flight—who
venture over the Allies' lines in quest of valuable information. (French official photograph.)
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THE GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR:

OUR IMPORTANT NEW SERIES

WORK FOR WORKERS AFTER THE WAR
Optimistic Forecast of Britain's
Industrial and Commercial Future

By Sir Leo Chiozza Money, M.P.

I

T is a most illuminating and cheerful fact that at the
Iron, the most useful metal, is the tool of all our work,
end of this war the United Kingdom will be much
whatever its aim or object, whether to make ploughshare
better fitted for the conduct of industry than it was
Or sword. Zinc, alloyed with copper to make brass, is as
at the beginning. This is easily explained. In the years \ indispensable in peace as it is in war. Leather—there is
immediately preceding the outbreak of hostilities our
nothing like it, as the old saying goes—for divers peaceful
well-to-do classes had been increasingly lending their
and offensive purposes. The study of the glass trade and
money abroad instead of investing it at home. Thus it is
its problems makes a beautiful and valuable peace industry,
estimated that in 1913, of .2.16,000,000 publicly subscribed
but it is also indispensable, when war comes, as we have
by our investing classes, nearly L:200,000,000 was invested
found to our great loss and difficulty in this campaign.
overseas. It was in consequence of the deplorable neglect
The principle of a first-class opera-glass is the principle also
of some of our home' industries, of which this vogue
of a first-class field-glass.
for oversea investing was a symptom, that when the war
After the war, then, if we build up great peace industrieSbroke out we found ourselves lacking in essential materials
and determine that they shall not fall below a certain
of, peace and war, such as zinc and dyes, and with not nearly
minimum output, we shall not only solve peace problems
enough of many other important manufactures, such as
but war problems also.
steel and optical glass, to construct the instruments of war.
Vital Importance of Agriculture
The fierce tests of war having been applied to our inLooking at our industrial organisation as a whole, we
dustrial organisation to find it wanting, we had to set to
must, as an essential element in defence no less than for the
work to enlarge our steel plants, our engineering works,
good of our society, raise our home production of food to
our spelter works, and so forth, and manufacture or import
the maximum possible. This must be done by determining
a tremendous quantity of new machine-tools and other
upon a minimum area for the production of corn, and by
equipment. As a consequence, we have at the present
seeing to it that ,the farmer gets a sufficient price to enable
moment a much bigger industrial undertaking than we had
him to grow it with profit while giving that proper rewhen war broke out, and such a statement as that made
muneration to his labourers which alone can restore our
by Professor A. W. Kirkaldy, that Capital and Labour during
agricultural population to the land. Upon this side of our
the war " have emptied themselves in the desert," is very
economic development I can only touch briefly, my theme
far from being true. Indeed, in an industrial sense the war
here being manufacturing industry, but it is exceedingly
has rejuvenated British industry, and by throwing a lurid
important that the agricultural problem should not be
light upon its deficiencies has probably done more than
forgotten for a moment, in view of the new conditions of
twenty-five years of peace to give us industrial advancesubmarine and aerial warfare which threaten the future
ment. It might even be plausibly argued that the war
security of our Sea supplies.
has saved us from a relative industrial decadence, which
Turning to industry, the first thing upon which to
might have plunged us into terrible disaster if the great
concentrate our attention is the basis of our modern wealth-contest had been delayed for another fifteen years.
viz., coal. - It is of the utmost importance that our coal
supply should be conserved and developed economically.'
Lessons in Industrial Reform
It can be, and should be, so used as to supply cheap power
And the war has taught us not only to renew and reform
to our manufacturers, while conserving all those immensely
a considerable, and the most important, part of our industrial
valuable by-products which are the foundation of so many
plant, but it has impressed upon us the value of organisation
important chemical industries. The full and proper use
in producing wealth. The fact that many commodities
of our coal cannot be secured without public control and
specialised for war have been produced since August, 1914,
scientific management on a large scale, including the
does not detract from the value of the great concrete
electrical distribution of power for industries, railways,
illustration which has been furnished us-for, of course,
and domestic purposes. It is not too much to say that the
the kind of organisation which has given us prodigious
scientific treatment of our coal _ resources would alone
quantities of munitions can give us prodigious quantities
recoup us in the cost of this war within twenty years.
of commodities for the support and comfort of life.
Decadence that Cost Lives
With millions of our best men withdrawn for fighting
purposes we have maintained or increased our total
'Transport is of increased - importance. Our railways
production. We have been able to do, this for reasons, have at last during the war been brought under partial
which may be thus briefly summarised :
joint control. Their combination and co:ordination should
r Old industries have been increased and new industries
be completed. In conjunction with reformed waterways
set up with the aid of capital furnished by the Government.
our railways could be used ,to stimulate all our activities,
2. There has been an improved.organisation of production
including, of course, agriculture.
in many, trades.
Our mercantile marine becomes, , in the new conditions'
3. As to labour :
of sea warfare, a matter of urgent concern, and it is exceed(a) The men remaining have produced more than in
ingly doubtful whether it is consistent with the national
peace ;
safety to leave it in private hands. Standardisation must
(b) A great army of women has been added to our
be applied :to industry. We must have what Mr. Churchill
workers ;
has called " Ford " tramps.
Non-productive
work,
which
engages
a
great
(c)
The most important of our manufacturing industries
proportion of our people in peace time, has been
is iron. It is unfortunately the case that while as recently
contracted.
as the year 1885 Britain was the first iron country in the
Profiting by the lessons of the war, to what should we
world, she had fallen to a bad third when the war broke
direct our attention when peace comes ?
out, both America and Germany having enormously larger
We have to remember that organisation for war and
outputs. In 1913 we produced only 10,500,000 tons of
orounisation for peace are not far removed from each other.
pig-iron, as compared with an output of 19,300,000 tons
Most war materials are also peace materials. Coal, a most
by Germany and of 3r,000,000 tons by the United States I
important material, is the foundation of our work for
This decadence in the iron world has cost us tens of thousands
whatever purpose. It is also the basis of the most important
of lives in this war, and constitutes a danger which cannot
and fascinating peace and war materials—from lovely
be fully dwelt upon until the war is over.
colouring matters to the most powerful of known explosives,
liContia ued
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Winter Warscapes from Flanders to the Vosges

Picturesque effect in Flanders. Bird's—eye view of the snow—covered plain just behind the allied line. The low—lying aspect of the
landscape, divided and sub—divided by narrow canals lined with willows, is typical of the Belgian countryside.

If the Vosges is the most beautiful sector of the western line, it is also the coldest, and sentry duty here exacts more than average
endurance. As a refuge from the winter blast and, incidentally, from stray shells this French outpost has constructed a sandbag " box."
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WORK FOR WORKERS AFTER THE WAR
(Continued

from 2 age. -13S}

Determining that such a condition of things shall not
again occur, we must see to it that the iron and steel output
of the United Kingdom in future does not fall below a
certain figure to be officially determined. I am glad to
say that during the war our iron and steel output has grown
very greatly through the efforts of the Ministry of Munitions,
but there is danger that it may fall if the nation does not
concentrate its attention after the war upon essential facts.
What is true of iron and steel is true in varying degree
of many other important industries. How, then, is the
State, without taking entire charge of these industries,
to get what it needs ?
The answer is probably to be found in the establishment
of a Ministry of Industry, Commerce, and Labour, which
shall have much greater functions than those of the
Board of Trade. Such a Ministry could be directly associated with industry by the method of giving it representation upon the executives of the various trade federations
in which our industries are already, for the most part,
combined. The trade federation would thus come to be a
sort of regulated monopoly in which the public interest
was upheld by State representation. The Ministry would
thus be in constant touch with all industries and able to
review their operations. An industry could not become
inefficient, or produce an output below a required minimum,
without the knowledge of the executive Government, which
could be given the right to interfere in certain circumstances.
Ministry, of PrOduCtive Industries
On: the other hand, the Ministry being in touch with
the Trade Unions, questions of wages and conditions of
labour would be from time to time adj usted according
to the productivity of trades. At each advance in the
efficiency of an industry we should be able to see" to
it that a proper proportion of the increased results of
work went to the workers. This would mean increasing
wage rates, which in turn would react upon productivity
by properly relating consumption to powers of production.
What we have largely suffered from in the past has been
that underpaid workmen have been unable to consume
the product of clever inventions. Our industrial system
has thus frustrated production at every point.
Such an association of the State, with masters on the one
hand and men on the other, would probably lead in course
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of time to a complete fusion of Capital and Labour in
industries and to the erection of Trade Guilds forming part
of the working machinery of the State.
Given such an organisation and fostering of industry, the
United Kingdom could produce enormously more, wealth
than before the war, when, apart from the value of the
materials used, our total manufacturing and mining output as valued at points -of production was only some
i-oo„
. We can quintuple this figure in a quarter
000 000
of a century or less, by applying to our productive powers
in peace the organisation of industry upon a properly large
scale, liberally endowed with capital.
Scientific Output Must be Organised
Science has done her part in giving us methods of production which are marvellous in their potentiality. What
we have done in the past has been to apply them wastefully
and on a small scale. What we must do in the future is
to give them their proper chance by determining that in
peace, as in war, we will make that which we want, and go
about it by direct methods. In war, when we want to
fire one million shells a day, we make them ;'it is much more
simple in peace to determine that we will make sufficient
of _good houses, furniture, utensils, clothes, etc., to provide
the materials of decency and comfort for all our population.
To give full effect to our determination we must broaden
our educational ideas. At present the great majority of
our children leave school at thirteen years of age, by which
age it is not possible for a child to get more than a mere •
smattering of knowledge ; in short, our people are for
the most part, in the true sense of the word, uneducated.
If that condition of things is not brought to an end it is
useless to talk of the organisation of industry. It must
be brought to an end. if we are to make the most of scientific
possibilities, because untrained men and women cannot
efficiently conduct scientific industries,
We may sum up the whole subject by saying that we have
every opportunity to turn the industrial lessons of this
war to such advantage as to make it an unsought economic
gain to us. It is an end, however, which cannot achieVe
itself, and it remains with the individuals who compose
the nation to realise and to make use of the great advantages
which they possess in inhabiting what is, in very truth,
one of the best favoured natural workshops in the world.
Next Article : THE WAR'S EFFECT ON WOMAN'S WORK
By Mrs. Fawcett

KAMERADEN AT THIEPVAL.—The most dramatic incident in the glorious capture of Thiepval on September 26th was the advance
into the open of No Man's Land of a troop of Germans with hands high above their heads. The enemy in this manner passed, unmolested
right through General Haig's oncoming men, the debris of barbed—wire and broken terrain, and the shower of shell to the British lines.
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Soldiers Brush-Up Before Entering Their Billet

The British soldier is hard put to it during the winter months
to keep up h's reputation for being smart and clean. After a
spell in the trenches his uniform and equipment become coated
thick w:th mud, but he would not dream of entering his French

Such
billet without making himself as presentable as
a scene as that depicted above, showing Brit sh soldiers scraping
the mud from their greatcoats and puttees, is an e%eryday
incident behind the lines on the Somme front.

Accommodation for Man and Beast on Service
British Official Photographs

Stables of an army in the field. Whatever his own circumstances
may be, the British soldier always does the best for his horse.

An ever—welcome present. A sergeant receiving a packet of cigarettes sent out by fir ms of ciga:ette manufacturers to the different batteries
at the front. Inset : Erecting huts of the new type that have been designed for our troops, an improvement in their candit:ons of life.

Ritual of Routine after the Stress of Battle
British Official Photograala;

Rifle inspection after relief from the front line—an all-important
part of active service routine on which life might depend.

Dinner-time in a reserve trench, where the food is of more importance than the table appointments. Inset: A Somme souvenir,
Highlanders' cheery smiles at being at the comfortable end of a German trench-howitzer which they have captured. A large
minnenwerfer will throw a 225 lb. high-explosive shell four hundred yards_
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Weather for Waterproofs on the Somme Front
British Official Photographs

Working party starting off, wearing waterproof sheets and trench-waders.
Right : The smiling man on the left had just been extricated from the mud.

Some notion of what may be meant by the official report that operations were impeded or suspended in consequence of rain may be
gathered from this photograph of the Valley of the Ancre when in flood.

A British Tommy leads a pack-horse towards the trenches laden with capes of waterproof sheeting and trench-waders for, the
men. Right : Autumn and winter fashions for British officers in France. Trench-waders are indispensable and tin hats are
the correct style. Perfection of fit is disregarded if the material is of first-rate quality.
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Stoic Warriors in the Deep December Gloom:
British Official Photographs

Australians about to go up to the front—line trenches assembling
with t'ansport in the shslter of a sunken road.

Cheerless scene on a slip—road in the fighting zone—deep mud, trees stripped to bare poles, and farm buildings reduced to shattered
ruins. Inset Two corporals posing for their photograph against a background of tangled scrub covered with hoar frost,

The War illustrated, 30th December, 1916.
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Blow, Bugles, Blow the March of Sidi Brahim

An officer commanding a battalion of Chasseurs Alpins, mortally
1845 held out against a swarm of Arabs in the mosque of Sidi
wounded during a French attack in the Vosges, when asked what Brahim in Algeria, and then cut their way back to the French
his last wish was, answered " Let the buglers come and sound camp The 6th Company of the 7th Battalion of Chasseurs
the march of Sidi Brahim." This march commemorates the feat performed a similar exploit in the Vosges, and were honoured
of a few surviving Chasseurs of the Montagnac column, who in
by being officially named the Company of Sidi Brahim.

The War liluetrated; 30th December, 1916.
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Seen from afar in the dim light of dawn, the "tanks " havethe appearance of whales floating on the sea-surface. This illustration shows
two "tanks" crawling towards the German lines from the British front, whose sand-bagged entrenchments are seen in the foreground,

MY ADVENTURES IN A "TANK"
Told by a Sapper, Royal Engineers
DON'T think there was a soldier in
the whole of the Expeditionary
Force who laughed louder or longer
at the " tanks " than I did when they
first made their appearance, and many
were the jokes (?) cracked at their expense. And so, of course, I was rather
surprised when I found myself volunteering to form the crew of one of these strange
cars.
You see, I had been a traction-engine
driver in the old days, and a " Terrier as
well, so I thought it would be a new'
experience steering one of these strange
things. It had always been my proud
boast that I could run anything that
had wheels or drive anything on legs ;
but here I was to have a thing which was
half machine and half beast, with both
legs and wheels.
Now, I knew nothing at all about the
interior mechanism of the " tanks," and
so, when I found myself selected, I ran
over the working parts just to see what
was what. I can't tell you about them,
as they're still confidential, but one of
these days, when the secret comes out,
you'll be surprised at the ingenious
machinery there is inside ,,one of these
armoured cars.
Well, I took her for a trial trip, and
managed to get the hang of things. Then
we got orders to stand-by to take her out
with the advance first thing next morning. So, long before daylight, while our
guns were still doing their best to strafe
and awake the Huns thoroughly, I was
walking round my new pet, oiling and
greasing her bearings and joints so that
she should walk easily.

I

Wave-like Motion
And then we set out. It was fairly
good going at first till we got to No Man's
Land, where the shells had torn the ground
to pieces. Then " Jumping Jane "—that
was what we had christened the " tank "
—started to roll and pitch like a penny
steamer in a seaway, and we had the time
of our lives. I clung to the driving and
steering wheel with one hand, and grabbed
anything handy with the other to steady
myself. I had a frightful feeling of sicknesg, but that was soon over, and by-andby we all got used to the motion of the
old hooker.
The Huns ahead of us—having seen
and become acquainted with " Jane "

some days before—were waiting for us
with machine-guns, and gave us a proper
" Good-morning " welcome. The bullets
pattering on our side sounded like peas
or hailstones on the roof of a galvanised
tin shed, and then, as we got nearer,
like the blows of an erratic and jumpy
pneumatic hammer.
Then they
they suddenly stopped, as
the side of a big shell" Jane " slid
crater and into three feet of water at the
bottom. The caterpillar chains refused
to grip on the greasy ground, and she sideslipped and jerked herself all over the
place. We managed to get her out of the
water at the bottom of the shell-hole and
started to clamber up the opposite side.
You have heard about the snail that
climbed 1.113 the side of a wall three feet in
the day and slipped back two during the
night ? Well, that was " Jane." We'd
go at the side with a rush, and so long as
the stroke lasted she'd breast through the
•grease like a good 'un ; then, as it reached
the end, she'd stop dead, and, in spite of
shoving the throttle right open, she'd
start to slip back, and nothing would hold
her. The brakes, of course, locked the
wheels, but she still slid on.

Crawling horn a Crater
At least a dozen times she tried, and
the soldiers who were acting as our supports were convulsed with laughter. " Get
out and push ! " " Try her backwards ! "
and several other bits of advice were
offered us free, gratis, and for nothing,
until at last we—especially me—lost our
tempers, and said things to that " tank which would make a respectable lady
blush.
The profanity seemed to put her back
up, too, for the next time she stuck to her
job, coughing and groaning as if in pain.
Then, with a final gasp, she shoved herself over the edge, and; just to get a bit
of our own back, we went for the nearest
Hun trench.
Suddenly we gave a terrible jerk, and
" Jane " rolled over, first on one side and
then on the other. I thought we'd done
something, for the wheels chattered
again.
" Astride the trench ! " shouted the
look-out.
Right ! " remarked our lieutenant.
Give 'em socks ! "
The machine-guns to the right and left

started their clacking, the gunners nearly
falling over with their amusement. As
wasn't wanted for a minute or two, I took
a peep through a hole and watched Fritz
sprinting for his life. They were like a
lot of scared rabbits, and tried to bolt
down dug-outs, but the bullets strafed
thein before they could get away.
Some Huns brOught forward a nest of
machine-guns and started hamme-in, at
us again, and somebody must have signalled our range to the German artillery,
for their shell suddenly started to burst
all round us. It was getting unhealthy,
so. we started forward again, goin,for the
machine-guns. As soon as the
e Huns
here saw what we were after they picked
up their " sewing-machines " and bolted,
we in chase.
• We next Caine across • a' company of
Boches massed- to receive us. Their captain was a little- fat man, and he led the
charge they made at us. We received
them quietly, with all guns going like Ma&
and they, too, turned and bolted. It
wasn't at all difficult to round theM up
and hand them over to our infantry when
they at last came up.
Next day another crowd tried to rush
" Jane " as if she were a fort. - They
clambered all over her when she stopped,
and tried to poke their rifles into the loopholes in our side. Some of our .Tommies,
astern got a chance- of havin,target practice, and soon Fritz gave upethis- attempt.
We shook them clear as we went on, and
suddenly " Jane" jumped 'fully three
feet into the air, stopped, and came down
with a jerk. • " That's the kvbosh ! " said I. - But it
wasn't. It was a German shell explodi .
just under our fore-part. But it hadn t
smashed anything - in the workS, Only
shoved the clutch out so that the engine
was running free.

A Gruesome Obstacle
The rain of bullets resumed as xiv started
forward, and once more We were brought
up all standing, but it was only a hear
of dead Germans this time. We couldn't
very well have clambered over them
without damaging them—though they
were- a lon,ivay past feeling—so we
cruised round
e them and bore up for thevillage.
vil
A second shell gave us fits for a second ;
but again we had- luck, and sustained
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Great French Artist's Impression of the Tanks Crawling into Action on the Somme

the ,cratered field, full tilt against all obstacles—forts, to reptiles of the nightmare age, but in effect it is only the evolution
OVER
entrenchments; barbed-wire—the " tank " careers, as weird of the conventional armoured car, an evolution worked by men of

a monster of mechanical power as ever human wits devised. So extraordinary scientific knowledge and inventive genius. Several
fantastic is the new British aid to -victory that it has been likened men have been cited as the originators of the " tanks.' hut credit

for. its construction is due to Mr. W .A. Tritton, of the engineering
fitm of Messrs. Wm. Foster & Co. As the most vigilant and successful
precautions were taken to guard agaifigt_ spies, and even exciting
the curiosity of our own troops, the launch of the landships on the

Somme came as a staggerin., surprise to the enemy. It has
remained for the famous French artist M. Simont to produce the
most dramatic and realistic picture of the land-cruisers going
into, action, truly a remarkable spectacle in this amazing war.

The 11-ar Illustrated, 30th December, 1916.
MY ADVENTURES IN A " TANK"

clubbcd, yellim, and. swinging, the butt. We
b of the -wood against our
(Continued from page 467.)
heard the crash
nothing but bruises .as " Jane " threw us armoured side, and when I next saw Mr.
from one armoured side to the other. Our Fritz he was staring open-mouthed at
the splintered rifle in his hands. He
lieutenant was enjoying the fun.
" It's a rocky road to Dublin," he said. couldn't make it out, and' as " Jane "
" Stick it, and we'll trundle the jade down half turned as if to chew him up he flung
his arms in the air and yelled, " Kamerad !
Unter den Linden in time ! "
A few minutes later another company Kamerad ! " Some of the infantry took
of Huns tried to capture us by rushing, _ him in charge, and all that day he watched
- but we caught them as they_ came, and us in astonishment.
soon they crumpled up in the face of our
Eating Bricks and Mortar
fire. Some of them were plucky devils,
We reached the end of the street and
too. They came on single-handed, and
,tried to scale our sides. Our • officer tried to get out. Ahead and on our right
pushed up the hood and picked five off were heaps of bricks and stone ; on_ our
with his automatic pistol. That fed the left was a house with its outer walls,
others up, and they dropped off. They though riddled with holes, still standing.
scooted like rabbits as soon as their feet We couldn't turn in the street.
" What are you going to do about it,
touched the ground, and, our lads coming
up, we decided to rest on the ground driver ? " asked the lieutenant, " We
can't stay here all night."
we had captured.
"
take her. through that house
Demented Hun's Effort
sir," I said, " if you'll give the order."
That night we carried out a .few repairs,
" Right ! " he said. " Charge, Chester,
refilled our " tanks," and cleaned down charge ! "
ready for the- morning, when we were
We charged. I put her to the still
going for a walk through a village just standing wall, and she ate it as if it were
opposite— We reached there just after her regular food. The bricks came clatten in the morning, having slid . in and out tering down and thudded on our roof, but
of a few trenches and shell-holes on the we went on, and at last emerged into the
way, and we turned into the main street, open, having chewed a way clean through
Our artillery had made a terrible mess of and frightened the souls out of the Gerthings here, and the houses on both sides mans in the upper part of that house. And
of the narrow street were battered nearly we had left it standing, though two
to bits. At the top of the road they had minutes later a German " Jack Johnson "
fallen clean across it, blocking the way.
dropped it in a heap of ruins. The shell
We swung on up this street with 'half was intended for us, but had tarried too
a battalion of soldiers behind us, and the long on the way.
Germans occupying the wrecked houses
Our next big thing was the advance
stared in dismay. They sniped at " Jane" on High Wood, where the Londoners
from the upper windows, they rattled off covered themselves with glory. I shall
machine-guns at close range, but she still never forget the look of that bit of the
waddled onwards. One great big idiot world so long as I'm alive. Trees were
of a Hun must have thought she had feel- torn up and flung on all sides, men and
ings, for he rushed at her with his rifle rifles lay all round, some of the bodies
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weeks old. The Germans had never been
able to hold funeral parties because of our
artillery fire, and we'd had terrible difficulty. in getting our dead under ground.
For two months they'd held that wood in
spite of our gunners' daily hate, and it was
to be cleared out.
There was a strong machine-gun position just in front of it, and this we went
to clear up. And we found that the
Germans had prepared an ambush for
our chaps, But that gave us a chance.
and we wiped it clean out, leaving the few
machine-guns that weren't smashed to be
picked up by the infantry as they came
along. The wood itself, however, proved
too much for us, and at the edge of it we
became stationary, pelting away with our
guns whenever VT saw a body of the
enemy, and helping our lads considerably.

Caught by a Shell
We'd gone on too long without accident
for it to bode any good to us, and that
same evening we met our temporary
Waterloo, The German sausage balloons
must have been keeping a fatherly eye
on us, for when we started off back their
guns started talking to us. They made
some fairly decent shots, and two or three
times bespattered our sides with mud and
splinters, which we turned off like rainwater. Then one shell exploded astern
of us, and nearly pushed Jane " over
on her nose, A second followed hard on
its heel, and just as we were settling down
on an even keel again we felt the second
shock. This time the floor of the " tank "
was burst in, and I got a swipe across the
forehead with a splinter. " Jumping
Jane " had finished jumping for a while,
and v-hen I last saw her—as I passed in
the hospital train en route for- Blighty
once more—she was surrounded by a
crowd of mechanics, who were patching her
up for further Hun-strafing cruises.

"Tank," bearing a placard " Great Hun Defeat," dashing along a village street in enemy occupation. One can but faintly imagine the
terror of the Germans on being confronted by this steely leviathan, which crumpled weapons and fortifications like so much crepe. Th
vivid illustration shows the Germans surrendering to the infantry following the " tank's" irresistible progress.
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Brave Signaller Stays the Hun and Holds the Line

The fighting in " Y" Ravine by Beaumont—Hamel was marked
by many feats of individual daring and initiative on the part of the
Scotsmen engaged. Thus a man of the Signal Corps was running
telephone wires up and had reached his goal in a German trench
when he dropped wounded at the mouth of a dug—out. As he fell a

German officer came up from below and the Scot could see others
behind him. He called on the officer to surrender, which he
promptly did, and then, bracing himself together, he telephoned
back over the line he had just laid and waited until help cams,
meanwhile keeping guard over the Surrendered officer.

7716 liar Illustrutcd, 30th litccrnIqr. 131.5.
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Soldiers of Four Nations Warring in Rumania

Corner of a Russian camp somewhere in Dobruja. The Russians were the only nation of the Allies who were able to give much fighting
aid to Rumania, but they failed to check the invasion of the Austro—Hungarian and German armies under Mackensen.

Turkish prisoners captured by the Rumanians on their way to internment. Large numbers of Turks are taking part in the Rumanian
campaign. Right: French and Rumanian officers conferring together on the Rumanian front.

A Russian cavalry encampment in Dobruja. Although the horses compare unfavourably in appearance with those of British
cavalry, which are probably the best tended in the world, they are full of endurance, and in the case of the Cossacks are trained to
an astonishing understanding of their masters' wishes and intentions .

17,c War illustrated, 30th December, 1916.
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Ceremony of Loyal Salutation at Salonika
British and French Official Photographs

While King Constantine was believed to be meditating collusion with the Central Powers, Greek loyalists were under review by M.
Venizelos prior to their departure to the Greco—Bulgarian front, there to wipe out humiliations inflicted on their fatherland by the Bulgars.

Banner for Greek troops loyal to Serbia and the allied cause. An impressive ceremony took place recently at Salonika. M. Venizelos,
as head of the Provisional Greek Government, accepted the colours from Mme. Valyano, President of the Committee of Greek Women.

!titer the presiintation of the colours to the Greek troops who had sworn allegiance to Ni. Venizelos and the Allies, the men -marched
past to the accompaniment of patriotic music. M. Veniieios and General Danglis (on his left) are saluting the valiant volunteers.

2`112) Da/ 97,12/ .1*AI 911.E
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Part of the great wall round Salonika. The historic city abounds in relics of archaeological
interest, principal among which is the triumphal arch of Constantine and several mosques.

Cavalry reinforcements en route for Ostrow) and the battle front, passing a military car coming
back to the base. Following the allied capture of Monastir Serbians took the village of Staravina.

FRENCH LANCERS IN SALONIKA.—The city was the scene of St. Paul's famous ep:Wes
to the Thessalonians, and to—day it is again a rallying point of the Christian cause,

Far Asia joins the Near East in the Allies' cause. Annamita troops from the French Colonial
possession of Cochin China marching towards Monastir, via Ostrovo. (Exclusive photographs.)
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RECORDS OF REGIMENTS IN THE WAR-XXV.

THE SHROPSHIRE LIGHT INFANTRY
AN ADVANCE THROUGH THE MUD
OR some weeks
before the
" great push,"
which opened on'
July :1st, 1916; there
was a feeling of expectation in the air.
We at home felt
certain that something big was about
to happen at the front; although we did not
finite know what, and the men there Were
,equaily eXpectant and equally in the
dark: One or two things we did knoW,
however. We were told from time, to
time of raids made on the Gerinan
trenches ; dashes of small bodies of men
into: the enemy's lines, sometimes with
the object of seizing a trench or two,
but at others for some purpose of which
we were ignorant.
One of the first, and also one of the most
successful, of these raids was carried
out by a battalion of the Shropshire
Light Infantry, and in his brief message
of April 22nd Sir Douglas Haig told how
they had just recaptured a trench about
the Ypres-Langemarck road.

F

Between Ypres and Langemarck
The Ypres-Langemarck road is the one
running from Ypres almost due north to
Langemarck and beyond, and along it
some of the most terrible fighting of the
Second Battle of Ypres took place in
April, 1915. Shell-trap Farm and Pilkem
are not far from it, and the British
trenches ran right across it, about midway
between Ypres and Langemarck. On
April 19th, by a sudden rush, one of our
trenches, had been taken from us, but
two days later the arrangements for its
recapture had been completed.
The night of- Friday, April 21st, was
dark and wet, and it had been pouring
with rain for some time previously. The
ground across which the attacking force,
presumably a battalion of about one
thousand men, had to go was a quagmire
of the worst kind. The mud was never
less than knee-deep, and frequently it was
up to the thighs. At times the men
could only advance by throwing their
rifles forward and going after them like
frogs:- So bad was it that the front
column took several hours to cover two
hundred yards, a distance which a
sprinter would run in twenty-five seconds.
All the time bullets were whizzing through
the gloom, shells were bursting, and now
and again machine-guns got to work.

would be more correct—as they were
making their way through the quagmire,
and it is said that one remained stuck
fast in the mud for over three whole days
until he was found and hauled out. He,
fortunately, was still alive. The greatest
loss was that of the colonel, E. B. Luard,
D.S.O., who had arranged and led the
attack, and the mention of his name is
a 'reminder of the deeds performed; by
the Shropshires earlier in the war, for, as
a major he had won the D.S.O. more than
eighteen months before his death.

Winter of Endurance
Under Lieut.-Colonei C. P. Higginson,
D.S.O., the 1st Battalion of the Shropshires, part of General Heir's 6th Division,
reached the front from England about
September 16th, 1914, during the Battle
of the Aisne. It was not used in that
engagement, and was soon transferred
to Flanders, where the men had their
first experience of German warfare. In
October they made some progress along
the side of the River Lys, towards Armentieres, but just beyond there they were
compelled to stop. They dug some
trenches and were in them during the
First Battle of Ypres.
The great German attacks were not
directed against the Shropshires and the
other battalions of the 6th Division,
but they remained in the trenches, enduring the wet and the frost, throughout a
good part of the winter. In one or two
respects they were fortunate. According
to one officer, writing in November, they
had very few casualties because the
trenches in which- they then were had
been dug by a regiment composed mainly
of miners, who knew how to do it. Hespoke of the soil as a heavy, sticky clay,

and remarked on the -mildness of the
weather at that time, the noise made by
the German big guns, the grim doings
of the snipers on both sides,- and, above
all, of the stolid endurance of the British
infantrymen. However, the weather did
not keep as it was in November, and more
than one Shropshireman left the trenches
so frost-bitten that amputation of the foot
or leg was the only chance of saving life.
In the spring of 1915 the 2nd Battalion
of the Shropshires was sent to the front,
and while the Battle of Neuve Chapelle
was being fought it was at St. Eloi,'
fifteen miles away. This part of the line
was chosen by the Germans for a big
counter-attaCk on March 14th, which
drove our men from their trenches. Early
on the following morning Sir Herbert
Plurner had arranged his stroke in return..
The selected battalions, the 2nd Shropshires among them, rushed forward and
the Gertiratis were turned out.The Shropshires were in the trenches
during the 'Second Battle of Ypres, and
in July the 1st Battalion was stationed.
near Hooge. At this spot, on July 3oth,
the Germans made a big attack, and it
was St. Eloi over again. Our troops were
driven froth their trenches, but a counter
attack made on August 9th regained much
of the lost ground. The Shropshires
shared in this successful move, and one
of their officers, Lieutenant Richard
Bryans, was' awarded the Military Cross.

Shropshires' Fine Record
The Shiopshire Light Infantry, composed of the old 53rd and 85th Regiments
of the Line, began its career in 1755, and
has always been connected with the county
where it was first raised. It fought in
many of the battles of the Peninsular War,
and had a big share in the war of 1846
against the Sikhs. Some of the Shropshires helped to capture Lucknew during
the Mutiny, and there five of them won
the Victoria Cross ; later they were in
Afghanistan, in Egypt, and South Africa."

A.

W. Holland

Gallant Work in the Mud

-The -Shropshires were formed in three
columns, and, impossible as it seems, they
got to the Captured trench ; the rest
was a picnic compared with what they
had gone through. They killed 'or captured the...ger-Mans in the trench, which
was half-eu*OV.water, and then-set to
work :to males their position secure. Soon
-they ctlOrd fa:-i
ee to Headquarters
that this lad beeri'done. During his brief
stay; the Hun had not been idle, -for he
had 'made new communication-trenches,
built !up iron loopholes; and brought up
many,`_ of his inn-O'er44e machine-guns.
Then after all 'this tralible, he left the
trench--so he sairlbecause of the wet.
This useful and gallant piece of Work
was not carried out without losses. Some
men were actually drowned—suffocated
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SERVICE BATTALION THE KING'S OWN SHROPSHIRE LIGHT INFANTRY.—
Back row (left to right): Sec.-Lieut. - E. H. Robinson, Sec.-Lieut. C. B. 0: Walker,
Sec.-Lieut. R. J. Davies, Sec.-Lieut. F. 0. Smyth, Lieut. G. S. Rangecroft, Sec.-Lieut.
W. Helmore. (Middle row): Sec.-Lieut. C. AN, Joss, Sec.-Lieut C. P. Caesar _See.Lieut. W. L. Lloyd, Sec.-Lieut. J. P. ShaW;': Sen-,:7Lietit. F. N, Rust,Sec.-14.44. '14: M.
Hughes-Hallett, 13-ea.-Lie:it. H. C. Hopkcirisen, Sec.tk.ight-l-Livi•PndiehurY,Liegt W.
Ingrams, Lie6t.riJohnstori, Sec.-Lieut. G. F. Silvester. Front row (sitting):
M. J. Kelly, R.A.M.C., Lieut. and Acting-Adit. W. de B. Wood, Captain C. W. Daubeny,
Lieut.-Col, A. V. Weir, Major Sir Robert Cockburn, Bart., Captain Roach (Chaplain),
Lieut. E. H. Bennett (Quartermaster).
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Vaux Fort in Possession of the Valiant French

View of the interior of Vaux Fort after the French recaptured it from the Germans.
Left : A preventiveagainst wet feet. French soldiers laying a " corduroy " path along a
trench in anticipation of winter rains. (French official photographs.)

This photograph of the heap of cases of shells fired by a single
battery of " 75's" gives some idea of the enormous supply of
munitions that has to be maintained.

,The only entrance into Vaux Fort that their bombardment left practicable to the conquering Frenchmen. Right.: Senegalese negro
ordering German prisoners to get on with their work, his volubif ty appearing to amuse the captives and also tneir French captors,
who are listening with a smile (French official photographs.)
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Humble Helpers in the Great War of Liberation

New French method of conveying barbed—wire to consolidate captured positions
on the Somme front. Little African donkeys carry these awkward supplies with ease.

British farriers shoeing mules, beasts of burden which have been found of great
use on the western lines. Right : A French trooper with a sumpter donkey.

In this war the donkey has become the caddie of the trenches. Re carries eaerything, and his endurance is remarkable. Donkeys ere
to be seen in every sector of the French lines, for their small size permits them to go freely almost anvwheee.

War Illustrated, 3013 Dcecrubcr, 10.5,

(All Al! Men of the Royal Marine Artillery

Men of the Australian Army Medical Corps posing for their
photographs on the barrel of a naval gun.

Australians aboard a troopship doing a physical exercise which
brings all the leg, arm, and body muscles into play.

Signallers transmitting a message by semaphore. In the Navy
the signallers are familiarly known as " bunting waggers."

Men of the Royal Marine Artillery doing physical exercise on
board ship, colloquially known as physical jerks "
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War Wheels Encircling the Spinning Globe,

Bringing in a gun captured from the Germans in North—East Rhodesia. An incident in General Northey's campaign of clearing Central
Africa of the enemy. Guerilla warfare in East Africa, however, is likely to continue for some time.

Military car on service in Egypt has its radiator replenished
from a flask. Right ; Motor transport with the British forces
in pursuit of the Senussi.

Warm work where the sun shines. Army Service Corps bakehouse at a British camp in Western Egypt. Though the Senussi have been
beaten in several actions,auch natives are difficult to subdue entirely, and a constant watch on tneir movements is imperatiVe.

Allied troops on the march in Macedonia. Fully equipped they are on their way to take part in an attack against the Bulgars. (French official photograph.)

ON A BALKAN PLATEAU.—Interrninably the martial pageant wends its way over Macedonian plains where mighty hosts have fought from tixhe immemorial. Thie French official
photograph shows a British odavoy on the road leading to the battle—zone. On December 10th a streng and successful French attack Wok glade north—east of Monastir.

